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B O K IV.

OF

OF VERBS,
OR

The Rules of their Preterites and Supines.

IX
Verbs we ought chiefly to consider the Preterite, because of

the tenses depending thereon ; and the Supine, because of a

great mr.ny nouns and participles that are formed from thence.

The PRETERITE in /, being conjugated by itti, it, properly

speaking, is no more of one conjugation than of another : or to

express myself with more propriety, it forms its particular conju-
gation, as I have already observed in the rudiments, ending con-

stantly in I, and forming constantly the tenses depending thereon

by the same analogy without any exception. But this termination
still admits of a very great diversity, because of the vowel or con-
sonant that precedes it.

The preterite, generally speaking, may be formed of the second

person of the present, by changing S into VI, as amo, amas
t
ama-d ;

J?o, es, eri ; peto, is, ivi ; audio, is, m.
In regard to which we may also take notice of two general ex-

ceptions.
The first, that the V consonant being changed into U vowel,

the other preceding vowel is dropped to prevent too great an hiatus,
or concurrence of vowels, as dotno, as, domul, for doma-d ; moneo,
es, monui, for mone-ci : arguo, is, argui ; aperio, aperui, &c.
The second, that sometimes a syllable or letter is suppressed,

either in the middle of the word, as juvo, as, ju-ci, for jura-ci ;

ca-ceo, es, ca-i, for cave-i : or at the end, as
lego, legi, for legiri ;

soho, solvi ; venio, veni . or in both, as, Jundo, is, fudi, for fundi,
which should come from fundii- i.

The SUPINES are generally formed of the preterite, by changing
the two last letters into TUM ; as amavi, amatum ; ju-ci, jutum :

Jlevi, etnm : rapui, raptum^&c.
Now it often happens that the suppression of a syllable or letter

in the preterite is not communicatedSo the supine, so that the su-

pine
is formed just as if the analogy was complete : as ruiturn from

rui,
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rj, for ruivi ; fugitum fromfugi, forjugivi. But it sometimes
also receives a syncope particular to itself, as ictum for icitum, from
ico, id, for idvi ; ruptum for rupitum, from rumpo, rupi, for

rupivi.
Thus alo, from alui, for alivi, makes aliium, and by syncope altum*
And some others in the same manner.

Those in ui, generally speaking, make only ITUM or UTUM in

the supine, for ui'xuM ; as momd', monitum . argui, arguitum : sui\

sutttm, &c.

Further, the Latins have often imitated the Greek analogy : so
that as the Greeks change the characteristics /3 and ir into 4- in the
first conjugation : y and * into | in the second : in the same manner
the Latins say scribo, scripsi ; carpo, carpsi ; dico, dixi ; jungo,
junxi. Also vincio, vinxi ; sando, sanxi ; and the like ; the verbs
in O pure often following the impure termination.

And as the Greeks change and r into <r in the third, so the
Latins say not only Icedo, Itzsi, Icesum ; sentio, si, sum,, and the like :

but alsojlecto,faxi ; nccto, nexi ; for Jtecsi, necsi, &c.; the xt as

we shall observe in the treatise of letters, being equivalent to cs

and gs.

They have also given now and then a reduplication to their

verbs in imitation of the Greek augment, as mordeo, memordi, or

momordi ; pendeo, pependi ; ccedo, cccidi ; pello, pepuli, &c.

Such is in short the general analogy of the preterites and su-

pines, which is certainly greater than most people imagine. We
may mention it here by the way, though we shall treat of it more

particularly hereafter. Though in regard to beginners, it is, I

think, very difficult to hit upon a shorter and easier way of learn-

ing and retaining them, than by the rules we are going to lay
down.

These very often comprise, in a single line, the verb, its prete-
rite and supine, and with such a connexion, that it is hardly pos-
sible to remember one without recollecting the other at the same
time. And the choice collection of Latin verbs translated into

our own language, and thrown into the examples, will perhaps be

of service to youth by shewing them at the same time the force

and real signification of the words.

n/f
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GENERAL RULES.
RULE I.

Of the Compounded Verbs.

1. The simple and compounded verbs are con-

jugated alike.

9. But there are several exceptions which we

shall elsewhere observe.

EXAMPLES.
1. The compounded verbs are conjugated like their

simples, from whence they form their preterite and

supine, as

AMO, amavi, amatum, amare ;
to love.

R&lamo, avi, atum, are, to love him that loveth us.

SE'DEO, sedi, essum, ere, to sit, to be set or placed, to

sit still, to be idle.

Possideo, possedi, possessum, possidere, to possess.

2. There are several that do not intirely follow their

simple, which we shall take notice of in the sequel,

but more particularly at the end of all the rules.

ANNOTATION.
If you are at a loss to 6nd out the preterite of a compounded

verb, you must strive to find its simple, by dropping the com-

pounding particle, the more easily to see its preterite ; as exaudio,

dropping the ex remains audio, audivi, auditum ; and therefore

exaudio must make exaudivi, exauditum.

But we are to observe that compounded verbs frequently change
the first vowel of the simple into I : as sedeo, possideo,

and not pos-
sedeo : ago, adigo, and not adago.

Sometimes they change it into E, as carpo, discerpo.
Sometimes other changes are made which the use of authors

will point out ; as from ago comes cogo, for coago, and coago for

conago, according to Quintilian.

RULE II.

Of Verbs that redouble their first syllable in the preterite.

1. The reduplication of the first syllable of sim-

ple verbs is frequently dropped in their

compounds.
$ 2. Ex-
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2. Except all those of disco andposco.
3. Fiveofcmro. 4. And reptingo.

EXAMPLES.
1. There are a great many verbs, which have a re-

duplication in the preterite, when they are simple, and
lose it when compounded, as

MO'RDEO, mo-mordi, morsuin, mordere : to bite.

Remordeo, remordi, remorsum, remordere; to bite

again ; to chastise again ;
to revenge.

PE'NDEO, pe-pndi., pensum, pendere ; to hang up,
to hang on, at, orfrom.

Impendeo, impendi, impensam, impendere: to hang
over ones head, to threaten, to be near at hand.

SPO'NDEO, spo-pondi, sponsum, spondere; to pro-
misefreely, to be suretyfor another, to betroth.

Respondeo,' respond], responsum, respondere : to an-

swer.

TO'NDEO, to-tondi, tonsum, tondere : to dip, to

poll, to browse.

Detondeo, detondi, detonsum, ere ;
to shear, dip, or

poll, so as to leave nothing behind.

CADO, ce-cidi, casum, cadere : tofall, to slip, tofall

out, to happen.

O'cciclo, occidi, occasum, occidere : to fall down, to

die, to be slain.

Recido, recidi, recasum, recidere : to fall back, to

recoil.

CJEDO, cecidi, csesum, ca'dere : to lash, to beatt to

cut, to kill.

Occido, occidi, occisum, occidere: to hill.

CANO, ce-cini, cantum, canere: to sing.

Concino, concini, concentum, concinere : to agree or

accord in one song or tune ; to sing one's praise on an

instrument, to prophesy, to consent.

PENDO, pe-pendi, pensum, pendere : to weigh, to

esteem, to pay.

Impendo, impendi, impensum, ere : to spend, to em-

ploy.
TUN DO, tu-tudi, tunsum, tundere ; to beat or thump,

to beat in a mortar, to thresh.

Re-
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Retundo, retudi, retusum, retundere : to blunt or dully

to quell.

TANGO, te-tigi, tactum, tangere: to touch.

Attingo, attigi, attactum, attingere: to touch lightly,

to reach.

TEXDO, te-tendi, tensuin, tendere : to stretch out, to

bend a bow, to endeavour.

Ostendo, ostendi, ostensum, ostendere: to
thaq,

to

point at.

2. These retain the reduplication.

DISCO, di-dici, discere : to leant.

Addisco, addidici, addiscere ;
to learn more, to learn

by heart.

And in the same manner all its other compounds.
POSCO, po-posci, poscere

: to askfor, to demand.

Deposco, depoposci, deposcitum, deposcere : to call

for or demand with importunity.

And in the same manner all its other compounds.
3. CURRO, cucurri, cursum, currere: to run.

It retains its reduplication in many of its com-

pounds, and particularly
in

Prsecurro, prcecu-curri, praecursum, prsecurrere; to

run or make speed before, to answer aforeseen objection.

\Ve find it also very often decurro, excurro, pro-

c.trro, perctrro, though they are likewise used without

a reduplication. See rule 55.

4. PUXGO, pu-pugi, punxi, punctum, pungere :

to prick.
One of its compounds retains the reduplication.

llepungo, repupugi, repunxi, repunctum, repungere :

To prick again, to do one shrewd turnfor another.

ANNOTATION.
The other compounds of curro, not mentioned here, are very

seldom found with the reduplication: but as to those above ex-

pressed, Caesar hath, ciimregiones GaUi&percucurrisset, Livy; Qwt
plures armati excucurrissent ,' and ia another place, etsiferoriuspro-
cucurrissent. Pliny, ad mortem decucurrit. Q. Curtius, ad Philotam

decucurrisse. Tertull. Oportebat legis adimplcndte causas prtecucur-
risse. We find also accucurrisse in Cic. ad Attic.

These reduplications are a kind of imitation of the Greek aug-
ment ; whence they were all formed heretofore in E, memordi, pc-

spepor.di : which Gellius says were used by Caesar and Cicero.

Just
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Just as we still sayfefelli fromfallo ; peperi from pario ; tetigi from

tango ; and in Pliny, tetidi from tollo ; and such like.

And so we may say the same of do, dedi. But its compounds, as

well as those of sto, steti, shall be sufficiently explained in their

particular rules ; since except the four compounds of do of the first

conjugation which make dedi like itself, the others do not properly
retain the reduplication of the simple, but rather assume a parti-
cular reduplication of their own.

Now it is to be observed that heretofore there was a far greater
number of verbs that reduplicated, than there are at present.
Hence we still find despopondisse and despoponderas in Plautus : Gel-
lius also quotes from the same author prtemomordi. Varro has

made use of detotonderat, according to Priscian. Scindo also made
sciscidi : which Asmonius in the grammar he wrote to Constantine,

thought was the only one in use.

RULE III.

Of those which having changed the A into I, take an E in the supine.

1. If the A of the simple verb be changed into

I, when that verb is compounded) its su-

pine will assume an E.

2. But those in DO and GO retain the A.
EXAMPLES.

1. Those verbs which change A into I in their

compounds, assume an E in the penultimate of the

supine : as

FA'CIO, feci, factum, facere : to do.

Perficio, perfeci, perfectum, (and not perfactum) per-

ficere : to perfect, tofinish.

JA'CIO, jeci, jactum, jacere : to throw.

Rejicio, eci, ectum, (and not actum) icere : to cast or

jfting
back,

%. The compounded verbs that end in DO and in

GO, follow their simple intirely, without taking an

E in the supine, as

CADO, cecidi, casum, cadere : to fall, tofall out, to

happen.

Recido, recidi, recasum, recidere : tofall back.

TRANGO, fregi, fractum, frangere : to break.

Effringo, etfiegi, effractum, effringere : to break up,

or open ;
to break in pieces.

AGO, egi, actum, agere : to do any business, to treat

or deal with, to act, to drive, to lead.

A'digo,
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A'digo, adegi, adactum, adigere : to drive, to bring to,

to force,

TAXGO, tetigi, tactum, ta&gere : to touch.

Contingo, contigi, contactum, contiugere : to touch

or lay hold oj\ to handle.
A N N O T A T I O X.

This rule ought also to be understood of the preterite of the verb

passive, which is constantly formed of a participle that depends
on the active supine. And this is a remark that particularly re-

gards the verbs deponent : for as from rejicior comes rej'ctus,
so from confiteor comes confessus, though fateor makesj'a-iK* with an
a. But properly speaking it is understood only of those verbs that

have an A in the penultimate of their supine ; as rapio, rapui,

raptum ; arripio, arreptum : and not of those which have A only
in the antepenultimate, as hahe^, habitum. Hence we ought to say
adhibitum and not adhebitum ; because this A is not in the termi-

nation of the supine, which is HUM.
Therefore it may be said that all the other verbs follow the rule

of their simple, unless they be particularly excepted.

RULE IV.

Of those that have no preterite.

All verbs without a preterite, are likewise

u-ithout a supine.
EXAMPLES.

Verbs that have no preterite have no supine, as

glisco, gliscere, to grow or spread itself: polleo, pollere,
to be able, to have po\ver : labo, labare, to totter, to

be ready to drop down.
Nevertheless we may except tundo. See the 37th

rule.

RULE V.
Of the Syncope.

The syncope incident to verbs is n'licn a syllable,
is cut off ; as when we say amasti instead

o/'amavisti.
EXAMPLES.

The syncope is a contraction or cutting off, which

frequently happens in the preterite, especially of
those that terminate in VI : as

PETII, instead of petivi : / have asked.

AmsistijJ'or amavisti : thou hast loved.

VOL. I. N Nosti,
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Nosti, jfor novisti : thou hast known.

Norunt,t/^r noverunt : they have known.

Revocasti, for revocavisti : thcu hast recalled.

Prostrasse, for prostravisse : to have overthrown, or

beaten down.

Adiisset,for adivisset : he might have gone towards.
ANNOTATION.

The syncope happens also sometimes to the other preterites, as

Extinxti, Virg.
instead o/'extinxisti ; thou ha&t extinguished.

Extinxem, Virg.Jbr extinxissem ; / might have extinguished.

Evasti, Hor. instead o/"evasisti ; thou hast escaped.

Surrexe, Hor. instead of surrexisse ; to have got up.
But this manner of speaking is less to be imitated, except it be in

regard to the verbs.

But if you should chuse to extend this rule to the formation of

the other preterites, and also of the supines, according to the ge-
neral analogy we have given of them, you may consult what has

been above said at our entering upon the conjugations, p. 171.

THE FIRST CONJUGATION.
RULE VI.

General for Verbs of the first conjugation.

Thefirst conjugationmakes thepreterileinAVI,
as amo, amas, amavi ; and its supine in

ATUM, as amo, amas, amatum.
EXAMPLES.

Verbs of the first conjugation generally make their

preterite in AVI, and their supine in ATUM ;
as

AMO, amas, amavi, amatum, amare : to love one cor-

dially, to be obliged to, or thank, to delight in.

A'damo, avi, alum, are ; to love greatly, wantonly.

Redamo, avi, atum, are : to love him that loveth us.

A'MBULO, avi, atum, are: to walk, to go ajoot-pace,
to glide along.

Obambulo., avi, atum, are : to walk about, to walk by
ones side.

BEO, avi, atum, are : to bless, to make one happy or glad.

CA'LCEO, avi, atum, re : to put on shoes, to shoe.

CREO, avi, atum, are : to create, to beget, to breed, to

cause, to choose, to ordain.

Re"creo,
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Recreo, avi, atum, are ; to bring to life again, to re-

cover, to refresh, to comfort.
* ENU'CLEO, eavi, eatum, eare : to take out the

kernel, to declare or explain.
* DELI'XEO, eavi, eatum, eare : to delineate, to

draw the outlines, to make a rude draught.
* ILLA'QUEO, eavi, eatum, eare : to intanglet

to

bias.

MEO, meavi, meatum, meare : to go or pass any man-
ner of way.

Commeo, avi, atum, are, to go in company, to.go to and

fro, to come, to more. Whence we have commeatus,
a passport, afurlow, a place through which one passes
or repasses, a going and coming, a carriage, a convoy

of a ship or fleet, a company of soldiers, provision of
victuals, either public or private.

Remeo, avi, atum, are : to return, or come back again.
NA'USEO, avi, atum, are : to be sea-sick, to vomit or

to be ready to vomit.

Take particular notice of these verbs in co of the first conjuga-
tion, in order not to confound them with others in ej*of the second.

NU'XTIO, avi, atum, are : to tell or relate, to carry
news, to carry orders, to shew or advise.

PROXU'XTIO, avi, atum, are : to pronounce.
The rest in IO are generally of the third or fourth conjugation.

UNDO, avi, atum, are : to rise in surges, to spread or

diffuse itself, to overflow.

Eximdo, avi, atum, are : to over/Ion; to spreadfar.
Fecundo. avi, atum, are : to makefruitful.
Inundo, avi, atum, are : to overflow, to abound, to re-

dound.

Take particular notice of these compounds of undo, in order not
to confound them with those of'do, dcdi.

ALIE'XO, Abalieno, avi, atum, are: to aliejuite, to

sell, to deliver up the possession or right of a thing to

another, to discard or cut off, to create division be-

tween people, to set them at variance.

DiCO, avi, atum, are : to dedicate, to appoint or design,
to devote, to set apart or bestow, to vow or promise.

N 2 A'bdico,
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A'bdico, avi, alum, are : to disown or renounce, to ab-

rogate or disannul, to reject or re/use, to disinherit,
to abdicate or lay down.

VOCO, avi, atum, are : to name, to call, to invite.

A'dvoco, avi, atum, are : to call or send forfriends to

assist us with their authority orpresence in our affairs,
and tofurnish our advocate with the means ofgaining
our cause, and of supporting our right : to pleadfor
or advise one ; to summon together ; to call up or

conjure.

LeGO, avi, atum, are : to send as an ambassador or

lieutenant, to dispatch or send away, to intrust, to

bequeath.

Allege, avi, atum, are : to send one as a messenger or

ambassador, to depute one for a business, to alkdge by

way of excuse, to set one down in writing.

APPE'LLO, avi, atum, are : to call, to name, to in-

title ; to mention; to speakfamiliarly to one; to call in

question or accuse ; to call to witness ; to call to one

for help ; to call uponfor a thing ; to dun ; to appeal;
to proclaim ; to pronounce.

* AUCTO'RO, avi, atum, are : to bind or engage one,

as by covenant or hire,for service ; to press soldiers, or

list them into pay. Whence comes auctoratus miles.

an inlisted soldier. Exauctoratus, a cashiered or dis-

banded soldier. Auctoramentum, a stipulating or

contracting, whence ariseth an obligation to serve ; the

hire or wages of such service ; a donative or present.

RULE VII.

Of the Verbs do and sto with their compounds.

3 . Do makes dedi, datum.

2. And sto makes steti, statum.

3. 'Its compounds have STITI, STITUM, and

more usually STATUM.
EXAMPLES.

1. Do, decli, datum, dare; to give, to bestow; to

tell or shew: to intrust,
Cir-
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Circundo, circundedi, circundatum, circundare : to

surround, to inclose.

Pessundo, dedi, datum, dare : to overthrow, to cast

underfoot, to lay waste.

Satisdo, satisdedi, atum, are : to put in sufficient sure-

ties, for performance of covenants.

Venundo, venundedi, atum, are : to sell.

ANNOTATION.
Only these four compounds of do are of the first conjugation,

the rest are of the third.

Dor the present of the indicative passive, and der the present
of the subjunctive passive, are unusual.

2. STO, steti, statum, stare: to stand, to standstill,

to take part with or against, to rest upon or agree to, to

acquiesce, stand to, or be determined by.

3. Its com pounds make STIT1 and STITUM,
and more usually STATUM.
Asto, astiti, astitum, astare : to stand, to stand by, to

assist.

Consto, constiti, constitum or constatum, constare :

to stand together ; to be consistent or agree with ones

self ; to cotisist, or be made tip; to abide, continue or

be ; to appear, to be plain ; to cost or stand in

Exto, extiti, extitum, extare : tostandour, to stand or

stick up, to be, to remain, to be seen above others, to

spring out.

Disto, distiti, very little used, distare : to be different, to

be distant.

Insto, institi, institum, atum, are : to be instant or ear-

nest with one, to press, to persist in a thing, topursue,
to be near.

Obsto, obstiti, itum, atum, are : to resist, to hinder, to

hurt.

Prasto, priEstiti, itum, atum, are : to stand before ; to

bring out ; to give or procure ; to cause, make, or

perform ; to shew or approve ; to excel ; to warrant, to

answer ; to makegood or defray ; toobligeones self, 8$C.

Resto, restiti, itum, atum, are; to stay or stand, tore-

main.

Substo, substiti, itum, atum, are : to stand still, to bear

up, to stand his ground.
ANNO-
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A N NOT ATI ON.
From the supines in atum, are usually formed the

participles in
rus : Facile se id prcestaturum, Cic. which occurs much oftener than

prczstiturum. Constatura Jides, Lucan. Extatura, Pliny. Quosdant
obstaturos, Quint. Instaturos victores, Frontin.

RULE VIII.
Of lavo, poto, andjuvo.

1. Lavo makes lavi, lautum, lotum, and lava-
turn.

2. Poto,pot4vi,potatum,flrcd%s?/wco^e potum.
3. Juvo has hardly any supine ; but adjutum

is usual.

EXAMPLES.
1. LAVO, lavi, lotum, lautum, lavatum, lavare :

to wash. Relavo, relavi, relotum, relavare, to wash
again.

2. POTO, potavi, potatum or potum, potare : to

drink.

Compoto, avi, atum, are : to drink together.

Perpoto, avi, atum, are : to drink continually, to drink

off or up.

Epoto, epotavi, epotum : to drink up, to suck in.

3. JUVO, juvi, jutum, seldom used, juvare : to help, to

assist, to please.

A'djuvo, adjuvi, adjutum, adjuvare : to help, to assist.

ANNOTATION.
Lavatum indeed comes from lavo, as ; but lavi, lautum, and lo-

tum, seem rather to come from lavo, is, which we read in Horace :

Qui Xantho lavis amne crines. And Virg. Lavit ater corpora san-

guis, 3. Georg. For from the preterite lavi, is regularly formed

lavitum, of which by syncope they have made lautum, and after-

wards by changing au into o, lotum. From lautum comes lautus,

genteel, well bred, clean, neat, noble, splendid. And lautitia,

good cheer, daintiness in entertainments. From lotum comes lotium,
the water you wash your mouth with ;

or urine, because it washes
the body withinside.

Potum is also a syncope for potatum, which is still more usual in

its compounds.' We say also pctfus sum, but in another sense, as we
shall observe in our remarks at the end of the syntax.

Jutum, which Vossius and Alvarez thought was not to be found

uncompounHed, is read in Tacitus, Annal. lib. 14. c. 4. Placuit

solertia tempore etiam juta. And in Pallad. lib. 4. tit. 10. Stereo-

rati Sf humoribusjuti (rami.) And if we give credit to Gronovius
in his nofes on Livy, we ought to read it in some other passages

of

this
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this author, which seem to be corrupted. It seems that they said

also juva-ci,
which we find in the poet Manilius, whom Vossius

believed to have lived in the reign of Theodosius. We meet also

with adju-atitm and juvaturus, as if they came from the supine

jii-catum. Adjircaturos nos divinam protadentiam,
re/ periculo nostro,

Petron. Which is no more to be imitated, than that expression

of those who so often make use of adjuvarunt for adjuverunt,

though without any authority.

RULE IX.

Of those which make Li and ITUM.

1. Sono, cubo, dontb, tono, veto, crepo, make

UI, ITUM.
2. But discrepo oftener makes discrepavi.
3. Mico has UI, but no supine.

4. Dimico more usually hath AVI, ATUXI.

EXAMPLES.
1. SONO, sonui, sonitum, sonare : to sound.

A'ssono, onui, onitum, are : to answer by sound like au.

echo.

Consono, onui, itum, are : to ring again, to echo ; to

agree, or be suitable.

Dissono, ui, itum, are : to be discordant, to disagree.

I'nsono, ui, itum, are : to sound as a trumpet, to play on.

Pcrsono, ui, itum, are : to make a great noise, to resound.

Resono, ui, itum, are : to resound.

CUBO, cubui, cubitum, cubare : to lie down, to sit at

table.

A'ccubo, accubui, accubitum, accubare : to sit opposite,

to sit at table.

Decubo, decubui, decubitum, decubare : to lie down.

E'xcubo, ui, itum, are : to lie out, to stand centri/,

I'ncubo, ui, Ttum, are: to lie or sit upon, to brood or

hover over, to cover or shadow.

O'ccubo, ui, itum, are : to die, to fall, to lie down.

Procubo, ui, itum, are : to lie over, to spread over.

Recubo, ui, itum, are : to lie down again ; to lie akng,
to loll.

Secubo, ui, itum, are : to lie apart.

Supercubo, ui, itum, are : to lie upon.
ANNO-
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ANNOTATION.
There are a great many other compounds of cubo, that are of

the third conjugation, and these add an M to the present, as

Accumbo, accubui, accubitum, accumbere : to lie down, to sit

doivn at meat. You will find them lower down, rule 32.

DOMO, domui, domitum, domare : to tame.

E'domo, ui, itum, are : to tame thoroughly.
Perdomo, ui, itum, are : to tame thoroughly.
TONO, tonui, toiiitum, tonare : to thunder.

1'ntono, ui, itum, are : to thunder, to make a loud noise,
to speak loud, in a passion.

Contono, ui, itum, are : to thunder all round about.

VETO, ve"tui, vetitum, vetare : to forbid, to let or
hinder : it was also the wordpronounced by the tribune

when he made use of his intercession or negative voice.

CREPO, crepui, crepitum, crepare : to make a noise,
to crackle, to burst.

Concrepo, ui, itum, are : to make a noise, to rustle
t
to

creak as a door in opening.

Tncrepo, ui, itum, are : to rattle, to make a noise, to

strike or beat, to chide, to accuse or blame.

Recrepo, ui, itum, are : to tingle, to ring, cr sound again.
2. Discrepo, ui, but more usually, drscrepavi, Hum,

and alum, are : to give a different sound, to disagree.
3t MICO, micui, hath no supine, micare : to glit-

ter or shine ; to move briskly ; to pant or beat as

the heart or pulse ; to move thejingers up and down

very swiftly, the number of which were guessed at

for the determining things in question, as they hit

or mistook the number of Jigures ; it was used to

determine the price of buying and selling.

E'mico, ui, (heretofore avi, Solin.) are : to shewforthy

to leap, to shezv himself, to excel.

Intermico, to shine in the midst, or among.
Promico, to shew out, or appear at a distance.

4. Dimico, sometimes ui, like its simple ; but oftener

avi, and-dtum, are : tojight, to give battle.

RULE X.

Ofplica and its compounds.

1. Plico makes also UI, ITUM.
2. And
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2. And AVI, ATUM, both of which it gives
tofour of its compounds.

3. But verbs formed of a noun and plico, have

only AVI, ATUM.
4. The same may be said of replico, and sup-

plico.
EXAMPLES.

1. PLICO heretofore made plicui, plicitum ; and

plicavi, plicatum, plicare: tofold.
%. This verb is rarely used except in the tenses

formed of the present. But it gives this double pre-
terite and supine to four of its compounds ; namely,
to those which are formed of ad, con, ex, in.

A'pplico, avi. atum, ui, itum, are: to apply, to set or

lay one thing near anof/ier, to bring or direct, to board,
to land, to determine.

Complico, avi, atum, ui, itum, are : tofold up or wrap
together.

E'xplico, avi, atum, ui, itum, are : to explain or un-

fold, to develop.

Tmplico, avi, atum, ui, itum, are : to intanglc, to

tu'ine, tofold or clasp.
3. Those verbs which are formed of a noun and

plico, have only AVI and ATUM, as

Duplico, avi, atum, are : to double, tofold in two.

In the same manner triplico, to fold in three
; quadru-

plico, to fold in four: miiltiplico, to make many
folds, to multiply. And the like.

4. The same may be said of these two :

Replico, avi, atum, are : to unfold, to display, to turn
the inside outward, to reply, to repeat.

Supplico, avi, atum, are : to intreat, to present a pe-
tition.

A X X O T A T I O X.

Priscian says that the four compounds here first mentioned,
more rarely make a-i. But Vossius affirms that avi is more usual
in Cic. Which may be easily seen by any body in the Apparatus
Ciceronianus. Ad scribendam historian se applicaveruiit, 2. de
Orat. Cegitationes meas explicavi, ad Attic. And this verb EXPLICO
generally makes avi, when taken in this sense, to expound or ex-

plain.
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plain. But when it relates to navigation it has also ui. Though
Cicero has made use of the latter preterite in the former significa-
tion for the sake of numbers, as Gellius observes.
We find also circumplicasse, and circumplicatus, twisted about,

twined: displicatus, scattered, separated; perplkatus, twisted,
plaited.

RULE XT.
Of those which make UI and CTUM.

1. Frico, and seco,make UI, CTUM.
2. But neco prefers AVI, ATUM.

EXAMPLES.
1. FRICO, fricui, frictum, fricare : to rub.

A'fTrico, aflfiicui, affrictum, affricare : to rub against
or upon a thing.

Defrico, defricui, ctum, are : to rub hard, to clean.

I'nfrico, ui, ctum, are : to rub in, or upon.

Refrico, refricui, ctum, are: to rub hard or again ; to

rub, or to rehearse something unpleasing ; to torment ;

to pain.

SECO, se"cui, sectum, secare : to cut, to carve, to cut

off",
or asunder ; to rend or tear.

Deseco, desecui, desectum, desecare : to cut off, or

down.

Disseco, dissecui, dissectum, dissecare: to cut in pieces.

Interseco, intersecui, ctum, are : to cut, or chop in.

Reseco, resecui, resectum, resecare : to pare, to clip.

%. NECO, makes also necui, nectum, especially in

its compounds ; but for itself it chuses necavi, ne-

catum, necare : to kill.

E'nec<v enecui, enectum, avi, atum, are : to kill, to

suffocate, to 'poison.

Interneco, internecavi, internecui, internectum, inter-

necare : to put all to the sword.

ANNOTATION.
We meet with necui in Ennius : and in Phaedrus we read homi-

nem necuit prolinus, speaking of the adder ; unless we chuse with

Vossius and some others to read nocuit. For noceo heretofore go-
verned an accusative, as we shall shew in the syntax ; and necui is

so very rare, that Priscian thought it was to be found only in very
old authors. But the participle in US, formed of the supine in

CTUM is very usual in compounds .fios est enectus arando,
Hor.
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Hor. Fame fyfrigore enecti, Lucret. Enectus titi Tantalus, Cic.

But speaking of the sword, we say rather necatiis ferro, according

to Pnscian, whereas nectus means some other violent death.

OJ the preterite in AVI.

Almost all the verbs of the first conjugation that are excepted

in the preceding rules, heretofore made AVI and ATUM, ac-

cordino- to the general rule. There are even some that retain it

still ;
as cubo, cttbavi, cubatum, cubare. We find also mica-cerit ;

the verbal noun micutus, us ; emicarunt, emicaturus, &c.

Hence in Horace we likewise find intonata, sonaturum. Hence

also Tertullian hath; Quod tonitrua sonarerint. And Appul.

Classicum personavit. Ulpian has made use of jjrastatit.
There

are even some that more usually have the preterite in a-ci, as we

have already observed. The compounds oifrico generally made

atitm. We find in Cic. refricaturus : in Sen. emicatunis : in

Colum. secaturus : in Florus dorna-cerunt : and others in other

writers, as experience will shew.

Hence also it comes that verbal nouns in To, taken from the su-

pines of this conjugation, have very often an a in the penultimate.
Which Valla believed was without exception, because we say -ce-

tatio and not vetitio ; domatio and not domitio ; emicatio and not

emicitio; juratio and notjuvitio nor jutio '; though we say jututn
in the supine. Yet he was mistaken in making this so general
a rule. For we find fncatio and frictio, the latter being in Pliny
and Celsus ; incubatio and incubitio ; accubatio and accubitio, &c.

Sectio is more usual than secatio. Which may help to corroborate

what Priscian advances, that such verbs of this conjugation as

form the preterite in ui were heretofore of the third.

THE SECOND CONJUGATION.
RULE XII.

General for the Verbs of the second conjugation.

The second makes UI, ITUM.
As moneo, monui, monitum.

EXAMPLES.
Verbs of the second conjugation always end in EO,

and usually form the preterite in Ui, and the supine in

ITUM ; as

MO'XEO, monui, monitum, monere : to admonish, to

warn.

Admoneo, admonui, admonitum, admonere : to ad-

monish, to put in mind, to acquaint, to demand pay-
ment.

Com-
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Commoneo, commonui, itum, ere: to warn, to advise.

A'RCEO, arcui, (arcitum seldom used) arce"re : to keep

off, to drive away.
Coerceo, ui, itum, ere : to restrain, to bridle, to keep

under, to hinder, to bind, to compel, to comprehend or
contain.

Exerceo, ui, itum, ere : to exercise, to ply, to practise,
to till, to occupy, to employ, to vex, to instruct, to train

up, to get or earn.

TE'RREO, terrui, itum, ere : to affright.

Deterreo, ui., ere : to deter, to intimidate.

Exterreo, exterrui, exterritum, exterrere : tofrighten.
Perterreo, ui, itum, ere: to scare, to put in greatfear.
HABEO, habui^ babitum, habere: to have ; to dwell

or continue in a place, to esteem.

Adhibeo, ui, itum, ere : to apply, to call, or sendfor,
to admit, tojoin, to approach, to place near, to add, to

make use of a thing, to employ it, to give, to deliver,

to treat a person well or ill, to consult, to correct*

Cohibeo, ui, itum, ere : to keep close or hold in, to hin-

der, to keep under, to restrain, to stop, to check, to

contain, to inclose.

Debeo, ui, itum, 6re : to owe, to be obliged to a person.

Exhibeo, ui, itum, ere : to shew, to exhibit.

Inhibeo, ui, itum, ere : to hold in, keep back or curb, to

stay or stop, to hinder or forbid, to menace, to intimi-

date.

Perhibeo, ui, itum, ere : to speak, to affirm, to give, to

report, to esteem or account.

Prohibeo, ui, itum, ere : to hinder, toforbid.

Redhibeo, ui, itum, ere: to return a thing one hath

boughtfor somefault, and turn it on his hands that

sold it.

CAREO, ui, itum, ere : to want, to befree from, to be

deprived of. ANNOTATION.
Some give cassum to careo : and it is true that we meet with cas-

sus in authors ; as nunc cassum fumine lugent, Virg. they mourn for

him as dead, as deprived of life : but cassus is a noun, the same

as lassus and Jessus, which ought not to be taken for supines,
* The signification of this verb often depends on the following noun, as ad-

hibere auxilium, cibum, potum, consolationem, consuetudinem, and many otherv

sne*
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since we can form no participle from them, as cassurus, fessurus,
&c. And this is the opinion of Priscian, lib. xi. Servius never-

theless insists that cassuin is said for qua-ssum, as if it came from

quatio, by changing the Q into C. But Nonius rejects this opi-

nion, and derives it ab aranearum cassibus, gubd sint leves, he says,

ff nullius ponderis. Which is also confirmed by Servius.

RULE XIII.

Exception for the supine.

1. Doceo makes doctum.

52. Teneo, tentum.

3. Censeo, censum.

4. Misceo, raistum, and heretofore mixturn.

0. Torreo, tostum.
EXAMPLES.

These verbs follow the general rule in the preterite,

which they form in ui, and are excepted only as to

the supine.
1. DCXCEO, docui, doctum, docere : to teach, to

prove.

Condoceo, ui, ctum, ere : to teach together.

Dedoceo, ui, ctum, ere : to unteach, to teach otherwise.

2. TE'XEO, tnui, tentum, tenere : to keep, to

hold, to know, to catch one in a fact.
Its compounds change E into I in the present and

preterite, but not in the supine.

Abstineo, abstinui, abstentum, abstinere : to abstain,
to curb ones self, to avoid, to cut

off",
to hinder, to with-

draw, to leave, to quit.

Contineo, tinui, tentum, ere : to hold together, to hold

in, to keep close, to keep within bounds, to keep back, to

bridle, to refrain.

Detineo, tinui, tentum, ere : to detain, to hinder, to

retard.

Distineo, tinui, tentum, ere : to hinder, to keep, or hold

employed.

Obtineo, tinui, tentum, e're : to obtain what one asks,
to accomplish or effect, to possess, to havt in one's

power, to be master of a thing.

Pertineo, tinui, tentum, ere : to belong, to reach, lie, or
extendfrom one place or person to another, to tend to

or drive at. Re-
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Retineo, tinui, tentum, ere : to hold or keep back, or

in; to restrain or govern, to retain or preserve.
Sustineo, tinui, tentum, ere: to hold or stay up, to sup-

port, to bear with, to suffer or undergo, to curb or keep
in, to put off, to defer.
3. CE'NSEO, censui, sum, censure: to think, to

judge, to give one's opinion ; to vote or give one's

suffrage ; to tax, levy, rate, cess or assess, as the

censors did the people ; topay the rate or cess, or to

inroll or set down in order to pay.
Recenseo, ui, sum, e"re : to muster, to survey, to count,

to recite.

Succenseo, ui, sum, ere : to be angry with one.

4. MI'SCEO, miscui, mistum : and heretofore
mixtum, miscere : to mingle, to disturb.

Admisceo, ui, istum, ere : to mingle with, to meddle
with.

Commisceo, ui, istum, ere : to mingle together, to

jumble.

Immisceo, ui, immistum, immiscere : to mingle with.

Intermisceo, ui, istum, ere : to intermingle.

Permisceo, ui, istum, ere : to mingle together thorough-

ly, to confound, to disorder.

5. TO'RREO, torrui, tostum, torrere : to roast, to

broil, to scorch.

ANNOTATION.
Attineo, ui, and pertineo, ui, have no supine : but attenius comes

from attendo. From the supine abstentum, comes abstentus, in the

civil law, kept out of possession. Scevol. Papin. Ulpian. And in

S. Cyprian, abstenti, those who are kept from the communion.

Censeo, was also used heretofore in an active sense, whence
comes census sum, the preterite in Ovid. Recenso senatu in Sueto-

nius. But they likewise said censio, of the fourth conjugation,
whence comes censitor in Ulpian, and the participle recensitus, the

penultima long in Claudian from recensire.

Mixtum comes from mistum, as they heretofore said Ulyxes for

Ulysses. Some reject it as a corrupt word, and Priscian writes only
mistum. Yet it occurs sometimes among the ancients, and borders

very near the Greek word //,/<*, mixtio.

Careo, which is hereto added by Despauter, follows simply the

general rule. See the annotation to the preceding rule.

RUL&
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RULE XIV.
Of the Verbs neuter that have no supine.

1. Verbs neuter that make the preterite in iii,

have no supine.

2. (Nor has timeo any supine, though it be a

verb active.)

3. We are to except valeo, placeo, careo, me-

reo, jaceo, pareo, liceo, noceo, doleo,

lateo, caleo, prae'beo, oleo.

EXAMPLES.
1. A verb neuter is that which is conjugated like

the active, and hath no passive. Those which make

ui, follow the general rule in regard to the preterite,

but have no supine, as

CLA'REO, clarui, ere : to be clear, to be illustrious, to

be manifest.

FLO'REO, florui, ere : toflourish, to be in esteem.

LI'QUEO, ui, ere: not much used, to melt. Deliqueo,

delicui, ere : to be dissolved, to melt.

Ml'NEO, ui, ere, Lucr. to exist, to be above, to hang
ready tofall. It is unusual except it be compounded.

Emineo, eminui, eminere : to shew itself above others,

to overtop, to excel, to be notorious.

Immineo, ui, ere, Lucr. to hang over head, to be at

hand, to be like to come to pass ere it be long, to seek

after, to have a design upon.

Praemineo, ui, ere : to surpass, to excel.

Promineo, ui, e"re : to jut or stand out, to shew itself

from afar, to hang over.

PA'LLEO, pallui, palle"re : to be pale, to growpale.
PATEO, patui, ere : to be open, to lie 'plain or spread

out, to be extended in length.

PO'LLEO, ui, (seldom used) pollere : to be able, to be

poiverful, to excel.

JEqui pollere : to be of the same force or value ; pre-

pollere: to be of great power, to excel others.

RAU'CEO, raucui, raucere : to be hoarse. We say
also raucio of the fourth,

SI'LEO,
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SI'LEO, silui, ere : to hold his peace, to keep silence, to

be quiet or still. It is said of every thing that is ca-

pable of making any noise, and therefore denotes
the cessation of such actions as properly belong to

each tiling-: as lima sikt, the moon does not shine.

SPLE'NtiEO, ui, e>e: to shine out, to be bright.

STU'DEO, ui, ere : to study, to desire, to endeavour,
to serve, to assist, to favour, to labour, to fancy, to

give ones self to it, to be passionatelyfond of, to take

care oj\ to provide for.
Q. Ti'MEO, timui, timbre : tofear, to be ofraid of.
It is a verb active, but it follows the rule of the

neuters.

3. The following are excepted, and form their su-

pine according to the general rule, though they
be verbs neuter.

VA'LEO, valui, itum, ere: to be strong, to be of au-

thority, force or power; to be in health, to be inforce,
to profit, to avail, to be of importance, to be worth.

Convaleo, ui, itum, ere : to wax strong, to recover

health, to grow, to getforce.

Invaleo, ui, itum, e*re: to wax strong, to recover, to be

in health, to grow in use.

Pnevaleo, ui, itum, ere : to prevail, to be better or of
more value, to excel, to be stronger.

PLA'CEO, placui, placitum, placere : to please.

Complaceo, ui, itum, ere : to please, or be well liked.

Displiceo, displicui, displicitum, displicere : to dis-

please.

CA'REO, carui, caritum : to be without, to want.

ME'REO, merui, itum, ere : to earn or gain, to de-

serve eithergood or evil, to take payfor service in war,
to purchase or to get whether by desert or otherwise,

to take by way of reward.

IVe say also mereor, meritus sum, mereri, which

signijiet/i the same thing.
But ma/reo has a different meaning: see rule 77.

Eme>eo, or emereor : to deserve, to have served ones

time at war, to be dischargedfrom j'urtlier service or

duty, to be no. longer obliged to serve.

Promereo, or promereor : to deserve, to render service,

to do pleasure, to oblige*
JA'-
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JA'CEO, ui, itum, (whence comes jaciturus) jacere :

to lie along or at length, to befallen, to be sunk.

PA'REO, parui, paritum, parere : to appear, to be

plain or manifest, to obey.

Appareo, ui, itum, e"re : to appear, to be seen, to show

himself.

Compareo, ui, itum, ere : to appear, to be extant.

LI'CEO, licui, licitum, licere : to be lawful, to be

prized or valued, to be set at a pricefor what it is to

be sold. It has a passive signification, and on the

contrary,

Ll'CEOR, liceris, licitus sum, ere, hath an active

signification : to cheapen a thing, to bid moneyfor it.

NO'CEO, nocui, nocitum, nocere : to hurt, to en-

damage.
DO'LEO, ui, itum, e>e : to be in pain, to ache, to be

sorry, to be displeased, to grieve, to pity, to repine, to

fret.

Condoleo, ui, ere : to ache, to be in much pain ; to condole.

Indoleo, ui, itum, ere : to be sorry, tofeel pain.

LA'TEO, ui, itum, ere : to lie hid, to be unknown.

Deliteo, delitui, without a supine, tere : the same, or to

conceal ones-self.

CA'LEO, calui, calitum, calere : to be hot, to grow
warm.

Incaleo, incalui, incalitum, incalere : to be warm.

PRjE'BEO, prsbui, itum, ere : to minister to, to al-

low, to afford, to give, to offer, to give occasion to, to

cause.

OLEO, 61ui, olitum, or even ettim, olere : to smelly

savour, or scent of, to yield a smell or savour ;
to stink

or smell strong : and heretofore togrow ; also to ruint

to destroy.

ANNOTATION.
We might give here some more verbs neuter in eo : but their

supines are rare or unusual, as well as a good many of these here,
which have yet their participles and their verbal nouns, as vali~

turus in Ovid, prtebiturus in Colum. pr&bitus in Livy, and prcclitor
in Cic. coalitus, Tacit,jaciturus, Statius, caliturus, Ovid, laliturus,
and

evenjatito, Cic. and the like.

EMINEO, and the others which Despauter derives from maneo,
come from the old verb mineo, which is still read in Lucretius.

VOL. I. O Indinata
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Indinata min&it in eamdem prodita partem, de rer. nat. 1. 6.

And the right etymology of these verbs is to derive them from

inina, signifying a high place; whence comes mince, minarum,
battlements, or the copings of a wall ; and thence also mince,
threats.

NOCEO, of which some have doubted, is read in the supine in

Caesar : Ipsi verb, nihil nocitum iri, 5. Bell. Gall. And thence
also comes the participle nociturus.

On the contrary, PATEO, which Despauter joins to these, has

only patui, without a supine : for passum can come only from

pando or from patior. Crinibus Iliades passis, Virg. I*assis vclis

provehi, Cic. Multa quoque Sf bello passus, Virg. &c. And we shall

find that Diomedes, lib. 9, derives it also from thence.

OLEO, heretofore made also olevi, according to Priscian, but
he gives no authority for it. The supine oletum seems to have
been used ; which some have attempted to prove by this passage
of Persius,

veto quisquam hicfaxit oletum.

Though oletum is here no more than a simple noun substantive.

The preterite olui is more usual.

Vinafere dulces oluerunt mane Camcence.

But the supine, whether in itum, or in elum, is rarely used except
in the compound verbs, for which we shall give the next rule.

RULE XV.
Of the compounds ofoleo.

1. The compounds of oleo that signify to smell,

make iii, itum.

2. Those of another signification, more usually
have evi, etum.

3. But abolevi, makes abolitum.

4. And adolevi, adultum.
EXAMPLES.

1. O'LEO, to smell, to savour, is in the foregoing
rule. In regard to its compounds, those which re-

tain this usual signification of the simple verb, retain

also most frequently its preterite ui, and form the

supine in ITUM, as

Oboleo, obolui, obolitum, ere : to smell, to yield a

smell or savour,

Peroleo, perolui, perolitum, ere : to smell very strong,

to stink.

Redoleo, redolui, itum, ere : to smell
t
to cast a smell

or stink.

Suboleo,
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Suboleo, ui, itum, ere : to savour or smell a little, to

suspect or mistrust.

'2. The other compounds of this verb, that have

not this signification, more usually form EVI and

ETUM, as

Exoleo or exolesco, exolevi, e"tum, ere : to wax stale,

to grow out of me, to beforgotten.
Obsoleo or esco, evi, tum, ere : to grow out of use or

fashion, to decay, to lose its grace and authority.

3. Aboleo, evi, itum., ere : to abolish, to consume, to

wash an'ay.

We say likewise abolesco, in a passive signification.

Memoria hujus rei prope jam aboleverat: was almost

extinct.

4. Adoleo or adole"sco, adolevi,. adultum, adolre:

to grow, to worship by burnt offerings, to burn.
ANNOTATION.

OT.EO, as we have already observed, had heretofore three

lignirications, to smell or yield a smell, to grow, and to ruin or destroy.
In the first signification it came from oou$x, the Attic preterite of

the verb o^u, oleo, by changing d into /, in the same manner as

of Saxvo they have made lacryma, and the like. Hence, accord-

ing to Festus, the ancients said odefacit for defacit, just as we still

use odor with a d.

In the second signification, oleo comes from alo, to grow, to

nourish, of which was first formed olo, as it is still in ancient writers,
and thence come proles and soboles.

In the third signification it comes from oXi'w, oMvpi, perdo ;

whence also comes aboleo, to abolish.

Adidtum is from adoltum, taking u instead of o ; and adoltum
is only a syncope of adolitum. We meet also with adolui ; whence
should come adolitum ; which some say relates rather to the burn-

ing of incense and to sacrificing ; though it is read in both senses.

Postquam adoliterit jit-ventus, Varro apud Prise. Now adolesco, is

the same as accresco ; for as of creo is formed cresco, so of oleo, de-
rived from alo, is formed olesco, and thence adolesco, whence comes
adolescens.

Exoleo makes exolevi, whence is formed exoletus : Domi reliqui
exoletam virginem, Plaut. that is, past the prime, growing stale. The
same author makes use of obolevit, and Lucilius of perolesse, for

perolevisse, to smell strong.
Quis totum sets corpusjam perolesse bi-sulcis, lib. 30.

But neither this verb, nor suboleo, nor even inoleo or inolesco, nor
redoleo or redolesco, are perhaps to be found in the preterite tense
in any classic author. We must not therefore be surprised, if some
insist on their forming ui, and others EVI, though the surest way
if always to follow the distinction of the signification, according

O2 to
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to Verepeus and Alvarez, as we have also observed in the rule.
Hence inolevit occurs several times in Gellius. Inoleverat illi

Ticec vox, &c.

Nevertheless the Fathers frequently make use of inolitus, as ino-
lit<e concupiscentice vitium, &c. The corruption of an inbred

concupiscence, or which hath grown up with one, or one hath
been accustomed to. And this seems to be in favour of those
who derive it from soleo.

The verbs in SCO which we have inserted here among the ex-

amples, are of the third conjugation; but the reason of our

placing them is because they are formed and borrow their preterite
of the verbs in EO.

RULE XVI.
Of arceo and taceo with their compounds.

1. A'rceo makes drcui without a supine.
2. But its compounds Have UI, ITUM.
3. Taceo hath also UI, ITUM.
4. But its compounds have no, supine.

EXAMPLES.
1. A'RCEO, arcui ;

the supine arc! turn is obsolete
arce*re : to keep off, to hinder, to drive away.

2. Yet its compounds preserve the supine.

Coerceo, coe'rcui, coercitum, ere : to restrain, to stop,
to bridle, to keep under, to bind, to contain, to compel.

Exerceo, ui, itum, ere : to exercise, to practise, to oc-

cupy, to vex and trouble, tofind one work, to employt

to get or earn.

3. TA'CEO, tacui, taciturn, tacere: to hold one's

peace, to say nothing, to be quiet. It is said also of

inanimate things, as sileo abovemen-tioned.

4 Its compounds have no supine ;

Conticeo, conticui, ere : to hold ones peace, to keep si-

lence, to become dumb or speechless.

Obticeo, ui, ere : to be struck silent, to leave off speaking*

Reticeo, to hold ones peace, to conceal, to keep a thing

secret, not to let one's grief or resentment appear.

RULE XVII.
Of the Verbs in VEO.

1. Verbs active in VEO make VI and TUM.
2. But FdveoAasfautum, and caveo, cautum.

3. Verbs
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3. Verbs neuter in VEO have no supine.

4. And many of them have neither preterite

nor supine.

5. Ferveo makes ferbui.

6. Comiiveo hath connivi and connixi.

EXAMPLES.
1. Verbs active in VEO, form the preterite in VI,

and the supine in TUAf, as

FO'VEO, fovi, fotum, fovere : to keep 'warm, to che-

rish, to nourish, to keep or maintain, tofavour.

MO'VEO, movi, motum, mov^re : to move, to stir

or shake, to stir up or provoke, to remove, to turn out,

to eject, to rescind or make void, to take away, to de-

grade, to departfrom, to leave a place.

Emoveo, vi, turn, ere : to remove, to put out of its place,

to make void, to banish, to transplant.

VO'VEO, vi, turn, ere : to vow, to promise a thing to

God, to desire, to wish.

Devoveo, vi, turn, ere : to vow, to consecrate, to make
a solemn promise to God, to make an offering , to de-

vote to one's service, to engage. It is also taken in a

bad sense, to accurst or damn, to give one to the devil,

and to wish that mischief may happen to him.

2. FA'VEO makes favi, fauturn, (and not fatum,)
favere : tofavour or countenance, to be of a per-
sons side, to wish him well, to desire.

CA'VEO, cavi, cautum, ere : to beware of, to take

care of; to prevent ; to avoid ; to take security by
bond or otherwise ; to give security by hostages ; to be

boundfor ; to advise as a lawyer doth his client ; to

appoint, settle or provide.
3. The verbs neuter in VEO have never a supine, as

LA'NGUEO, langui, languere : to languish, to be sick,

to droop, tofade, to grow heavy, to be cloyed and

weary.

Relangueo, relangui ; Claud, the same thing.
PA'VEO, pavi, pavere : tofear, to be afraid.

Expaveo, expavi, expavere : to be struck withfear.
4. Many of these neuters have neither preterite nor

supine, as ATEO,
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A'VEO, avere : to have a strong or ardent desire.

CE'VEO, cevere, Pers. to wag or move the tail as

dogs do when they fawn upon one.

Flaveo, flavere : to be yellow, or to grow yellow.

Liveo, livere : to be black and blue, or pale and wan ;

to be rusty andfoul ; to grudge, to envy.
5. FE'RVEO, ferbui, fervere : to be hot, to boil, to

be in a chafe or heat, to be transported by anypassion.
Deferveo, deferbui, defervere : to grow cool, to be

abated.

6. CONNI'VEO, cormivi, more usual, connixi,
vere : to wink, to connive at, to dissemble a thing.

ANNOTATION.
These supines in TUM seem to be only a syncope for ITUIVT.

Foviffotum forfovitum. In like mannerfautum forfavitum, and
cautum for cavitum, whence came cavitio in Festus. And as we
read cavi, so we read also catus, in Hor. and in Cic. wise, circum-

spect ; sly, subtil ; and cate, craftily, slily,
in Plaut.

FE'RVEO should make ferviii, as moneo, monui : but they have
made \tjerbui, by changing the v consonant into b. They say

alsofervt : Sperabamjam dejervisse adolescentiam, Ter. in Adelph.
which Lucilius made use of.

Feroit aqua et fervet ; fervit nunc,Jewel ad annum.
But Quintilian does not approve of it.

RULE XVIII.

Of sorbeo and its compounds.

Sorbeo makes sorbui, sorptum ;

Sorpsi is very rarely used.

EXAMPLES.

SO'RBEO, sorbui, sorptum, sorbere : to sup as one

doth an egg ; to suck in, to drink up.

Absorbeo, absorbui, ptum : to suck in, to absorb, to

szvallow, to carry away violently as with a storm, to

destroy.

Exsorbeo, exsorbui, exsorbere : to swallow up.

Ilesorbeo, ui, ere : to swallow or sup up again.

ANNOTATION.
Some grammarians, among others Despauter, will needs have

it that sorbeo makes also sorpsi. But if heretofore they said sorpsi,

it is because it came from sorbo, sorpsi, ptum, as scribo, psi, ptum,
and
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and not from sorbeo. Hence Probus speaking of the verbs in BEO,
says that sorpsi is a barbarous word. And Caper also maintains

that we ought not to say sorbo, but sorbeo ; nor sorpsi but sorbui ;

adding that we should not imitate Lucan, who has absorpsit for

absorbuit.

Absorpsit penitus rupes $ tectaferarum, lib. 4.

Velius Longus also condemns sorpsit, as a word very remote from
the ancient purity of the Latin tongue. We find moreover that

Cicero frequently makes use of absorbuit, exsorbuit, but never of

absorpsit nor exsorpsit. Pliny has used the simple verb in the same
manner ; Qui coagidum lactis sorbuerint. The supine sorptum oc-

curs likewise in this author, though it seems that heretofore they
said sorbitum, whence also comes sorbitio. Absorplus occurs fre,-

quently in the sacred writings.

RULE XIX.
Of some other Verbs that make VI and TOL

1. Fleo, deleo, vieo, have EVI, ETUM.
2. To which you mayjoin the compound's of'pleo.
3. As also neo. 4/Cieo makes IVI, ITUM.

EXAMPLES.
1. FLEO, flevi, fletum, flere : to weep, to cry.

Defleo, evi, etum, ere : to bewail, to weepfor.
E'ffleo, evi, etum, ere : to cry ones eyes out.

DE'LEO, delevi, deletum, delere : to blot out, to deface.

VI'EO, vievi, vietum, viere : to bind with twigs; to

bend, to tie up.
2. PLEO is no longer used, but only its com-

pounds ;
as

Adimpleo, adimplevi, adimpletum, adimplere: to
Jill.

Compleo, evi, etum, ere : toJill, to perfect, to accom-

plish.

E'xpleo, evi, etum, ere: to
fill, to Jill to the brim, to

cloy, to satiate.

Trnpleo, evi, etum, ere : tojill, to accomplish, to satisfy.

O'ppleo, opplevi, oppletum, opplere : toJillfull.

Repleo, replevi, repletum, replere: to Jill up, to re-

plenish.

Suppleo, evi, etum, ere: tojill up, to supply that which
is wanting, tojill the place of one that is wanting, to

help one to speak where he cannot answer,
3. ^EO, nevi, netum, nere : to spin.
4. CI'EO, cies, civi, citum, ciere : to excite, to stir

up, to call.

ANNO-
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ANNOTATION.
We say also do, cist civi, citum, cire, of the fourth conjugation,

whence cieo seems to have taken its preterite : their compounds
follow rather the fourth than the second.

Accio, accis, accivi, accltum, accire : to sendfor or cltll one.

DELEO comes from the ancient verb leo, which is still read in

Horace, as we shall observe hereafter in the rule of lino.

RULE XX.
Of Verbs that make DI and SUM.

1. Prandeo and video make DI and SUM.
2 Sedeo has sedi, sessum.

3. Strideo has stridi, but never a supine.

EXAMPLES.
1. PRA'NDEO, prandi, pransum, prandere : to dine.

We say likewise pransus, but in a passive sense.

VI'DEO, vidi, visum, videre : to see, to take heed, to

have an eye to, to perceive or understand, to 'visit and

go to see, to consider, tojudge, to order, to prepare, to

be quick-sighted.

Invideo, invidi, invisum, ere : to envy, to be loth or

displeased to see.

Praevideo, praevidi, praevisum, prtevidere : toforesee.

Provideo, providi, isum, ere : toforesee, to provide, to

prevent.
2. SE'DEO, sedi, sessum, sedere : to sit, to be set

or placed.
Its compounds change the E of the present tense

into I : as

Assideo, asse"di, assessum, assidere : to sit by or at, to sit

close at, to attend.

Consideo, consedi, consessum, ere : to sit together.

Desideo, ere : to sit still, to be idle.) They have seldom

Dissideo, e>e : to be at variance. > any preterite.

Insideo, edi, essum, ere : to sit or rest upon, to lie in

wait, to beset.

Obsideo, obsedi, obsessum, ere : to sit about, to besiege.

Pra?sideo, edi, essum, ere : to preside, to have the ma-

nagement, care, or charge of.

Resideo, edi, essum, ere : to sit down, to rest or sit

still, to remain or abide
t
to continue^ to reside, to stick

or
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or cleave to, to decline, to subside, to shrink or sink

down, to abate.

Subsideo, e'di, essum, ere : to rest or settle at the bottom,

to rest, stay, or remain, to lie in ambush, to wait.

Supersede, edi, essum, ere : to sit upon, to omit to do

a thing, to let pass, to supersede, to surcease, to give

over, to leave off, to defer.

3. STRI'DEO, stridi, stridere : to crack, to make a

noise. * ^.21^.
It has no supine : we say also strido. See rule 36.

ANNOTATION.
Verbs that have E in the preterite of the simple, retain it also

in the preterite of the compound, though it be changed into I

in the present ; as we have here an instance in sedco. We must

except only the compounds of teneo, which retain the I of the

present tense in their preterite. L
.See rule 13, num. 2, in the ex-

amples. 3 1*/- s^eii- <uo tfc*vw-. (.n**^ tfyu,Y-i- / .^f^,

RULE XXI.
Of other Verbs which form DI, SUM, with a reduplication in the

preterite.

1. Mordeo makes momordi, morsum.
2. And l6ndeo, totondi, tonsum.
3. So Pendeo hath pependi, pensum ;

4. And -sp6ndeo, spopondi, sponsum.
EXAMPLES.

These verbs redouble the first syllable in the pre-
terite; but this reduplication is lost in their com-

pounds, according to rule 2.

1. MG'RDEO, mo-mordi, morsum, mordere: to

bite, to detract.

Admordeo, admordi, sum, ere : to bite Jiard, to gnaw ;

to bite or cheat some one.

Obrnprdeo, ordi, sum, dere : to bite all around, to gnaw.
Remordeo, remordi, orsum, ordere : to bite again, to

chastise again, tognaw, to grieve one, to cause remorse.
2. TONDEO, to-tondi, tonsum, tondere : to clip,

to poll, to browze.

Detondeo, detondi, detonsum, ds-re : to shear, clip, or

poll. t vj. .,,-r^

3. PE'NDEO, pe-pendi, pensum, pendere : to

hang up} at, o?t, from, or about ; to depend, rest,

stay,rc *c

&- -''.
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stay, or rely on ; to linger, to be in suspense, to be
in painfor, to be unsettled through hope orfear.

Appe"ndeo, append!, appensum, ere : to hang by. But
we say also appendo ; appendere aurum : to weigh
out gold. See rule 37.

Dependeo, depend!, ensum, e"re : to hang down, to hang
upon, to depend, to be in suspense.

Impendeo, di, sum, ere : to hang over one's head, to

threaten, to be near at hand.

4. SPO'NDEO, spo-pondi, sum, ere : to promise

freely, to engage, to betroth.

Despondeo, despondi, sum, ere : to promisefreely, to be-

troth, topromise in marriage, to despair of, to despond.

Respondeo, respond!, responsum, ere : to answer, to

reply ; togive counsel to those that ask advice ; to agree,
to act suitably, to correspond, to be proportioned ; to

succeed, to answer expectation ; to stand, or be set right
over against ; to pay or satisfy.

RULE XXII.
Of Verbs that make SI, SUM.

Rideo, mftlceo, suadeo, mtilgeo, hse'reo, ai>

deo, tergeo, and maneo, make SI, SUM:
But jtibeo, hath jussi, jussum.

EXAMPLES.
All these verbs make SI in the preterite, and SUM

in the supine.

RI'DEO, risi, risum, ridere ; to laugh at, to smile, to

look pleasant.

Arrideo, arrisi, arrisum, e"re : to laugh at, to smile or

look pleasant, to please or give content.

Derideo, si, sum, ere : to laugh to scorn, to deride, to

despise.

Irrideo, irrisi, irrisum, irridere : to laugh to scorn, to

scof.

MU'LCEO, mulsi, mulsum, (and mulctum, Prise.)

e"re : to stroke or lick, to sooth gently, to charm, to

delight, to make gentle, to appease, to assuage.

Permulceo, si, sum, (and also xi, ctum) permulcere :

to stroke, fo please, to assuage, to cajole or treat gently.

SUADEO,
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SUA'DEO, suasi, suasum, ad6re : to counsel, to per-
suade.

Persuadeo, si, sum, ere : to persuade, to advise or put
one upon.

Dissuadeo, si, sum, ere : to dissuade.

MU'LGEO, mulsi, and xi ;
sum and ctum, e>e : to

milk.

Emulgeo, emulsi, emulsum, emulgere : to milk out, or

stroke.

H^E'REO, hassi, sum, ere : to stick, to bejlred, to be

close to, to doubt, to stop, to be at a stand, to demur.

Adhre'reo, si, sum, ere : to stick to, to adhere.

Cohse'reo, cohas'si, cohs'sum, cohserere : to stick or

hang together, to be joined to, to be all of a piece, to

agree.

Inhas'reo, inhse'si, inhas'sum, inhserere : to cleave or stick

in, to keep in, to be wholly given to, to dwell near to.

A'RDEO, arsi, sum, ere : to burn, to scorch, to be

earnest and hot to do a thing, to love, to desire passion-

ately. It is taken both in an active and passive sense.

Exardeo, exarsi, exarsum, exardere: to be all in aflame,
to be very vehement.

Inardeo, inarsi, inarsum, inardere : the same.

TE'RGEO, tersi, tersum, tergere: to wipe, to cleanse,
U 7

e say also tergo, tersi, tersum, tergere : the same.

Detergeo, detersi, detersum, detergere: to wipe, brush,
or cleanse ; to wipe off, rub off, or cut off ; to break
down a parapet or battlement, to break and carry off
the oars.

MA'XEO, mansi, sum, ere: to remain, to wait.

Permaneo, si, sum, ere : to continue to the end, to re-

main, to persist.

JU'BEO, jussi, jussum, jubere: to bid, order, or ap-
point ; to decree or ordain publicly ; to charge, to

command ; to exhort, to encourage, to wish.

Fide-jubeo, -jussi, -jussum, -jubere : to be surety, or
undertakefor.

RULE XXIII.
Of those which make SI, TUM.

Indtilgeo and torqueo make SI, TUM.
f EXAM-
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EXAMPLES.
These two verbs have SI in the preterite, and TUM

in the supine.

INDU'LGEO, indulsi, indultum, indulgere : to in-

dulge, to be kind and civil, to excuse, to dispense with,
to give one's-self up to, to concede, to grant.

TO'RQUEO, torsi, tortum, torquere : to wreath, to

twist, to whirl about, to bend, to curl, to rack, to

torture, to vex, to hurl orfling, to wrest, to pervert.

Contorqueo, si, turn, ere : to wind about, to twist ; to

turn round ; to sling or hurl.

Detorqueo, si, turn, ere : to turn aside, to warp or draw

aside, to misconstrue.

Distorqueo, si, turn, 6re : to set awry? to wrest aside.

Retorqueo, si, turn, ere : to writhe back, to cast back,
to bandy, to untwist, to retort.

ANNOTATION.
We meet likewise with, torsum in ancient writers. Detfosum,

Cato ;
but this is not to be imitated.

RULE XXIV.
Of those which make XI, and CTUM.

Ltageo, mtilgeo, and 4ugeo, have XI, and
CTUM.

EXAMPLES.
The three following verbs have XI in the preterite,

and CTUM in the supine.

LU'GEO, luxi, ctum, ere: to mourn.

Elugeo, xi, ere : to leave off'mourning, to mournfor one

thefull time, to be in affliction.

Prolugeo, xi, ere : to mourn and lament beyond the usual

time.

MU'LGEO, mulxi, mulctum, mulgere : to milk. It

forms also mulsi, mulsum. See the 22d rule. But

the supine mulctum is most used.

A'UGEO, auxi, auctum, augere : to increase.

Adaugeo, adauxi, adauctum, adaugere : the same.

ANNOTATION.
Luxi may come from tuceo, in the following rule. But the su-

pine luctum is no where to be found, according to Priscian, though
luctus is derived from thence.

Mulxt
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Mulxi seems to be derived from muki, the same as mixtus from
misius. But the supine mtUctum is proved not only by its deriva-

tives mulctra and muktrale, but moreover by the compound per-
mulctus ; hence Sallust, as quoted by Pfiscian, hath verbis permulcti.
This verb also forms mulsum, rule 22. But mulctum is more natural

as well as more usual : for which reason Vossius affirms he would
not say rustica it midsum, but rather it mulctum.

RULE XXV.
Of those which make SI or XI, without a supine.

1. A'lgeo, ftilgeo, turgeo, tirgeo, have SI-
2. Frigeo, luceo, have XI ; and all without a

supine.
EXAMPLES.

1. These four verbs have the preterite in SI, but
without a supine.

A'LGEO, alsi, alg6re : to be grievously cold.

FU'LGEO, fulsi, fulge're : to shine.

Affulgeo, aftulsi, affulgere : to shine upon.

Effulgeo, effulsi, effulgere : to shineforth; to show it-

self; to reflect a shining brightness, to shine bright*

Refulgeo, refulsi, refulgere : to shine.

TU'RGEO, tursi, turgere : to swell.

U'RGEO, ursi, urgere : to press on, to press down, to

urge, to be earnest upon, to pttsh on, to pursue, to con-

strain, to
-re.?', to molest.

2. The following have XI, but without a supine.
FRI'GEO, frixi, frig6re : to be or grow old.

Perfrigeo, perfrixi, perfrigere : to be very cold.

Refrigeo, refrixi, refrigere : to cool again, to wax cold.

LU'CEO, luxi, lucere : to give light, to shine ; to be

apparent.

Colluceo, colluxi, collucere : to shine, to give light.

Diluceo, xi, ere : to shine ; to be clear or manifest.
Eluceo, xi, ere : to shineforth; to be apparent and ma-

nifest.

II luceo, xi, ere : to shine upon ; to be day ; to be con-

spicuous.

Polluceo, xi, ctum, ere : to make bright, to shineforth,
to offer up viands by way of sacrifice, to give a swnp-
tuont banquet, to expose to public view, to profane* to

prostitute.

Subluceo, subluxi, sublucere : to give a little light,
to

shine somewhat, to glimmer. AN-
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ANNOTATION.
ALGEO seems heretofore to have made alsum, whence comes

alsius in Cicero ; Nihil alsius, nihil amcenius ; nothing cooler, nor

more pleasant. Alsiosus is in Pliny.

Fromperfrigeo, comes the verbal noun perfrictio, a vehement

shivering by reason of cold.

From refrigeo, comes refrictus, cooled, appeased ; which seems
to shew thatyHgeo had heretofore a supine. But these nouns are

rarely used, nor are they to be found in authors of pure latinity.

Polluceo seems also to have had formerly its supine, whence
comes polluctum, i, Plin. a sumptuous banquet.
Here we may observe that all verbs of this second conjugation

are in EO, and that there are very few of this termination in any
of the rest. There are only beo, calceo, creO) cuneo, enucleo, laqueo,

lineo, meo, nauseo, and screo, of the first ; with eo and queo ofthe fourth.

This conjugation has no general rule either for the preterite,
or for the supine ; hence it will be more convenient for us to range
the verbs according to the termination of the present, than of the

preterites.

RULE XXVI.
Of the Verbs in CIO.

1. Facio makes feci, factum,
2. And jacio, jeci, jactum ;

3. Elicio, has UI, ITUM.
4. But the other compounds of lacio,

5. As also the compounds of specie, make

EXI, ECTUM.
EXAMPLES.

] . FA'CIO, feci, factum, facere : to do, to make.

Of its compounds, some are formed of other verbs

or of adverbs, and retain A, as

ArefUcio, arefeci, arefactum, aref&cere : to dry, to make

dry.

Assuefacio, feci, factum, ere : to accustom, to inure.

Benefacio, eci, factum, ere : to do good, to do one

pleasure.

Calefacio, feci, factum, calefacere : to warm.

Commonefacio, eci, actum, ere : to warn, to advise.

Labefacio, labefeci, labefactum, ere : to loosen, to shake

and make to totter.

Liquefacio,
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Liquefacio, eci, actum, acere : to melt, to soften.

Satisfacio, eci, actum, acere : to satisfy, to content a,

person, to discharge one's duty towards him, to pay or

discharge a debt any way, to confess a charge and beg
pardon.

Stupefacio, feci, factum, acere : to astonish, to stun one.

Tepefacio, eci, actum, acere: to warm or make warm.

Terrefacio, eci, actum, acere : tofrighten.
The other compounds offacio, that are formed of a

preposition, change A into I, and assume an E in the

supine.

Afficio, affeci, affectum, afficere : to affect, influence,

or have power over ; to move, with respect either to

body or mind.

Conficio, eci, e'ctum, ere : to do, to dispatch, to finish,
to bring to pass, to perform, to manage a business, to

make evident or toprove, to infer, to consume, to waste,
to destroy, to kill, to get or procure, to gather, to ob-

tain, to acquire, to spend.
Deficio, eci, ectum, ere : to leave orJail ons, to want,

to decay, to revolt, tofaint or be discouraged.

Efficio, eci, ectum, ere : to effect, to do, to accomplish.
Inficio, eci, ectum, ere: to stain, to colour; to inject,

to poison, to corrupt ;
to imbrue, to instruct.

Interficio, eci, ectum, ere : to slay, to kill, to destroy,
to consume, to burn.

Officio, eci, (without a supine) ere : to hurt, to hinder,
to oppose, to resist.

Perficio, eci, ectum, icere : toperfect, tofinish, to com-

plete.

Proficio, eci, e'ctum, ere : to profit, to advantage ; to

be good or serviceable ; to proceed or go forward.
Reficio, eci, ectum, ere : to repair, amend

t
or make

anew ; to refresh, to inspirit ; to cure or recover ; to

renew, toJill up, to make.

Sufficio, eci, ectum, ere : to suffice, to supply ,
or fur-

nish, to substitute, to stain, to infect.
2. JACIO', jeci, jactum, jacere : to throw.
Its compounds change A into I, and assume E in

the supine.

Abjicio, abjeci, abjectum, ere ; to throw or cast away ;

to
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to throw orfling ; to lessen ; to undervalue ; to slight
or neglect ; to be discouraged., to leave off, to renounce^
to departfrom one's purpose, to prostrate ones-self.

Adjicio, eci, ectum, ere : to cast unto, to cast upon, to

add, to apply.

Conjicio, eci, Return, ere : to cast together, to conjecture,
to guess, toforesee, to draw consequences, to think, to

Jind, to invent, to interpret as dreams*

Dejicio, eci, ectum, ere : to throw or cast down or out

of the way ; toput out of'office, to disseize
;

to remove,
or put away*

Ejicio, ejeci, ejectum, ejicere : to throw or cast out.

Injicio, inje'ci, injectum, injicere : to cast or throw in,

to put on.

Interjicio, eci, Return, ere: to throw or place between

or among.
Objicio, eci, ectum, icere : to throw to, to lay in the

way, to object, to lay to one's charge.

Porricio, eci, Return, ere : to reach or stretchout; it is

properly a term used in sacrifices, and signifies to lay
the entrails upon the altar for the burning of them.

Projicio, 6ci, ectum, ere : to throw away, to reject.

Subjicio, e'ci, ectum, icere : to lay or put wider, to

make subject, to suggest or bring into mind; to answer
or reply.

Trajicio, trajeci, trajectum, traj icere: to pass over, to

cross, to bore or run through, to decant, to transpose.

3. Elicio, elicui, elicitum, ere : to draw out, to intice

out.

It is composed ofLA'CIO, which is no longer in use.

Its other compounds form EXI, ECTUM, as

4. Allicio, alle'xi, Return, ere : to allure or intice, to

attract, to draw on.

Illicio, illexi, illectum, illicere : to allure, to intice, to

inveigle.

Pellicio, exi, ectum, ere : to inveigle, to wheedle, to ca-

jole, toflatter.
5. SPE'CIO, is now grown obsolete, but its com-

pounds form also EXI, ECTUM; as

Aspicio, aspexi', aspectum, ere : to see, to behold.

CiKcumspicio, e"xi, 6ctum, ere : to look about, to consider,

to cast ones eyes all round. t Des-
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Despicio, exi, ectum, icere : to look down, to despise.

Dispicio, exi, ectum, ere : to look on every side, to con-

sider, to think seriously.

Inspicio, exi, ectum, ere : to look upon, to pry into.

Suspicio, exi, ectum, ere : to look up, to admire.

ANNOTATION.
Among ancient writers we meet also with allicui, illicui, pellicni,

but they are no longer used.

Conspicor and smpicor come also from specio, but they. are depo-
nents of the first conjugation.

RULE XXVII.

Ofjbdio aadfugio.

1. Fodio makes fodi, fossum ;

2. And ffigio, fugi, fugitum.
EXAMPLES.

1. FCXDIO, fodi, fossum, ere: to dig, to mine, to

prick.

Confodio, odi, ossum, ere : to dig, to stab.

Defodio, defodi, ossum, ere : to dig down, to bury.
Effodio, odi, ossum, odere : to dig out, to dig up.

Perfodio, odi, ossum, odere : to dig through.
2. FU'GIO, fugi, itum, ere : to run away, to escape,

to shun, to avoid.

Defugio, ugi, itum, ere : to avoid, to shun, to refuse to

accept of, to disapprove, to invalidate.

Diffugio, gi, itum, ere : tofly or run cKzay, to run into

different places, to eschew, to refuse to do a thing.

Effugio, gi, itum, ere : to run away, to escape, to shun.

Perfugio, gi, itum, ere : toflyfor succour, or shelter.

RULE XXVIII.
Of the Verbs in PIO.

1. Capio makes cepi, captum ;

2. The obsolete coepio has coepi, cceptum,
whence may come incipio.

3. Rapio hath rapui, raptum.
4. But ctipio, makes IVI, ITUM.
5. And sapio chooses sapui without a supine.

VOL. I. P EXAM-
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EXAM P LES.
L CATKX cepi. captain, cipere: to fate, tos

or lay hold o to elect, to call to a manstry, to con-

secrate, to oUge one to attar into holy order*, to

piratr, to accept, torecewe.

Its compoonds change theA into I, and assume an

Acdpkx epi, eptnm, ere : to take, to receive, to bear,
to ham, to itmtent, to cffrave, to interprett to enter

f^^ "
i J ^ "

weSoriO, to cry out^ to ranimund.

Coocipio, epi, eptnm, ere : to aamprckatd, to ooaccioe,
/ mmtlirlatt, to mrAtmtc, toform, to kacc imfrimtcd
OMSK'S MUM/, to&toUc, tofrcscribcmjormofwords to

wiack mmotkar mam mmtt aeear, toAm ufat oath IM

form; to lookfor stckm goods im smother munis house^
with a boyamim omit hood, amdmhafOt girth about the

2_~_l ^ __.-.- C--_ I-

roan, wncm Eras aptgaM atpersntwn, oee above.

Ekxapio, decepi, deceptnm, decipere : to Acaee,

Excipio, excepi exceptum, excipere : to tote, together,
to kwjTt, to hftr soy, to recffce, to Tiithdrasr, to ex-

tract, to wriU what another says, to smrprisc, to ex-

t V f-

foam tM a law, or coatract, to tacttca orjouow.

Xncipio, IBCC|N, inceptmn, iDcipere : to begat.

Occipio, occepi, occeptum, ocapere : to begin.

Ptaeapio, epi, eptnm, ere: to prevent, to tatejrst, to

joresee* to command, to teacM~

Rccipkx. recepi, cptum, ere : to tote again, to marc,
to recover, toamcealor receice stolen things, to betake,

tofromue, to undertake, to cometoomfs-sey, to recover

omfs courage, to cntcitatnorharbour, to accept, toaa-

mitoforallow, to win or makehimselfmaster oj aplace,
to retain acausemponajustaction bang brought, to re-

serve tohtmseyor to hnautnute inbargamtngjtoreturn*

Satisaccipio, epi. eptnm, ere : to take sufficient security

or omul

Suscipio, epi, eptam, ere : to undertake, to take upon

^-Heretofore they said abo,

GBPIO, cotpi, corp'tnm : to begin. Alimn quaestom
cce'-
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cce'piat,
Plaut. Let her take to another trade. But

this verb is no longer used except in the preterite
and the tenses depending thereon ; ccepi, cce'peram,

ccepissem, ca-pero, ccepisse.

Its compounds retain the diphthong ce of the preterite,

so that incipio and occipio coming from capio, make

incafpi, incoJptum ; occce'pi ; occce'ptum: and coming
from capio ; incepi, inceptum ; occepi, occeptum, ac-

cording as we have above distinguished them.

3. RATIO, rapui, raptum, rapere
: to pull or take

by violence, to plunder, to ravish.

Its compounds change A into I, and take an E in

the supine.

Abripio, ui, Upturn, abripere : to drag away byforce,
to carry away.

Corripio, ui, eptum, ere : to catch up hastily, to seize

on, to take up, to rebuke.

Diripio, diripui, direptum, diripere : to tear asunder,
to pluck away byforce, to rob, to ransack.

Proripio, ui, eptum, ere : to take away by force, to

slink away.
4. CU'PIO, cupivi, cupitum, ere : to desire, to

covet, to wish one well, to lore him, to be glad to

serve and oblige him.

5. SA'PIO makes also sapivi or sapii, but more ge-

nerally sapui, without a supine, sapere : to savour,
smell or taste of ; to relish, to be wise.

Its compounds change A into I.

Desipio, desipivi, desipui, ere : to be a fool, to dote.

Resipio, ivi, ui, ere : to be wise, to come to ones wits.

ANNOTATION.
Very likely sapio was heretofore of the fourth conjugntion, and

therefore has retained sapivi and resiph-i. Which Diomedes suffi-

ciently confirms, where he says that resipio is of the fourth, and
makes resipire in the infinitive. From resipuisse comes resipiisse,
and afterwards

resipisse, which we read in Terence ; as tapitti in

Martial for sapivisti. But the supine of this verb is obsolete.

RULE XXIX.
Of the Verbs in RIO and TIO.

1. P&rio/orws peperi, partum, instead q/*pa-
ritum.

p 2 2. Quatio
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2. Quatio heretofore made quassi, quassum ;

3. Whence its compounds have taken CUSSI,
CUSSUM.

EXAMPLES.
1. PA'RIO, peperi, partum,jf0r paritum, parere :

to bringforth young, to breed, to bear, to produce,
to acquire.

Its compounds change A into E, and are of the
fourth conjugation.

Aperio, aperui, ap6rtum, ire : to open. See the 68th rule,

2. QUATIO heretofore made quassi, quassum,
quateie : to shake, to brandish, to shatter, to batter,
to make one shiver.

Its compounds have thence borrowed CUSST,
CUSSUM.
Concutio, concussi, concussum, concutere : to shake.,

to brandish, to make tremble, to pelt. .

Decutio, decussi, decussum, decutere : to shake down,
to beat down.

Discutio, discussi, discussum, discutere : to shake or

beat down, to put or drive, away, to shake
off",

to dis-

cuss, to examine.

Excutio, excussi, excussum, excdtere : to shake off, to

make tofall out, to shake out, to examine, to canvass.

Incutio, inciissi, inci'issum, incutere : to smite, to strike,

to cast into, to dash upon.

Percutio, perciissi, percussum, percutere ;
to strike, to

beat, to kill, to make an impression on the mind, to de-

light.

Repercutio, repercussi, repercussum, repercutere : to

beat or strike back
t
to reflect, to dazzle.

ANNOTATION.
PARTUM is a syncope for paritum, which is no longer in use,

though from thence be formed the participle parituri's. Si quin-
tmn pareret mater ejns, asinunt fuisse parituram, Cic. Ennius, ac-

cording to Priscian, said parire of the fourth; so that it is no

wonder if the compounds have still continued in this conjugation,

as we shall observe in the 68th rule.

QUATIO heretofore made quassi) quassum. But the preterite is

unusual according to Charisius aad Prise. The supine qiuissum is

in Servius. Cassum, he says, est quasi quassum 8$nihil continent, in

2. -/En. Hence also it comes that we use, quassce rates j and the

ffequentative verb quasso.
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RULE XXX.
Of the Verbs in UO.

1. Verbs in UO make UI, ujmi :

2. But struo hath struxi, structum -

r

3. Fluo hath fluxi, fluxum ;

4. Pluo has only plui.

5. Rtio makes rui, ruitum ;

6. But its compounds ha-ce only RUTL M.
EXAMPLES.

1. Verbs in UO make the preterite in UI, and the

supine in UTUM, as

A'RGUO, argui, argutum, arguere : to reprove, to

lay to ones charge, to- accuse, to blame, to shew, to

prove, to convince, or convict.

Redargue, redargui, redargutum, reclarguere : the same.

A'CUO, ui, u turn, ere : to whet, to point, to improve,
to excite, to provoke,

Exacuo, exacui, exacutum, ere: to whet, to point.

E'XUO, exui, exutum, exuere: to put off cloaths, ^\c.

to divesf, to strip, to shake off, to free.

1'XDUO, iudui, indutum, induere : to put into, to put
on, to dress, to cover over.

I'MBUO, imbui
4 imbutum, uere: to soak or season,

to entertain, tofurnish, to store, to instruct, to im-

brue, to wet, or dye.
The compounds of LAVO, or of the unusual verb

LUO.
A'bluo, ablui, ablutum, abluere: to wash away, to

purify, to blot out.

A'lluo, allui, allutum, alluere : toflow near to, to wash.

Diluo, dilui, dilutum, diluere : to temper, mix, or allay,
to wash or rinse, topurge or clean, to e.rplain,to clear up.

E'luo, elui, elutum, eluere : to wash out, to rinse.

Interluo
3 interlui,interlutum,uere: tofla&orritn between.

Polluo, ui, utum, iiere : to spoil, to corrupt, to dejile, to

pollute.

AIl'NUO, ui, utum, ere : to diminish, to lessen, to abate.

Diminuo, ui, utum, ere : to dimmish, to lessen, tofall
from his rank, to lose his dignity, rights, and liberty,

fy. to degrade.
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STATUO, statui, statut-um, statuere : to ordain, to

establish, to build, to set or place, topassjudgment, to

appoint or assign, to resolve or conclude.

Its compounds change A into I
; as

Constituo, constitui, constitutum, constituere : to set,

to range, to dispose; to constitute, to ordain, to regulate,
to establish ; to constitute or make ; to appoint, to assign;
to settle or determine ; to purpose, design, or intend; to

agree, to promise; to appoint a day and placefor pay-
ment ; to decide an affair upon the spot, to determine

each particular affair ; to settle the proceedings at law,
to agree about the point in dispute, to appoint ajudge,
to name commissioners, to draw up a deed, to give or

receive summonsfor appearance.

Destituo, destitui, utum, uere : toforsake, to disap-

point, to deceive.

Instituo, institui, utum, uere : to institute, to begin, to

purpose, to deliberate, to ordain, to instruct, to teach,
to prepare, to procure, to regulate.

Prostituo, ui, utum, uere: t prostitute, to set open to

every one that cometh.

Restituo, ui, utum, uere : to set again in his Jirst state,

to restore, to re-establish, to repair, to set to rights.

SUO, sui, sutum, suere : to sew or stitch.

A'ssuo, ui, utum, uere : to sew unto, to piece.

Consuo, ui, utum, uere : to sew or stitch up, to join

together.

Dissiio, ui, utum, uere : to unstitch, to unrip, to break

off by little and little.

Resuo, resui, resutum, resuere : tosew again; tounstitch.

TUl'BUO, tribui, tributum, tribuere : to give, to

grant ; to attribute, to divide.

Attribuo, ui, utum, uere: to attribute, to assign, to

give, to pay, to appoint.

Contribuo, ui, utum, uere : to contribute, to deliver, to

divide, to separate, to attribute, to assign, to account or

reckon among, to elect into a kingdom, toput ones-self
underprotection, tojoin ones-self to, to enter into society.

Dislribuo, ui, utum, uere: to distribute, to divide.

<2. STRUO, struxi, structum, struere: to pile up, to

place, to order; to build; to contrive.
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A'dstruo, or astruo, uxi, uctum, uere : to build near to,

orjoin one building to another; to superadd or accu-

mulate ; to attribute ; to affirm ; to prove ; to confirm.

Construe, uxi, uctum, uere : to heap up, to put together,

to construct, to build, toframe ; toJit, to set in order,

to suit.

Pestruo, uxi, uctum, uere: to demolish, to pulldown,
to destroy, to provide or prepare ; to set in order ; to

furnish or store with things, to equip, to jit out ; to

give orders ; to instruct.

O'bstruo, obstruxi, uctum, uere : to stop up by building

against, to stop the way to, to eclipse, to render less

noted or admired.

3. FLUO, fluxi, fluxum, fluere : to flow, to melt ;

toflowfrom, to slip or pass away ; to fall to ruin,

to decline, to slacken, to grow remiss ; to spread
abroad, to abandon one's self to pleasure.

A'ffluo, xi, xum, ere : toflow upon, to abound.

Confluo, xi, xum, ere : toflow together, to gatherfrom
different parts, to resort, to abound.

Defluo, xi, xum, ere: to flow or swim down, to fall
down, to fall off, to be at an end, to decay, to flow all

out, to cease to flow.

Diffluo, diffluxi, xum, ere : toflow or run all about, to

melt, to abound, to spread.

E'ffluo, xi, xum, ere : to flow or run out, to run, to slip

and slide away, to decrease, to vanish away, to decay,
to be quite lost, to be intirely forgot.

Perfluo, xi, xum, ere : to run as a leaky vessel doth, to

let the liguor out ; to run through.
4. PLUG, plui : it follows the rule in regard to its

preterite, but hath no supine, pluere : to rain.

5. RUO, rui, ruitum, ruere : to fall, to fall dozen ;

to rush, to run headlong ; to level or pull down ; to

throw or tumble
; to overthrow, to shock

;
to dig

or drag out of the ground.
6. Its compounds form the supine in UTUM,

according to the general rule.

Corruo, ui, utum, uere: to fall together, to fall or
tumble down, to decay, or come to utter ruin; to fait,
to miscarry, tofall into error. Diruo,
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Diruo, clirui, dirutum, uere: to break or pull down, to

overthrow, to destroy.

E'ruo, ui, utum, uere: to pluck out, to tear up, to dig
up^o overthrow, to destroy.

I'rruo, ui, utum, uere-: to run hastily orfuriously in or

upon a thing ; to rush upon.

O'bruo, obrui, obrutum, obruere: to cover over, to

hide in the ground, to bury, to overwhelm, to oppress.

Proruo, prorui, utum, uere: to cast or beat down vio-

lently, to overthrow.

ANNOTATION.
FLUO seems heretofore to have had, not only ftuxum, but also

Jlucturn, since the verbal nounsjluxus aiuljluctus are both in use.

PLUG. Priscian, after observing that the verbs in UO form
their preterite, by changing 6 into i, excepts this among the rest,

allowing it only to have pluvi. Hence in his time they read in

Livy, lapidibus pluvisse, and sanguine pLuvit, as it is still read in some
old editions, where the most correct have pluisse and pluit. Which
shews it to have been the same preterite, which changed accord-

ing to the times. Yet Vossius believes that pluvi came from the

old verb pluvco, and quotes from Plautus, ut mullum pluverat,
Prol. Men. But even in this passage the MSS. have pluerat, as

is observed in the Dutch edition. Hence this preterite is looked

upon as quite obsolete as well as the supine plutum, though we
Iread complntus in Solinus, to signify ivet with rain.

Ruo had also rutum in the supine, whence comes ruia ccesa,

Cic. moveable goods, things that may be carried away. Yet Lucan
has ruiturus. We find also diruitam ecdiculam in an old inscription
of S. Mark at Rome, as we say cruiturus, though the usual supine
is eridum.

RULE XXXI.
Of the Verbs in UO that have no supine.

1. Metuo, luo, congruo, respuo, ingruo,
2. As also the compounds o/*nuo, have no supine.

EXAMPLES.
1. These verbs follow the general rule of those in

uo, in regard to the preterite, which they form in ui,

but they have no supine.

METUO, metui, (heretofore metutum, Lucr.) me-

tuere : tofear.

Prsemetuo, ui, re : tofear beforehand.

LUO, lui, lucre: to pay, to expiate or atone, to suffer

punishment.

CO'NGRUO, congrui, re : to agree with, to suit.

I'ngruo,
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ingrui, ingruere : to assail, to set upon with

violence, to be near at hand, to come, toJaU suddenly

upon.

RE'SPUO, respui, respuere : to spit out again, to re-

fuse, to reject, to dislike, to slight.

It is compounded of SPUO, spui, sputum, ere: to

spit.

Neither have other compounds hardly any supine.

E'xpuo, expui, expuere : to spit out, to reject.

I'nspuo, inspui, inspuere : to spit upon or into.

2. NUO is used only in its compounds; as

A'bnuo, abnui, abnuere : to dent/ or refuse, properly by
countenance or gesture.

A'nnuo, annui, annuere : to nod, to hint or intimate a

thing by a nod, to assent, to grant.

I'nnuo, innui, innuere : to nod or beckon with the head,

to make signs to one.

Kenuo, renui, uere : to refuse or deny by a shake of the

head.
ANNOTATION.

Batuo makes also batui, without a supine, batuere, to beat.

Cluo likewise made dui% cluere, to shine, to be famed or esteem-

ed, to fight ; whence comes clupeus or dypeus, a buckler. Cicero

has made use of the participle; muitum duentes consilio Sf lingua,

plus tamen auctoritate Sf gratia sublevabant. But the preterite of

these two verbs is no longer current.

Lit') heretofore made luvit in Lucil.

We meet also with nnnuvit in Ennius, as if it came from annueo.

Priscian likewise takes notice of the supines annutum and innutnm,
but it is without authority, and only analogously to the other

verbs m iio : yet some of these verbs seem to have had a supine,
because we still say nutus, Cic. remit us, Plin. luiturus, Claud.

RULE XXXII.
Of the Verbs in BO.

1. The verbs in BO, make BI, BITUM.
2. But scribo, nubo, have PSI, PTUM.
3. Scabo, and lambo, are zi'ithout supines.
4. All the compounds of cubo, have UI, ITUM.

E X A M P L F. S.

1. The verbs in BO make BI in the preterite, and
BITUM in the supine : as

p!BO, bibi, bibitum, bibere : to drink.

Com-
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Combibo, combibi, ibitum, ibere : to drink together.

E'bibo, ebibi, ebibitum, ebibere : to drink up all, to

suck dry.

1'mbibo, imbibi, imbibitum, imbibere : to drink in, to

receive in, to imbibe.

GLUBO, glubi, itttm, ere : to pull off the bark of a

tree, to pull off' the skin, to flay, to strip.

Deglubo, deglubi, degltikittJi 5 deglubere : the same.

'2. These two form the preterite in PSI, and the

supine in PTUM.
SCRIBO, scripsi,scriptum,scribere : to write, to compose.
Adscribo or ascribo, psi, ptum, ere : to write unto, to

write amongst, to add orjoin, to enroll, to enregister,
to impute or attribute, to assign or annex, to subscribe

'or underwrite.

Circumscribe, psi, ptum, ere : to draw a circle round,
to circumscribe, to limit, to surround, to circumvent,
to cheat, to abolish, to break, to cast out of office.

Conscribo, psi, ptum, ere : to write, to compose, to en-

roll, to enlist soldiers, to range in a particular order.

Describo, psi, ptum, e"re : to copy and write out, to draw
out or describe, to divide or distribute, to order, make,
or appoint, to define, to explain.

Exscribo, psi, turn, ere : to write out, to copy.

Inscribe, psi, turn, ere : to write in or upon, to inscribe,

to intitle, to superscribe, to imprint, to ingrave, to im-

plead.

Perscribo, psi, turn, ere : to write at large or through-

out, to take a copy of in writing, to register, to pay a

creditor by a bill, or note, to prescribe, to write, to de-

scribe.

Prsescribo, psi, turn, re : to write before, to prescribe,
to write directions, to give a model or pattern, to com-

mand, to ordain, to regulate, to limit.

Proscribe, psi, turn, e"re : to post up in writing, to pub-
lish any thing to be sold ; to banish, to proscribe, or

outlaw one, to sequester him, and seize his estate.

Rescribo, psi, turn, ere : to write back, to write over

again in order to correct, to answer or to write against, to

pay money by bill, to give ordersformoney upon a person,
to return what one has borrozeed, to assign over to

somebot 'y.
Sub-
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Subscribe, psi, ptum, bere : to subscribe, to write under,

to sign one's name to a thing, to agree with one, to ap-

prove, to join, or take part with another in a suit of
law, to sign the charge brought against a person, to ap-

pear as his accuser and to support the charge, tojudge,
to condemn, to mark, to censure, to express or qualify
the misdemeanour censured, to give in an account, to

make a declaration of his estate before the censors.

Transcribe, psi, turn, ere : to transcribe, to write or

copy out
;

to transfer, pass away, or give his right to

another ;
to pay in dischargefor another, and to write

the name of the person you pay to.

NUBO, nupsi, rmptum, nubere : to marry, to take a
husband : but properly it signified to cover or to be

vailed.

Connubo, psi, tuin, bere : Apul. to marry together.
Whence comes, connubium, jnarriage; more com-

monly used than the verb.

Enubo, and Iimubo, upsi, ptum, ere : Liv. to be wedded
to a husband. Properly to be married out of ones

order, estate, or degree.

Obnubo, psi, turn, ere: Virg. to vail, or cover.

3. These two have no supine, and follow the rule

in ^egard to the preterite.

SCABO, scabi, scabere : to scratch, to claw.

LAMBO, Iambi, lambere : to lick, to lap.
4. The compounds of CUBO, which are of the

third conjugation, add an M to the present, which
they drop in the preterite and supine.
Accumbo, aecubui, accubitum, accumbere : to lie

down, to sit near to.

Discumbo, discubui, discubitum, discumbere : to be

seated, to sit at table.

Incumbo, bui, bitum, bere : to lean or lie upon, to apply
o?ies self earnestly and vigorously to a thing, to incline

or tend unto.

Occumbo, occubui, occubitum, occumbere : to die.

Recumbo, ui, itum, ere : to lie down, to sit at table, to

lean, to rest.

Procumbo, ui, itum, ere: to lie downfiat, to tumble or

fall down, to hang or bend down towards the ground,
to lean or rest himself upon. ANNO?'
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ANNOT.ATIO N.
Vosslus makes glubo have glupsi, gluptum, and produces the au-

thority of Plautus deglupta manas,
'

The writers of the lower empire have also used Lambio, ivi, ac-

cording to Adamantiusin Cassiodorus, lib. de Orthograph. or even
iambio, lambui, like rapio, rapid, according to Vossjus ; hence in

the book of Judges, c. 7. we read also lamouerint, lainbuerant, lam-

luerunt, which we find in Plantin's royal, and all the other best

editions of the Vulgate.
The reason why accumbo and the rest have here an m, is because

heretofore they used to say cumbo for cubo, just as we stiU sayjungo
forjugo'.

RULE XXXIII,
Of the Verbs in CO.

1. Dico, duco, make XI, CTUM.
2. Ico, vinco, have ICI, ICTUM.
3. Parco hath peperci, parcitum, as also parsi,

parsum.
EXAMPLES.

1. These two have XI, CTUM.
DICO, dixi, dictum, dicere : to speaky

to say, to pro-
nounce a discourse or sentence, to harangue, to plead, to

administerjustice, to be of opinion, to give ones opinion,
to appoint a day, to give in evidence, to promise m c.i-

prcss- terms the portion and marriage of a person, to

alter the proceedings at law, to say a good thing or a

hon mot, to let fall ajest or a poignant raillery, to

taunt, to compliment, to ask pardon after having said

something that avw not agreeable.

Abdico, xi, ctuni, ere : to reprove, to disallow, to aban-

don, to refuse, to reject, to give the cause against one in

law, to make him lose his cause, tojorbid, to dissuadct

to disagree, to be contrary.

Addico, xi, ctuni, ere : to deliver to the highest bidder,

to sell and deliver, to set to sale, to confiscate, togive over

to bondage, to sentence to bondage suc/i as could notpay
their debts, to designfor some use, tofavour, to autho-

rise, to approve or ratify as used by the augurs, to de-

vote and to apply ones self to somefunction or exer-

cise, to condemn.

Condico, xi, ctum, ere : to appoint, order, or agree upon
a thing ; to undertake, to promise ; to claim in a legal

way, to bring an action against a person, tofa' a day.

Edico.,
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Edico, xi, ctum, ere : to order, to appoint, give learning
or notice', to publish by edict or proclamation ;

to ad-

vertise and tell beforehand; to tell plainly, to declare.

Indico, xi, cturn, ere : to denounce
t
bid or proclaim ; to

publish, to appoint ;
to declare exactly the time

; to

ordain as a magistrate ; to declare rear.

Inlerdico, xi, ctum, ere: to forbid straitly ;
to bar or

hinder ; to putforth an order or send out an injunction.

Prcedico, xi, ctum, ere : toforetell or tell beforehand, to.

prophesy or prognosticate,

DUCO, duxi, ductum, ere : to lead, to guide, to con-

duct, to command, to draw, to prolong, to defer, to

think, to esteem, to wheedle or cajole.

Abduco, xi, ctum, ere : to lead away or along with one,
to carry off, to take byforce ',

to debauch, to remote,

from, or withdraw.

Adduce, xi, ctum, ere : to lead one to, to engage, to per-
suade

; to bring, to straiten or drazv closer, to bend, to.

shrivel, to shrink up.

Conduce, xi, ctum, ere : to conduct or bring along with

him, to assemble, to undertake to do a thing at a price,
to take a piece of work at great, tojinish, to be useful
or serviceable, to hire or bargain for.

Circunduco, xi, ctum, ere : to lead about; to abolish,
to deface ; to cheat, to impose upon.

Deduce, xi, ctum, e"re : to conduct, to recondttct, to ac-

company, to leadforth, to draw, to bring down, to turn

out, to subtract or abate, to destroy, to diminish, to cut

off, to transplant, to remove or withdraw, to introduce

one person to another, to launch ships.

Educe, xi, ctum, ere : to leadforth, to draw out, to

nourish, to bring up.

Induce, xi, ctum, ere : to introduce, lead, or bring in ;

to persuade ;
to make void, or cancel, abolish, disannuly

rase, or strike out ; to cover or draw over
;

to draw
in, cajole, or deceive.

Obduco, xi, ctum, ere : to bring, throw, lay, or put
over : to lead against, to cover over, to oppose, to join,

the^ following
to the preceding day.

Perduco, xi, ctum, ere : to bring through, to bring to a
conclusion, tojinish, to bring one to, topermade, to carry

on,
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on, to continue, to bring down, or lower a sum in con-

tracts.

Produco, xi, ctum, ere : to stretch out, to produce or

bring out, to prolong, to draw out in length, to gain
time, to defer or put off, to promote, to dignify.

Seduco, xi, ctum, ere : to draw aside, to seduce,', to deceive.

Subduco, xi, ctum, ere : to take or draw away, to re-

move ;
to reckon, to cast an account, to deduct

;
to steal,

tojilch ; to cheat
;

to bring a vessel ashore, to draw or

lift up, whence cometh funis subductarius, the rope, of
a crane.

Traduco, xi, ctum, ere : to carry, lead, bring, or convey

from oneplace to another
;

to pass through, or to cross;

to traduce a person, to expose him to public shame ;

to pass muster, as when the cavalry were reviewed ;

to pass away, as one doth the time.

Trausduco, xi, ctum, ere : to lead over, to removefrom
one place to another, to transport.
2. ICO, ici, ictum, icere : to strike, to touch.

VINCO, vici, victum, vincere : to vanquish, to

overcome, to dej'eat, to gain his cause.

3. PARCO, peperci, parcitum, and parsi, parsum,

parcere : to spare, to pardon, to use moderately, to

abstainfrom, to bear with, tofavour or support.

Compdrco, comparsi, comparsum, arcere
'

to spare or

husband a thing well.

ANNOTATION.
VINCO takes the n, because it conies from the old verb vico,

derived from v/xw, whence also comes pervicax, one that is obsti-

nate, and wants always to conquer or get the better.

PARCO. Corn. Fronto, an ancient grammarian, and Vere-

peus, who wrote on Despauter, make parsi more scarce than pc-

perci. But this distinction has no manner of foundation, no more
than that of Donatus, who pretends that parsi is to husband or

spare ; and peperci, to pardon, \vhich Servius absolutely denies.

Parcitum comes from the preterite parcui, which was to be found

in Nevius, according to the formation mentioned, p. 173. This

supine we read in Pliny, book 30. chap. 4. according to some

editions, Italics parcitum est vetere interdicto patrum, ut diximus.

And yet it is from thence that partitas comes, which we still read

in Sen. 1. de Clem. From parsum cometh also parsurus, in Varro

and in Livy, according to Priscian.

HULK
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RULE XXXIV.
Of the Verbs in SCO.

1. Verbs in SCO change it into VI
2. But Pasco /zafft pavi, pastum.
3. Agnosco, one? cognosce, make ITUM.
4. Posco makes poposci, poscitum.
5- Disco has only didici, but no supine.

6. Compesco and dispesco, make ui, and

heretofore had ITUM.
7. And conquinisco had heretofore conquexi

without a supine.
EXAMPLES.

1. The verbs in SCO form the preterite by
changing SCO into VI, and the supine by changing
it into TUM ; as

CRESCO, crevi, cretum, crscere : to grow, to in-

crease.

Accresco, accrevi, accrescere : to grow, to increase.

Excresco, evi, etum, ere : to grow out much, or up; to

increase, to rise.

Concresco, evi, etum, ere : to grow or be joined toge-
ther

; to congeal, to be frozen ; to clot, to curdle.

Decresco, decrevi, decretum, decrescere : to decreaset

to diminish.

NOSCO, novi, notum, noscere : to know.

Ignosco, ignovi, ignotum, ignoscere : to pardon.
Internosco, ovi, otum, oscere : to know a thing among

others, to discern from others.

Prsenosco, prsenovi, otum, ere : to foreknow.
QUIE'SCO, quievi, quietum, quiescere : to rest.

Acquiesce, acquievi, acquietum, acquiescere : to de-

light in, to put one's comfort or satisfaction in, to be

easy ; to acquiesce, to assent, or be satisfied with.

SCISCO, scivi, scitum, sciscere : to inquire, to ordain or

decree, to give his voice or suffrage, to make a law.

Adscisco or ascisco, ivi, itum, ere : to attribute to him-

self, to take to himself, to callfor, to admit, to receive,
to approve ;

to call in, to fetch in ; to bring in use;
to associate, to ally.

Con-
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Conscisco, conscivi, itum, ere : to vote by common con-

sent, to make an of dcr or act.

Descisco, ivi, itum, ere : to revolt, to go over to the

opposite party, to qlterfrom himself, to quit the party
he had embraced, to abandon his enterprise.

SUE'SCO, suevi, sue turn, suescere : to be accustomed.

Assviesco, assuevi, assue"lum, assuescere : to accustom

himself.

Desuesco, desuevi, desuetum, escere : to disuse himself.
2. PASCO, pavi, pastuni, it resumes its S in the su-

pine, pascere : to feed, to nourish, to please, to delight.

Depasco, vi, stum, ere : to feed as beasts do, to graze,
to browze ; to cause his cattle to feed upon, to waste,
to embezzle.

3. AGNO'SCO, agnovi, agnitum, agnoscere : to

know, tojind out, to acknowledge, to allow.

Cognosce, cognovi, cognitum, oscere : to know, to

learn, to take cognizance, of, to examine, to hear a

matter debated, and asjudge to determine it.

Recognosco, 6vi, itum, ere : to recognize or acknow-

ledge, to review, to call or bring into remembrance, to

muster over, to correct or amend, to take an inventory.
4. POSCO, poposci, poscitum, poscere : to ask, to

demand.

Deposco, depoposci, oscere : to demand, to ask, to make
a request.

Exposco, expoposci, itum, ere : to ask earnestly.

Reposco, repoposci, reposcere : to ask again what is

ones own.

5. DISCO, didici, heretofore disciturn, discere : to

learn.

Addisco, addidicij addiscere : to learn, to learn more.

Edisco, edidici, ediscere : to learn, to karn by heart.

Dedisco, dedidici, dediscere : to unlearn.

Its compounds preserve the reduplication. See

rule 2.

6. COMPE'SCO, compescui, heretofore itum, es-

cere : to keep within the same pasture ;
to hold,

bridle, or curb: to appease, to allay, to asswage.

DISPE'SCO, ui, heretofore itum, escere : to drive cat-

tle into separate pastures, to drive them home from
pasture ; to separate, to divide. 7. CON-
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7. CONQUINI'SCO, heretofore conquexi, 'without

a supine, conquiniscere: to duck the. head, to boio

or bend the body, to stoop.

ANNOTATION.
From the supine of CRESCO, cretum, comes Cretus for procreatus,

as in Virg. Sanguine Tntjano cretus. In like manner coneretus for

coatitus. Concretus aer, Cic. thick heavy air. Concretum corpus
ex eletnentis, Id. compounded of elements. But we hardly ever

meet with this supine in another sense. For when. Virgil, de-

scribing the spots of the soul, saith

Penitusque necesse esf,

Multa diu concreta inodis inolescere miris :
.

he does not mean that they grew up with the soul, but they ga-
thered and stuck 10 her, conjuncta et inglutinata, says Servius. It

is true nevertheless that this same poet says in another place, ex-

cretos a matribus agnos, well grown ; and that Priscian produces
another example of decretus, in this same signification, as we shall

observe in the remarks after the syntax ; but this is very rare.

Agn'jsco and cognosce, come from nosco y novi, notu/n, which fol-

lows the general rule, but they assume an I in the supine, agni-
tum, cognitum. And yet heretofore they followed their simple,
hence wf *'f

.

'

"gnotus in Pacuvius, and Priscian quotes agnoturus
from Sallust.

The preterite novi is often translated in the present tense : novi

Jiomincm, I know him : nori, I know it.

We meet with noscito, as if it had noscitum in the supine, whence
comes ignosciturus in Piso, 2 annal. But ignoturits is in Cic. in

CatiL The compounds of nosco take a g, as coming from the old

verb gnoscot taken from yiwvxu, which even Varro made use of,

Quce foram gnoscite. Ignosco and cognosco come from in and con,

casting off the n, as agnosco cometh from ad, casting off the d.

Posco hath poscitum in the supine, according to Priscian and
several, but it is very rarely used. Yet we read expascitum caput in

Seneca. Disco hath no supine according to Erasmus and Mclanc-
thon ; but we find disciturus in Apuleius, which shews that hereto-
fore they said discitum. Priscian also adaiits of compescitum and

dispescitum, from compesco and dispesco; in which he nas been fol-

lowed by Despauter. On the contrary Verepeus and Alvarez do
not allow of these supines. All that can be said upon the matter
is this, that heretofore they were used, though they are not so at

present, there being no authority for them.

Conquinixco formerly made also conquexi, according to Caper, as

mentioned by Priscian, but we find no authority ;
for which reason,

we should avoid making use of it. Now conquiniscere signifies

properly to stoop, in m<jdum eonim qui ahum sunt cxoneratiiri, says
Vossius ; and it comes from conquinire for cunire, quod est stercus

facere, says Festus, whence also comes inqidnare.

VOL. I. Q RULE
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RULE XXXV.
Of inceptive Verbs.

1. The inceptive verbs either have no preterite
nor supine :

2. Or they borrow themfrom their primitives ;

thus calesco takes calui from caleo.

EXAMPLES.
Inceptive verbs are so denominated, because they

generally denote the action in its beginning.
1. These verbs have of themselves neither preterite

nor supine ;
as

HISCO, hiscere : to gape, to open the mouth, to chark,
chap, or open.

Dehisco, the same.

Jalisco, fatiscere : to chink, chap, or cleave, to split, to

gape ;
to be weary, to tire,

Labasco, labascere : tofail or decay, to be- ready tofall,
to give ground.

Hebesco, hebescere : to grow blunt, dull, languid, feeble.
Herbesco, herbescere : to wax green, to bring forth

herbs or grass.

Ingravesco, ingravescere : to grow more heavy or

lumpish ;
to become worse, to increase.

Lapidesco, lapidescere : to wax hard as a stone, to turn
to stone.

Mitesco, mitescere : to grow tame, gentle', to be appeased*
And such like.

2. These verbs frequently borrow the preterite and

supine of their primitive ; as

Arde"sco borrows arsi, arsum, of ardeo, ardes : to burn.

Calesco borrows calui, of caleo, cales : to be hot.

Erubesco, erubui,yro2 rubeo : to be red, to blush.

Horre"sco, \\6nm,from horreo : to tremble for fear.

Refrigesco, ix\,Jrom frigeo : to grow cold, to begin to

be cool, to be less vehement and earnest.

ANNOTATION.
FATISCO cometh fromfatim for affatim, and from hisco ; just as

fromjhtim cometh also J'atigo. Priscian will have it tiiatfcssus
comes from fatiscor, and defessus from defetiscor. But Diotnedes

apprehends them to be simple nouns, the same as la$sust and his

opinion is the most followed. See p. 188. SE-
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SENESCO makes stnui and senectum, whence cometh sencctus, the

substantive as well as the adjective, as cetas senecta, Plaut. senecto

corpare, Sail. Also s&iecta, ce, old age.

RULE XXXVI.
Of tbe Verbs in DO.

1. The verbs in DO make DI and SUM.
2. But rudo, and stride, have no supines.

3. Comedo sometimes hath ESTUM.
4. Panclo hath pansum and passum.

EXAMPLES.
The verbs in DO change DO into DI in the pre-

terite, and into SUM in the supine.
1. CUDO, cutli, cusum, ere : to hammer, to forge ;

to stamp or coin.

Excudo, excudi, excusum. exciidere : to beat or sinks

out, to stamp or coin, to Jorge.

Incudo, incudi, incusum, incudere : to forge.

Reci'ido, di, sum, ere : to hammer or forge anew ;
to

stamp new.

CANDO is not used, bnt only its compounds ;
as

Accendo, accendi, sum, ere : to light, to burn.

Incendo, incendi, incensum, incendere : io set onjire>
to burn, to provoke, to animate, to encourage.

Succendo, di, sum, ere : to burn, to inflame, to set onjire.
FENDO is likewise disused, but its co;.;i pounds are

current, as

Defendo, di, sum, ere : to deftnd, to keep, to preserve ;

to resist, to hinder, to keep ojf, to shelter, to maintain.

Offendo, di, sum, ere : to hit or run against, to light

upon or Jind, to ofend, to displease, to mistake or take

afalse step, to meet with a rub, to have ill success.

MAN DO, mandi, mansum, mandere : to chew, to eat.

PREHENDO or PREXDO, di, sum, ere : to take,
to lay hold, to grasp, to catch.

Apprehendo, di, sum, ere : to take hold of, to karn, to

understand.

Comprehendo, di, sum, ere : to take or lay hold of; to

comprehend or contain ; to comprehend or understand.

Deprehendo, di, sum, ere : to take unawares or in the

fact, to discover, to perceive.

Q 2 SCAN-
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SCANDO, scandi, scansum, scandere : to mount, to

climb.

Ascendo, ascendi, ascensum, ascendere : to ascend, to

climb, to advance himself to.

Conscendo, e"ndi, sum, dere : to mount, to climb, to take

shipping, to go on board, to imbark.

Descendo, e"ndi, sum, ere : to descend, to sink with too

much weight, to come down to thepalace cr to court (be-
cause the Roman nobility heretoforeresidedonthehills).,
to set about a thing, to speak, to accuse, toJig/it, to take

thejield, to come to blows
;

to acquiesce, to agree, to

condescend, to suit himself, to resolve upon extreme.

remedies, to alight, to come or to set foot on shore.

Exscendo, di, sum, ere : to debark, to land, to alight, ^c.
EDO, edi, esum, e"dere, vel esse : to eat, to consume.

It follows the general rule : as also its compounds
ambedo, to eat or gnaw round about : exedo, to eat up,
to consume.

& But comedo, come"di, comesum, sometimes takes

comes turn, comedere : to eat, to consume.

$. These two follow the general rule in regard to

the preterite, but they have no supine, as

RUDO, rudi, rudere : to bray like an ass.

STRIDO, stridi, e"re : to crack, to make a whizzing, to

hiss.

4. PANDO, pandi, pansum, a regular supine, and

also passum, pandere : to open, to spread, to unfold.

Dispando, dispan,di, dispansum and dispassum, dispati-

dere : to unfold, to stretch out, to spread about.

Dispendo (Plant.) e"ndi, ensum, and ssum, ere : tlit

same.

Expando, di, sum, and assum, ere : to spread out, to

display.

Oppando, di, sum, and assum, ere : to spread outt
or

hang over against.

Propando, propandi, propansum and propassum, pro-

pandere : to spread abroad.

ANNOTATION.
1. We must carefully distinguish incusum and excusum, which

come from incudo and excudo, from incussum and excussum with two

55, which come from incuiio and excutio, in the 29th rule. But

CUDO, says Priscian, heretofore madectwf, according to Diomedes,
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Charisius and Phocas ; though he himself allows it -only to have

citdi, as it is in Virg. Sdntitlam excudit Achates.

2. Apuleius hath also rudivi, which may come from the ancient

verb rudio, whence also is derived ruditus, like grunnitus.

We use also strideo, of the second conjugation. See the 19th rule.

3. The supine comestum may be proved by this passage of Sal-

lust : comesto patrimomo, as it is quoted by Didymus, if we believe

Diomedes. But. according to the same Diomedes it is better to

say comesum, as we say ambesa.

Ipsi transtra no-cant, Jiammis amlesa reponunt, Virg.
Ambesas subigat

mails absumere menses, Virg.
4. PANDO makes passum in the supine, because, as Servius

observes, the letter n is frequently dropped in the verbs, whereof

we shall meet with some examples in the 38th rule and elsewhere.

Nevertheless Charisius makes pandor to have pasms sum, vel paasus ;

and the latter frequently occurs in ecclesiastic authors. Pliny like-

wise hath expansa retia : and we read dispansa: in Lucretius. And
indeed we often meet with manuscripts where these supines have

an n ; which shews that pansum cannot be condemned.

RULE XXXVII.
Of the Verbs in DO that have a reduplication.

l.TENDO makes tetendi,tensumonc?tentum.
2. Pendo hath pependi, peusuin.
3. Pedo hath pepedi, pedituni.
4. Tundo had heretofore tfttudi, but now only

tunsum.

5. Its compounds have TUDI, TUSUM.
EXAMPLES.

1. TEXDO, tetendi, (and /^r^o/bretencli) tensum,
and tentum, tendere : to stretch out, to extend, to

spread, to pitch a camp, to aim at, to tend, to make

forward, to go, to advance towards, to favour.
Its compounds lose the reduplication.

Att^ndo, attendi, sum, turn, ere : to attend, to apply,
to gire the mind to.

Contendo, cli, sum, turn, ere : to stretch or strain, to

labour or strive, to march, to be on his u~ay, to quarrel,
to debate, to be positive in a thing, to undertake, to

make it good, to press or urge one with intreatles.

Detendo, detendi, sum, turn, ere : to unstretch, to un-
bend

; to take down a tent.

Distendo, di, sum, turn, ere : to stretch or reach out,
to Jill or stuff out,

Jntendo,
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Intendo, di, sum, turn, ere : to bend or stretch, to pom
at, to go along, to turn some way or other, to apply, to

endeavour, to strain, to pretend, to intend, or design,
to apply ;

to augment, to tune an instrument, to menace,
to present a sword to one's breast, to commence a suit

against one, to bring a charge against him, to want
to declare war.

Ostendo, di, sum, turn, ere : to shew.

Pertendo, di, sum, turn, ere : to extend or stretch over,
to go through with and complete.

Portendo, di, sum, turn, ere : to signify before a thing
happeneth ;

to portend or foretel.

Prastendo, di, sum, turn, ere : to hold or hang a thing
before ;

to pretend, to cloak or colour.

Protendo, di, sum, turn, ere : to stretchforth, to defer>

to spread abroad.

%. PENDO, pependi, sum, ere : to weigh, to esteem,
to rate, to pay.

Appendo, di, sum. ere : to hang by, to weigh out orpay.
Dependo, di, sum, ere : to weigh, to give by weight, topay*
Expendo, di, sum, ere : to weigh, to rate, to ponder or

Consider, to examine, to pay.

Impendo, di, sum, ere : to spend, to bestow or employ.

Perp6ndo, di, sum, ere : to weigh exactly, to poise

thoroughly in ones mind, to try exactly.

Kepcndo, di, sum, ere : to pay or weigh back in ex-

change, to compensate.

Suspendo, di, sum, e"re : to hang up, to delay, to keep
one in suspense.
3. PEDO, pepedi, peditum, pe"dere, Hor. to fart*

Oppedo, oppedi, oppedere, Id. tofart against one,

affront and contradict.

4. TUNDO, heretofore tutudi: the supine tunsum,
is regularlyformed ; tundere : to beat or smite, to

beat in a mortar, to thresh, to bruise flat, to knock

or drive in, toforge or hammer.
5. From this old preterite its compounds have taken

TUDI, losing the reduplication; and the supine

they form in TUSUM, losing the n.

Contuudo, contudi, contusum, contundere : to beat or

knock,
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knock, to batter or bruise, to strike down, to repress,

to tame, to humble.

Obtundo, obtudi, obtusum, obtundere : to beat or

buffet all over, to break or blunt the edge, to weaken

or render less smart ;
to make hoarse

;
to make lietrcy

or dull ;
to teaze, tire out, or dunny ~xith tedioumess

andfrequent repetitions.

Retundo, di, sum, ere : to blunt or dull, to quell, allau,

repress, or silence.

ANNOTATION.
1. The Supine in TUM is more usual in several of the com-

pounds of tendo, as contentus, stretched ; and in like manner dis~

tentus, obtentus, prcetentus, protentus. Yet ostemum is oftener used

than ostentum, which occurs only in very old writers, from whence
however cometh ostentare, and the dative ostentui, as ostentuihubere,

as well as the ablative ostentu, and the neuter ostenticm in Cic. any
thing that happeneth contrary to the ordinary course of nature,

and is supposed to foreshew something to come, either good or bad.

ISIow ostendo is compounded of ob and tendo, just as asporto, from

ab and porto, whether it is by a change of the b into s, or whether
at has been rather owing to their having formerly made use of

cbs for ob, as we say abs instead of ab .- whence also cometh rjb-

sccemts, from ccenum ; obscurns, from cura, &c.

2. We likewise meet with a great many of these verbs without

the reduplication, Vectigal quod regi pendissent, Liv. Noatro tcndisti

retia lecto, Propert. Which several not having rightly understood,
have made it nexisti. But not to mention that Aldus and Ileytus's
editions have tendisti, we meet with it also in Sen. Et qua plena
rates carbasa tenderant. In Hercul. Fur.

3. Most grammarians refuse a supine to PEDO, which Vossius
does not, because, he says, we find peditus in Catullus, which must

undoubtedly have come from peditutn, as crepitus from crepitum.
The ancients used tudo instead of tundo, whence is derived tl>e

frequentative verb tudito in Ennius, and the noun tudes, an ham-
mer, a beetle. Of this old verb they formed by reduplication the

preterite tutudi, which Charisius and Priscian give to tundo. And
Diomedes besides tutudi lets it also have tunsi. But neither of
them are any longer to be found in authors of pure latinity. The
supine tunsum may be authorised by the participle tunsus. ,.

Tunsis gemit areafmgibHs, Georg. 3.

RULE XXXVIII.
Of the Compounds of Do and Sido.

1. The compounds of~Do,make DIDI,DITUM.
2. But abscondo makes abscond!.
3. Sido hath sidi without a supine.

4. Its
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4. Its compounds borrow SKDIand SESSUM
of sedeo.

EXA M PLES.
1. The verb Do, das, is of the first conjugation;

dare, to give. But most of its compounds are of the

third, forming DIDI in the preterite, and DITUM
in the supine.

Abdo, abdidi, abditum, abdere : to hide, to remove.

Addo, addidi, itum, ere : to add.

Condo, condidi, conditum, condere : to build, to com-

pose, to hide, to inckse.

Credo, credidi, ditum, dere : to credit or believe, to

think, to imagine, to trust, toput conjidence in, to lend,
to put into one's hands, to commit or intrust ; whence
cometh cr^ditum, a debt, any thing committed to one's

trust, credit, a trust. Credo, like opinor,frequently
implies also a tacit irony.

Dedo, dedidi, deditum, dedere : to yield, to surrender,
to give up, to give over, to put himself under the pro-
tection : whence cometh deditltius.

Dido, dididi, diditum, didere : to give outt to spread
abroad, to distribute, to divide.

Edo, e'didi, editum, edere: to utter, to put forth ; to

set out in writing, topublish ; to declare, to tell, to

name; to bringforth', to produce or shew ; to pre-
scribe aform, to utter oracles.

Indo, idi, itum, ere: toput or set in : to put or lay upon.

Perdo, didi, ditum, ere: to lose, to spoil, to corrupt, to

kill, to destroy.

Prodo, proclidi, proditum, prodere : to betray, to defer,

to disclose, to accuse, to divulge, to manifest, to trans-

mit by writing.

Trado, didi, itum, e're : to givefrom hand to hand, to

deliver, to teach.

Vendo, vendidi, venditum, vendere: to sell, or set tosale.

I 2. Abscondo, abscondi, ditum, condere : to hide.

3. SIDO, sidi, ere : to perch, to light, as birds do;

to sink, or go to the bottom.

4. Its compounds borrow their preterite and supine

ofSE'DEO, as

Assido, assedi, assessum, assidere : to sit down, to sit

by one* Con-
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Consido, consedi, consessum, considere : to sit
do^.i-n,

to pitch or light, as a bird doth, to settle, to sink or go
to the bottom.

Desido, edi, essum, ere: to settle, to sink orfall doitH,
to sit dou'n or go to stool.

Insido, insedi, insessum, insidere : to light upon, to sit

upon.

Obsido, edi, e*ssum, ere : to seat himself in, to surround,
to besiege, to keep blocked up.

Reside, resedi, resessum, residere : to sit dozen, to abide

in a place.

Subside, edi, essum, ere : to settle, to descend to thebot-

torn ; to abide ; to stop or stay.
A X X 6 T A T ION.

1. We read in Plautus concredui for concredidi, in Casino. But
It may be taken from creduo, v.hich he himself made use of. f/j

Aulul. For as of Sou they formed duo ; and of ow, do; in like man-
ner they said perdo and perduo ; credo and creduo.
^ 2. Formerly they used also to say, abscondidi, according to
Priscian. The supine nbsconditum is in Cic. as well as aosconditus
and abscondite. But they said also absconsum, whence coroeth--
feoncio in P4iay.; absconsor in Julius Firm, and absconsefor >.i5

s
-ain

the old glossaries, alsto^im ^ Fuljc^fr^ <* JtJ..Fire
3. SIDO makes ?idi t even according to Priscian, though he ac-|~

knowledges it was usually avoided, because it ought rather to
make sisi. Hence he is of opinion that in this state of uncertainty
it is far better to take the preterite of sedeo for the simple, and to

r say m/o, sedi. Yet sidi is in Columella, Patiemurquepicem coKsidere,
ff cum siderit, &c. Tliis verb hath no supine ; but in regard to
its compounds they must certainly follo\v those of sedeo, as hath
been already mentioned.

RULE XXXIX.
Of the Verbs in XDO, which lose X.

1. Frendo makes frendi, fressum ;

2. Fundo hath fudi, fusum ; so findo, fidi,

fissum; and scindo, scidi, scissum.

EXAMPLES.
1. Frendo, frendi, follows the general rule in regard

to the preterite ; fressum loseth the K and doubleth the

S, frendere: to grind or gnash the teeth together-, to .

grunt, to break or bruise.

2. FUXDO, fudi, fusum, fundere : to pour out; to

cast metal, to yield or gi~ce in abundance
;

to throw
into
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into, to pour info ; to throw into a looseness ; to dif-

fuse, to scatter ; to squander ; to discomjit j
to utter

;

to speak.

Confundo, confudi, confusum, confimdere : to con-

found, to mix together, to throw into confusion.

EfKmdo, effudi, effusum, effundere: to pour out, to

yield or give in abundance; to empty ;
to disembogue ;

to lavish, to wccste riotously ; to come or runforth in

companies ;
to spread abroad ;

to relate ; to discomfit.

Infimdo, infudi, infusum, infundere : to pour into; to

diffuse; to spread.

Offundo, udi, usum, undere: to pour or sprinkle upon;
to spread, or throw over ; to impose upon, to deceive;
to darken ; to cover with clouds.

Perfundo, di, sum, dere : to pour all over, to wash, to

bathe ;
to bedew, to besprinkle ;

to imbrue, season, or

give a tincture to; to
Jill,

to replenish the soul-with

joy ;
to seize him all over.

Profundo, di, sum, dere : to pour out; to pour out in

great abundance, to spend extravagantly, to lavish, to

squander away ;
to shoot out ; to spread ;

to moisten ;

to shew itself to the, very bottom.
/ %y

FINDO, fidi, fissum, findere: to cleave, to slit, to

divide.

Diffindo, diffidi, diffissum, diffindere : to cleave in two.

SCINDO, scidi, scissum, scindere : to cut, to pull in

pieces, to tear, to break off, to divide, to break open, to

refresh or renew.

Abscindo, abscidi, abscissum, abscindere: to cut, tc

cut off, to rend off.

Conscindo, conscidi, conscissum, conscindere : to cut

or tear in pieces, to slash.

Rescindo, idi, issum, ere : to cut off; to cut or break

down; to retrench, to rip up; to abolish, to cancel,

or repeal.

FIDO. See the 77th rule of the verbs neuter passive.

RULE XL.
Of the Verbs that make SI, SUM.

Ludo, divide, claudo, losdo, trudo, rado,

plaudos andiodoyhave the preterite
in SI,
and
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and the supine in SUM : the same must

be said of the compounds of vado.
EXAMPLES.

These nine verbs change DO into SI in the pre-

terite, and into SUM in the supine.
1. LUDO, lusi, lusum, ludere : to play, to make

pastime, to cheat, to banter, to write verses, to play
at a game, to put a trick -upon one.

Abliido, si, sum, dere : to disagree, to be unlike.

Alludo, si, sum, ere : to play and sport with one, to play

upon one or banter, to allude unto.

Deludo, si, sum, ere: to delude, to cheat, to deceive:

tofrustrate or disappoint.

Eludo, si, sum, ere : to avoid, to elude, to shift off, to

parry.
Illiido, illusi, illusum, illudere : to play upon one, to

mock, to jeer.
2. DI'VIDO, divisi, isum, idere : to divide, to dis-

tribute ;
to distinguish a law or opinion, that con-

tains several points.
3. CLAUDO, clausi, clausum, claudere : to shut

t

to conclude, tofinish.
Its compounds come rather from CLUDO, which

is even used by some authors.

Exclude, exclusi, exclusum, excludere : to shut out, to

put out, to hinder, to exclude, to reject, to drive out,

to banish, to cast off, to hatch eggs.

Includo, inclusi, inclusum, includere : to include, or

inclose.

Prjecludo, praeclusi, prasclusum, prsecludere : to shut

or stop up a passage, to hinder onefrom entering.

Recludo, si, sum, recludere : to open, to manifest, to

reveal.

4. LJiDO, laesi, lossurn, ta'dere : to hurt, to offend,
to injure.

Its compounds change JE into I long ;
as

Allido, allisi, sum, ere : to dash or throw any thing

against the ground, to break.

Collide, collisi, collisum, collidere : to beat, knock, or

bruise together : to dash one against another.

Illido,
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IlJido, illisi, illisum, illidere : to dash or heat against.
But Illae'sum, sound and unhurt., is a noun, because
there is no such verb as illtfdo.

5. TRUDO, trusi, seldom used, trusum, truclere :

to thrust, to push.

Abstrudo, abstrusi, abstrusum, iidere : to hide, to con-

ceal ; to cast away.
Detrudo, si, sum, ere : to drive away, to put out

t to

shovefrom, to defer.

Exlrudo, extrusi, extriisum, extruclere : to thrust out.

Intrudo, intrusi, sum, intrudere : to thrust in, to intrude.

6. RADQ, rasi, rasum, radere : to shave, to scrape,
or scratch up.

Abrado, si, sum, ere : to scrape or shave of, to cut or

chop of, to getfrom another.

Corrado, si, sum, ere : to scrape or rake together.

Eraclo, erasi, erasum, eradere : to scrape out, toput out,
to blot out.

7. PLAUDO, si, sum, ere : to clap hands, to applaud.

Applaudo: complaudoor-odo, si, sum, dere: toapplaud.

Explaudo or -6do, si, sum, ere : to drive out, to hiss, to

reject, to explode, to discharge an engine.
8. RODO, rosi, rosum, rodere : tognaw, to backbite.

Arrodc, arrosi, arrosum, arrodere : to gnaw, to nibble.

Corrodo, corrocji, corrosum, corrodere : to gnaw, to

corrode orfret.

9. VADO, vasi, vasum, very little used except in its

compounds, vadere : to go.

Evado, si, sum, ere : to escape, to run away, to avoid,

to pass overi to get or come to, to go or reach to, to

climb, to become or grow.
Jnvado, invdsi, invasum, invadere : to invade, to attackt

to take by storm, tofall upon.

Pervado, pervasi, pervasum, pervadere : to go over or

through, to pass through, to spread over all.

ANNOTATION.
The preterite of rado is hardly to be met with uncompoundecL
Neither are the preterite and supine of vado more current. The

preterite however is in Tertull. Ad eum ex Libya Hammon vasit,

lib. de Pall. And in Mart, according to Aldus's edition, et breve

vasit opus. Where others read rasit.

RULE
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RULE XLI.

Ofcado, ccedo, and cedo, with their compounds.

1. Caclo hath cecidi, casum :

2. Its compounds, all but three, have no supine.

3. Caedo makes cecidi, csesum ; its compounds
cidi, cisurn.

4. Cedo hath cessi, cessum ; its compounds
have the same,.

EXAMPLES.
I have joined these three verbs together, because of

the resemblance they bear to each other, that they

may be more easily remembered.

1. CADO, cecidi, casum, cadere: tofall, to slip or

slide dozen, to fumble doan, to sink or droop, to be

disheartened, to be laid as tht wind, to be cast in law,
to suit or agree with, to be capable, to arrive, to

pass, to succeed, to chance orfall out, to come, to be*

From thence also cometh CADUCUS, ready tofall,
unable to bear up itself. Bona caduca, goods es-

cheated to the prince or lord: fundi cacluci, lands

subject to the right of* amortization.

2. The compounds of this verb change the A into

I short
;
but there are only three of them that have its

supine; v\z.incido,6ccidot
recido. The others go without.

A'ccido, accidi, accidere : tofall down at or before, to

fall, to happen, to come to, to be,

Concido, concidi, concidere : tofall allofa sudden, to die.

E'xcido, excidi, excidere : tofall out or away, tofail
orforget, tofail or perish, to beforgotten.

I'ncido, idi, incasum., incidere : to fall into, to fall in

or upon, to meet with, to befall or happen.

O'ccido, occidi, occasum, occidere : toJail, to die.

Recido, reVidi, recasum, recidere : tofall back, whence
comes recasurum in Cic. Id ego puto ad nihilum re-

casurum.

3. C^-EDO, cecidi, cassum, caa'dere : to cut. to whip,
to beat, to strike, to kill, to dissect, to sell by auction,
and by retail.

It makes the reduplication by E simple, changing
the diphthong ^E into I long iu the-second syllable,
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as well of its preterite as of the present of its com-

pounds, which lose this reduplication, according to
the second rule.

Abscido, abscidi, abscisum, ere : to cut off.

Accido, accidi, accisum, de're : to cut all round, to bring
to the ground, to demolish, to weaken.

Circumcido, di, sum, ere : to cut or pare about, to lop,
to circumcise.

Concido, di, sum, ere : to cut in pieces, to chop, to beat,
la lull.

Decido, di, sum, ere : to cut off] to decide or determine

as arbitrator, by cutting of all subject of dispute, to

appoint, to transact, to determine an affair, to com-

pound, to capitulate.

Excido, di, sum, ere : to cut out.

Incido, di, sum, ere : to cut, to ingrave; to etch, to

grave ;
to pare about, to cut or make shorter.

Occido, di, sum, ere : to kill, to torment.

Prscido, di, sum, ere : to cut, pare, or chop off; to take

away clean; to prevent.
Recido, di, sum, e're : to cut off, topare.

Succido, di, sum, ere: to cut down, tofell trees; also

to mow corn.

4. CEDO, cessi, cessum, cedere : to give place, to

give up or resign, to give ground, to retreat, to

pass away, to come, to happen, to fall out, to be-

long and devolve to a person. Hence cometh the

word cessio, speaking of the term or time appointed

for doing any particular thing, or when the day of
payment is come, and we have a right to demand
our money.

Absce\Io, absc6ssi, abscessum, abscedere : to withdraw,
to depart, to leave off, to suppurate.

Acce\lo, essi, essum, edere : to draw near, to be added

te, or increased, to govern, to engage in some employ-

ment, to submit, to agree, to suit himself', to consent to,

to be like, to be conformable, to be.comparable, to be ac-

cessory orjoined to another thing so as to increase it.

Accedit quod, &c. There is this moreover, which is

often translated by, besides,further, &c.

Concedo, essi, essum, dere : to give place to, to grant,
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to allow, to consent or give way, to abate, to submit,

to yield to, to permit, to give, to pardon, to quit', to

agree, to condescend, to depart, to retire or withdraw,
to go.

Decedo, dece"ssi, essum, ere : to yield or give place to
;

topay honours to ;
to depart, to retire, retreat, or with-

draw ;
to quit his place, office,

or government ; to re-

linquish a thing ; to be diminished or abated; to weaken

or decay ;
to slum one's company; to die.

Discedo, essi, essum, ere : to depart, to go away ; to put
to the vote ; to give his vote even without risingfrom
his place ; to be ofa contrary opinion ; to change sen-

timent ; to retire when the war is at an end, and to

lay down his arms ; to open or gape ; to come well of;
to gain or lose his cause; to remain unpunished ; te be

changed; to except.

Excedo, essi, essum, dere: to be gone, to remove, to go
out, to withdraw, to exceed, to surpass, to go beyond
bounds and measure.

Incedo, essi, essum, dere : to go in state, or simply, to

walk, to go.

Intercede, essi, essum, dere: to come between, to oppose,
to hinder, to intercede, to go between, to interpose. To
be betwixt two things, as lime, union, connection, di-

vision, enmity, friendship, $c. to happen or chance, to

come in the mean time, to withstand, to engage or be

suretyfor one's debt.

Prxcedo, essi, ess-urn, dere: to precede, to go before, to

excel, to surpass.

Procedo, essi, essum, dere : to proceed, to go or come

forth, to march on ; to walk in state, to go or come

along ; to advance, rise, or increase ; to go forward ;

to go before ; to prosper or succeed.

Keceao, essi, essum, dere : to retire or withdraw, to re-

treat, to give ground, to gofrom, to be at a distance,
to return, to go back.

Secedo, essi, essum, dere : to go apart, to withdraw.

Succedo, essi, essum, dere : to come under; to come into;

to approach, to coi*e to
;

to succeed, or come in tht

place ; to go well forward, to have good success.

OBSER-
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OBSERVATION.
On the Preterites of some Verbs in DO.

Here therefore we should take particular notice that, cedo with a

simple E makes cessi, cessum, ccdere : and cadi, with IE, makes
$ecidi with a simple E in the preterite, because the ee of the present
tense is changed here into long, and the syllable CE is only an

augment in imitation of the Greeks, just as in fallo, fefelli ; in,

tollo, tetuli, and the like, but the supine ccesum resumes the #?, cce-

dere, to cut. Cado makes also cecuii, but with the i short in thepe-
nultima. All these little differences occasioned this Latin, verse.

Cedo facit cessi; cecitii cad<) ; ccedo cecidi.

But we meet also in the Pandects with accedisse for accessisse, and
with accederat for accesserat, which seems to be too good authority
to find fault with.

We must also take particular care not to be mistaken in regard
to the compounds of cado and ccedo. Those of cado change A into

I short ; and those of cesdd. change JE into I long, as occido, occult,

occdsutn, occtdere, to die, to fall, from cado : and '/ct^X 'icci<.-i>occi-

sum, occidere, to kill, from ccedo. See the examples above given.
We should also take notice of the compounds of 'Sido. For

consido with an S makes cnnsedi, consessum, according to the 38th

rule. And concido with- a C, makes c ncidi, concisuin, from cado ;

or concido, conculi, without a supine, from cacfo.

Notice ought also to be taken of the preterite of the compounds
of scindo: for conscidi with SC, and c m^cisum with two 55 at the end,
come from conscindo, where the S is doubled merely to lengthen
the quantity of the syllable CI, which from being short in the

preterite, is long in the supine. And heretofore it was written

also with a single S, as in Justin, alscisis auribus, and the like.

See its other compounds hi the 39th rule.

RULE XLII.
Of the Verbs in GO.

1. The Verbs in GO make XI, CTUM.
2. Figo, frigo, have also XUM.
3. Pergo hath perr6xi, perrectum ; and surge.

surrexi, surrectum.
EXAMPLES.

1. The verbs in GO make the preterite in XT, and

the supine in CTUM. As

CINGO, cinxi, ctum, ere: to tie about, to gird; to

surround or defend ; to surround or environ, to besiege.

Accingo, accinxi, accinctum, accingere : to gird to,

to prepare for, to go about a thing briskly, to provide

himself with, to arm himself*
Pne-
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Prascingo, xi, ctum, ere : to begirt, to encompass, to in-

close, to get himself ready.

JUXGO, junxi, ctum, geie : tojoin, to put together,

to associate, to yoke.

Adjungo, xi, ctum, gere: to join to, to associate, to

couple, to take in alliance, to take part Kith, to bring
over or reconcile.

Conjungo, xi, ctum, conjungere : to join together, to

ally, to unite.

Disjungo, xi, ctum, ere : to separate, to disjoin, to divide.

Injungo, xi, ctum, ere : to join nith cr upon, to enjoin,

to command, to inflict a punishment, to give orders, to

join together, to build near, to assemble, to bring near,

to bring or lie upon.

Sejungo, xi, ctum, ere : to separate.

Abjungo, abjunxi, abjunctum, abjuugere: to part or

separate.

MUNGO, xi, ctum, very little used, gere : to rnpe
one's nose.

Emungo, emunxi, emunctum, ere : to wipe or snuff
the nose, to snuff a candle, to cheat one of his jnoney.

PLANGO, planxi, planctum, plangere : to beat or

strike against ; to lament, bezcail, or bemoan,

TINGO, tinxi, tinctum, tingere : to dye, to colour, to

paint.

lutingo, xi, ctum, ere : to dip in, to steep in, to dye or

colour.

The compounds of FLIGO, which is grown ob-

solete, from whence however cometh Jiictus, Virg. a

striking or dashing against.

Affligo, xi, ctum, ere: to afflict, to vex, to torment, to

persecute, to ruin, to throw on the ground, to oppress,
to trample underfoot, to demolish, to iceaken and bring
low, to make unhappy.

Confligo, conflixi, confiictum, confligere : to contend,
to encounter.

Infligo, inflixi, ctum, ere: to lay upon, to strike, to bring

upon, tojling.

REGO, rexi, rectum, regere: to govern, to conduct.

A'rrigo, arrexi, arrectum, arrigere : to lift up or raise,
to encourage*
VOL. I. R Dirigo,
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Dingo, exi, ctum, ere: to direct, to conduct, to regie-

late', to level or aim ;
to order, to set in array ; to re-

fer one thing to another
;

to rule or guide, to measure
or mark out.

E'rigo, erexi, erectum, erigere : to erecL or make up-

right, to rouse or excite, to set up, to lift or hold up,
to comfort or relieve.

Porrigo, porrexi, porrectum, tM'e: to stretch, to extend,
to reach.

The verbs ending in GUO, are also comprehended
here, because we say GO, not GUO, as for example
the compounds of STINGUO, unusual.

Distinguo, distinxi, distinctum, distinguere : to divide,

to separate, to distinguish, to mark, to diversify, to set

or enamel.

Extinguo, extinxi, extinctum, extinguere : to extin-

guish, toquench, to appease or stint, to abolish, to destroy.

Prsestinguo, xi, ctum, ere : to render obscure, to put
out-, to

stifle, to deface, to dazzle the sight.
UNGUO or UNGO, unxi, (and heretofore ungui)

unctum, ungere : to anoint, to smear, to bedaub, to

perj'wne.

Exungo, exunxi, exunctum, exungere : to anoint.

Inungo, inunxi, inunctum, inungere : the same.

Perungo, perunxi, ctum, perungere: to anoint all over.

The two next have CTUM and XUM.
2. FIGO, fixi, fixum, and sometimes fictum, figere:

tojlx, tofasten, to run through.
Its compounds have rarely more than the former

supine.

Affigo, affixi, affixum, re : tofasten, to clap close, to

fix upon, to attribute.

Configo, xi, xum, ere : tofix, to run through, tofasten,
to nail.

Defigo, xi, xum,^re : tofix, tpfasten against a wall or

any other place, to engrave, to imprint, to place, to

set, to put before one's eyes, to represent, to astonish,

to surprise, to shock.}

Infigo, infixi, infixum, infigere : tofix orfasten in.

Refigo, ref ixi, refixum, ref'igere : tofasten anew, to

pluck down what is fastenedt
to cancel, to abrogate,

and disannul.
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FRIGO, frixi, frixum and frictum, frigere : tofry, to

parch.
3. PERGO, perrexi, perrectum, pergere : to go, to

continue, to pursue, to perse-cere, to hasten, to go

forward.
It is also taken for to begin to speak or act.

SURGO, surrexi, surrectum, surgere : to rise.

Assurgo, assurrexi, assurrectum, assurgere : torise up,

to stand up, to rise up to one, to do him reference.

Consurgo, rexi, rectum, consurgere : to rise up together.

Exurgo, exurrexi, rectum, exurgere : to rise up, to

spring, or issue.

Insurgo, insurrexi, ectum, ere : to rise up against, to

make head against.

Resurgo, exi, ectum, ere : to rise orflourish again, to

risefrom the dead, to recover.

ANNOTATION.
FIGO hath aliojictum according to Diomedes. Sagittis confictus,

Scaur. Giffanius in his Index proves the same by the authority of

Cic. and Varr. Scipio Gentilis has observed that Callistratus spoke
in the same manner : Si quando na-cis ?el inficia, "celfracta, &c.

FRIGO hath zlsofnctum ; frictum ciccr, Hor.fricttf nuces, Plaut.

carofricta, Pliny.
SURGO comes from rego, as much as to say surrego, or sursum

rego me / for which reason surgo and sHrrigo, have the same pre-
terite and supine, whence cometh surrecta cormia, Colum. surrecto

mucrone, Livy. ,

With regard to pergo, some derive it from ago ; but since it does
not follow the preterite of the latter, there is a greater probability
of its coming from rego. f

'RULE XLIII.
Of those Verbs which drop their N in the supine.

Pingo, stringo, fingo, drop their X in the supine,
and make ICTUM.

EXAMPLES.
These three verbs follow the general rule, but they

lose their N in the supine.

PIXGO, pinxi, pictum, (and not pinctum) pingere :

to paint, to stain, to deck or set out.

Appingo, appinxi, appictum, appingere : tojoin unto,
tofasten, to add; to paint.

Depingo, clepinxi, depictum, ere: to paint, to represent.

Expin^o, xi. ctum, ere : to paint, to draic.

n 2 STRIXGO;
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STRING O, strinxi, strictum, (and not strinctum,)

stringere : to grasp or holdfast, to tie hard or close, to

curry a horse, to gather, to lop or cut, to touch lightly

upon, to make naked or bare, to draw his sword.

Adstringo, xi, ctum, ere : to tie hard or close, to bind,
to oblige, to constrain.

Constringo, xi, ctum, ere : to bindfast, to tie, to con-

strain or compel, to restrain or bridle.

Destringo, xi,, ctum, ere : to cut or lop off, to gather
or pullfruit, to scrape or rase off, to diminish.

Distringo, xi, ctum, ere : to bind close, to busy or take

one up, to rub or cleanse the body, to curry a horse, to

strike, prick, or touch softly, to chip or pare, to draw
a sword, to distract orput into confusion.

Obstringo, xi, ctum, e're: to bindclose, to tie up, tooblige.

Perstringo, xi, ctum, ere : to wring hard, to lie up close;

to dazzle ; to touch any thing in discourse, to glance at

it ; to offend highly, to raze or grate ; to say a thing
infew words ; to censure, to Jind fault with, to re*

proach ; lightly to run over, to graze upon.

FJNGO, firm, fictum, (and not finctum) f ingere : to

make, to fashion or mould; to frame or build-, to

imagine, to invent, to contrive
;

tofeign or counter-

feit ;
to suit or accommodate.

Affingo, affinxi, affictum, affingere : toform orfashion;
to devise orframe ;

to invent or add to a story ; to

counterfeit and resemble.

Confingo, xi, ctum, ere : toform or make
;

tofeign, to

invent, to shape orfashion.

EfTingo, xi, ctum, ere : tofashion, to work, to engrave;
to represent or express ;

to imitate.

ANNOTATION.
Priscian, and after him Despauter with some others, joio

RINGO to the above-mentioned. But this verb is no longer used,

as Verepeus hath justly observed : in lieu of which we make USQ

of the deponent ringor. Ilk ringitur, tu rideas, Ter. This verb

has never a preterite, but very likely it had one formerly, since

we still say rictus, a grinning or scornful opening of the mouth.

Cicero makes use of its compounds : Ilk libenter accipiet, hi sub-

ringentur, ad Attic.

RULE XLIV.
Of the Verbs which make IG1 or EGI, and ACTUM,

1. TsLUgpj'makes tetigi, tactum:
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2. Pango, pegi, panxi, pactum.
3. From the old verb pago comes pepi^i.
4. These have EGI, ACTUM, viz. frango,

ago, compingo, cogo, impingo, suppingo.
5. Dego, prodigo, satago, have EGI without

a supine.
EXAMPLES.

1. TANGO, tetigi, tactum, tangere : to touch, to

strike, to meddle with.

Its compounds change A into I, but take A in the

supine.

Attingo, igi, actum, ere : to touch lightly, to reach or to

arrive at, to treat of, to be related to, to belong to or

to concern.

Contingo, igi, actum, ere : to touch or lay hold of, to

arrive at, to hit, to reach to, to befall one, to attain to.

Obtingit, obtigit, (it has only the third person) obtin-

gere : itfalleth to by lot, it happeneth.

Pertingo, pe"rtigi, pertactum, pertingere : to extend, or

reach along.
2. PANGO, heretofore pegi, now panxi, pactum,

pangere : to strike or drive in, to plant, to compose verses.

In regard to its compounds, some of them retain A,
and form the preterite more elegantly in ANX I

; as

Circumpango, panxi, pactum, pangere : to set or plant
round.

Depango, depanxi, depactum, depangere : to planf,
tofasten in the ground.

Repango, panxi, actum, repangere : to set or plant, to

4. Others change A into I, and forming the pre-
terite in EGI, they resume A in the supine ;

as

Compingo, egi, actum, ere : to compact or put together,
to make orframe a thing of several pieces, to fasten,
to bind close, to set in.

Impingo, imp6gi, impactum, impingere : to hit, dash,
or throw against, to run aground ; to stumble, to clap
orfasten upon, Plaut.

Suppingo, egi, actum, ere : tofasten underneath, rarely
used. 3. PAGO.
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3. PAGO, is obsolete-, butfrom thence comes pepigi,
I have covenanted or agreed upon.

ANNOTATION.
4. There are some who derive the latter compounds from the

verb ago ; but be that as it may, we must take care not to confound
them with those ofpingo, xi ; to paint, which are in the 43d rule.

3. Pepigi comes from the old verb pag<>, as cecidi, from Cftdo, ac-.

cording to Quintilian. And this verb was borrowed from the Do-
ric trxyu instead of Tt-hyu. But pcgi came from pango, as fregi. from

Jrango. TonstUam pegi Icevo in littore, Pacuv. apud Prjscian. Tur-
nebus takes notice that Cicero has made use of it in the 2. de leg.

Requiri placere terminos, quos Socrates pegerit. Where pegerit is the
same as panxerit, whereas pepigerit would make quite another sense,
and be taken for pactusjuerit. For instead of pago we now use

paciscor, taken from paco, is, for paga. Which does not hinder

pango from being also formed of the latter verb, by adding n, in

imitation of the Greeks, who frequently use this last letter in their

derivatives, as of tpQdu, <p6dw, prcevenio, and a multitude of others.

On the contrary the verb followingfrango makes its preterite as

if it were fromjfrago by dropping of n (whence also comes Jra-
gilis : and/rago should come from fdyu for ftyv, to break ; by add-

ing the JEol'ic digamma, of which we shall have something to

say in the treatise of Letters.

All these form the preterite in EGI, and the supine
in ACTUM.
FRANCO, fregi, fractum, frangere : to break, to bruise,

to weaken, to wear out, to destroy, to 'violate, or in-

fringe, to vanquish.

Confringo, egi, actum, confringere : to break open.

Defringo, egi, actum, defringere : to break down or
off".

EfTringo, egi, actum, ere : to break in pieces, to break

open.

Infringe, 6gi, actum, gre : to break, to break down, to

break in pieces, to bruise.

Perfringo, egi, actum, ere : to break through, to break

or dash in pieces.

AGO, egi, actum, agere : to do, to pursue, to drive,

to lead, to treat or deal with, to speak, to plead, to

dwell, to live, to throw, to govern, to act or personate,
to esteem.

Its compounds change A into I short, as
;

A'bigo, e"gi, actum, igere : to drive away ;
to send away,

to drive away cattle ;
also to steal cattle.

A'digo, ade"gi, addctum, adigere : to drive, to bring to,

toforce. A'mbigo,
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A'mbigo, e"gi, actum, ere : to doubt, to be in suspense,
to dispute or quarrel.

E'xigo, exegi, actum, ere : to require, to demand, to

pray, to end orjinish, to dispatch, to examine, to spend
or pass away, to drive out, to banish.

Redigo, egi, actum, e're : to bring back again, to con-

strain, to drive or force back, to gather, to heap to-

gether, to a?nass, to turn into money, to compel to re-

turn, to subdue, to make easy.

Satisexigo, e'gi, actum, ere : to demand security.

Subigo, egi, actum, subigere: to bring under, to subdue,
to constrain, to tame, to till, to whet, to beat or stamp,
to dig or cast up.

Transigo, transegi, transactum, trandgere: to pass or

thrust through, to pierce, to transact business, to con-

clude, to make an end of a controversy.

Perago, (it retains the A) peregi, peractum, peragere :

to finish, to accomplish, to perform, to perfect, to con-

vict, to cause sentence of condemnation to be passed.
5. Cogo, coegi, coactum, cogere: to gather, to as-

semble, to make thick, to curdle, to compel, to rally
or biding up, to drive in, to collect taxes, to draw up
or range under certain heads, to conclude and infer,
to reduce to reason*

And in like manner compingo, impingo, suppingo.
See p. 245.

6. These other three compounds have no supine.

Dego, degi, degere : to lead, to pass, to spend, to con-

tinue, to live, to dwell.

Prodigo, egi, ere : to driveforth, to lash out or lavish,
to squander away, Varr.

Satago, sategi, satagere : to be busy about a thing, to be in

great care about it, to bustle andkeepapudder, to have

enough to do, to intermeddle, to over-do, to over-act.

RULE XLV.
Ofpungo and of lego with its compounds.

1. Pungo makes punxi, or rather ptipugi,
punctum.

2. Lego hath legi, lectum.
3. But three of its compounds make EXI.

ECTUM.
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EXAMPLES.
1. PUNGO, punxi, very littie used except when com-

pounded, pupugi, punctum, pungere : to prick or

sting ;
to gall, to vex.

Its compounds form their preterite different ways.
Compungo, compupugi, Rob. Steph. compunxi, Voss.

compunctum, com pungere : to prick, to sting, to vex.

Dispungo, dispunxi, dispuoctum, dispungere : to cancel,
to efface, to note, to net down, to examine or balance,

an account.

Expungo, expunxi, expi'mctum, ungere : to put or cross

out, to expunge, to put out things written by setting
dots under every letter, to pay.

Repungo, repupugi, and repunxi, Steph. and Voss. re-

punctum^ repungere : to prick or goad again ;
to vex

again, to be revenged.
2. LEGO, legi, lectum, legere : to gather, to gather
. up, to heap up, to read, to choose, to draw, to receive,

to associate, to admit, to coast by, to coast or keep to

the coast, to recite, to call over the senate when, the

unworthy members were expelled in order to keep the

others to their duty.
Some of its compounds preserve E, as

A'llego, allegi, allectum, allegere : to choose one into a

place, or into a society, to admit.

Pras'lego, pralegi, praslectum, praelegere : to read to

one, as a master to his scholars; to expound ; to pass
or go by.

Relego, relegi, relectum, relegere : to read over again,-

to gather again, to go back.

Others change E into I, as

Colligo, egi, ectum, ere: to gather, or bring together;
to tie, or truss up ;

to recover himself or take heart ;

to call to mind, to recollect ;
to harness or join toge-

ther ; to pack up his awls ;
to acquire ; to conclude ;

to infer.

Deligo, delegi, delectum, deligere : to choose; to ga-

ther, to pick.

E'ligo, el^gi, electum, eligere : to choose, to pick out.

Seligo, selegi, selectum, seligye : to choose out, topick
and lay aside, to cull.
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3. There are three of its compounds which have

EX I, in the preterite, and retain the supine of the

simple in ECTUM.
Diligo, dilexi, dilectum, diligere : tofavour or respect ;

to love clearly.

Intelligo, intellexi, intellectum, intelligere : to under-

stand, to know, to comprehend, to see, to learn.

Xegligo, neglexi, neglectum, ere : to neglect, to despise.

ANNOTATION.
The two last had heretofore EG], intellect, Ulp. neglegi, Priscian

and Diomedes.

RULE XLVI.
Of mergo, spargo and tergo.

Mergo, spargo, and tergo, make SI, and SUM.
EXAMPLES.

MERGO, mersi, mersum, mergere : to put under

icater, to immerse, to sink.

Demerge, demlrsi, sum, e're : to dive, to sink to the

bottom, to plunge over head and ears.

Immergo, si, sum, ere : toplunge or dip over headandears.

Submerge, submersi, sum, ere : to drown, to sink

under water.

SPARGO, sparsi, sparsum, spargere : to strew or

throw about ; to sow ; to sprinkle or bedew ; to spread
abroad, to publish.
Its compounds change A into E

;
as

Aspergo, aspe'rsi, aspersum, aspergere: to besprinkle,
to wet or moisten ; to corn, to powder, to season

;
to

asperse or bespatter ;
to intermix or interlace ;

to give
a little, or a sprinkling.

Conspergo, si, sum, ere : to besprinkle, to strew.

Dispergo, si, sum, gere : to scatter, to disperse, to

spread abroad.

Inspergo, si, sum, ere : to sprinkle, to cast upon or

among ; to scatter.

TERGO, tersi, tersum, t6rgere : to wipe, to clean, to

scour.

The same as TERGEO. See the 2 1st rule.

Abstergo, ersi, ersum, ere : to wipe clean; to wipe of
or away.

f Detergo,
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Detergo, detersi, ersum, ere: to wipe, brush, or scour ;

to clear up, to uncover ; to break the oars by running
foul against them.

RULE XLVII.
Of those Verbs which either have no supine, or no preterite.

1. Ningo, clango, and ango, have XI, without

a supine.
2. But vergo and ambigo have neither pre-

terite nor supine.
EXAMPLES.

These three verbs form the preterite in XI, pursuant
to the general rule

;
but they have never a supine.

NINGO, ninxi, ningere : to snow.

ANGO, anxi, angere : to strangle, throttle, choke, or

strain ; to tease, to vex, or trouble one.

CLANGO, clanxi, clangere : to sound a trumpet.
<2. The two next have neither preterite nor supine.

VERGO, vergere : to decline, to bend, lie, or look toward.

DeveVgo, devergere : to bend, or decline downward.

A'MBIGO, ambigere : to doubt, to be in suspense ; to

dispute or quarrel.
ANNOTATION.

To these some join sugo ; but the verbal noun suctus, which we
read in Pliny, shows plainly that the supine was heretofore usual.

ANGO hath anctum, according to Priscian ; but we find no au-

thority for it in Latin authors; though it is encouraged by the

ancient Greek glossaries ; ancli, ayyoptw. It has anxuin accord-

ing to Diomedes, who likewise insists that angor hath anxius sum.

But anxius is a noun and not a participle, though it is derived

from hence, as well as anxietas. Clango hath clangui in the Vul-

gate, clanguerunt, Num. 10. where Pagnlnus and the modern in-

terpreters have restored clanxerunt.

Vergo hath versi, versum, according to Robert Stephen; and

verxi, according to Diomedes. But for this we find no authority
in any Latin author.

Ambigo is derived from am, and from
ago, adding b; just as

amburo comes from am and from uro. Am itself cometh from the

Greek /*<p/: and this particle am even Cato has made use of,

am terminumfor circum termimim.

RULE XLVIII.
Of the Verbs in HO, and of Meto.

Traho and veho, take XI, CTUM :

And Meio hath minxi, mictum.
EXAM-
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EXAMPLES.
TRAHO, traxi, tractum, trahere : to draw, to drag,

to delay.

A'bstraho, abstraxi, abstractum, abstrahere : to drag
away, to draw away, to abstract, tofree, to separate.

A'ttraho, attraxi, attractum, attrahere : to attract, to

draw to one, to entice.

Contraho, contraxi, contractum, contrahere : to draw

together, to procure or get, to shrink in, to draw in,

to contract or shorten, to contract or bargain, tofurl
the sails.

Detraho, detraxi, detractum, detrahere : to draw off";

to pluck or pull away ; to detract, disparage, or speak
ill of; to diminish or abate.

Distraho, distraxi, distractum, distrahere : to pull or
draw asunder, to part, to separate, to divide, to break

off ; to sell ; to delay or put off a thing ; to make a
diversion.

Protraho, protraxi, actum, ere : to drag along, to draw

forth, to protract or delay.

Retraho, xi, ctum, ere : to draw or pull back, to with-

draw.

Subtraho, subtraxi, sub tractum, subtrahere : to take

away, to subtract
;

to diminish
;

to draw out ;
to with-

draw.

VEHO, vexi, vectum, vehere: to carry any manner of
ways, to convey by land or water. It is also translated

by the passive verb; vehens (subaud. se) being carried.

A'dveho, advexi, advectum, advehere : to import, or

export, to carry by sea, or land.

Conveho, xi, ctirm, ere : to carry off or convey by cart,

beast, or ship.

E'veho, evexi, ctum, ere : to carry out, to convey, to

extol and
lift up.

1'nveho, xi
; ctum, ere : to bring in or upon-, to import;

to carry or bear ; to inveigh or speak bitterly against.
Perveho, xi, ctum, ere j to carry along, to convey to the

place appointed.

Proveho, provexi, provectum, provehere : to carry. onf

to convey, to advance, to promote, to prefer.
Transveho, xi

; ctum, ere : to carry, convey, orpass over.
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MEIO, minxi, ctum, ere : to piss, to make water.ANNOTATION.
Heretofore they said mingo, which we still find in the ancient

grammarians ; and thence also comes mingens in the Scripture. But
now it is become obsolete, though minxi and mictum are derived
from thence. Diomedes makes it also to have meii.

RULE XLIX.
Of the Verbs in LO.

1. Verbs in LO have UI, ITUM.
2. But alo hath also altum ; occulo, colo, and

c6nsulo, have U'LTUM.
3. Volo and its compounds have no supine.
4. Exc611o, and Prgecello make UI, ELSUM;

Antecello makes UI without a supine.
, 5. Percello, takes CULI, CULSUM ; but

recello has neither preterite nor supine.
EXAMPLES.

1. The verbs in LO ought, generally speaking, to

form their preterite inUI, and their supine in ITUM,
according to the analogy above observed, p. 17 J.

Thus we say MOLO, moliii, molitum, molere : to grind.

E'molo, emolui, emolitum, emolere : to grind tho-

roughly ;
to spend, to consume.

52. But very often there is a syncope in the supine ;
as

ALO, alui, aliturn, and by syncope, altum, less usual,

alere : to nourish, to maintain, to cherish, and in like

manner

O'CCULO, occului, occultum, (for occulitum) oc-

culere : to hide, to cover.

COLO., colui, cultum, colere : to till the earth, to in-

habit, to honour, to respect, to worship, to practise or

exercise.

A'ccolo, accolui, acciiltum, accolere : to live near, to

be near.

E'xcolo, ui, ul turn, ere : to till or cultivate ; to garnish,

deck, or polish ; to instruct ; to perform or practise.

I'ncolo, incolui, incultum, incolere : to inhabit.

Kecolo, recolui, recultum, recolere : to till or dress

again ; to bring into remembrance, to recollect ; tofur-
bish, refresh or adorn.

CO'N-
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CO'NSULO, consului, consultum, consulere : to con-

sult, to consult with, to give counsel, to providefor or

take care of] to consider or regard.

3. VOLO, vis, vult
;
the preterite, volui : itfollows

the general rule in regard to the preterite, but has

no supine ;
velle

;
to be willing ;

to desire, to wish ;

to wish one well, tofavour, to be willing to serve

him ;
to pray, to encourage ;

to mean, to design.

Nolo, nolui, nolle : to be unwilling, not to will; not to

favour or be of one's side, to be against one.

Malo, malui, malle : to have rather, to choosepreferably.
4. CELLO, an obsolete verb, made iii and ELSUM,

whence come the following verbs ;

Antecello, antece'llui, without a supine, antecellere : to

ej'cel, to surpass, to surmount.

Excello, excellui, exc61sum, excellere: to excel, to sur-

pass. JVhence cometh excelsus, a, urn : high, elevated.

Pra^cello, praecellui, pnecelsum, pnecellere : to excel,

to surpass, surmount, or be much better ; to preside

over. Whence cometh praecelsus, a, um : most high.

5. Percello, perculi, perculsum, percellere : to over-

throw, overturn, or beat dozen; to astonish, amaze;
to affect deeply, to strike to the heart.

Recello, hath neitherpreterita nor supine: recellere, Liv.

Appul. to thrust or push down; to bend or thrust back.

ANNOTATION.
CELLO, came from the Greek xt'XAw, moveo. Among its com-

pounds antecelio hath no supine. Excetlo and pr&ceilo seem to have
had supines formerly, since from thence are still derived excelsus

and prcecelsus, which seem nevertheless to be rather nouns adjec-
tive than supines or participles. We say also excelleo: effice ut

excelleas, Cic. whence according to Priscian cometh excellui :

whereas excello ought to make exculi : as percello, perculi; unless
we choose to say that this is a syncope for percellui.
Some there are, and among the rest Alvarez, who would have

us say perculsi, in the preterite of percello, which should make the

supine perculsum. But Vossius believes that the several passages
brought to confirm this reading, are corrupted : and Lambin in
his commentary on Hor. lib. 1. od. 7, declares expressly that per-
culsit is not Latin, and that percello hath no other preterite than per-
culi. And yet Vossius says that notwithstanding all this, he him-
etf left perculsi in a passage of Cicero's, which he quotes on the
2d satire of the third book. Si eoruni plaga PERCULSI afflictos se

ff stratos essefateantur, Ex Tusc. 3, But it is evident that per-
culsi
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culsi is here only a participle, and that it proves nothing in regard
to the preterite of the active, which Vossius does not seem to have
considered. Now perculi and perculsum are formed ofpercello, by
the change of e into u, just as in pulsum, taken from pello ; and in

its preterite 'pepuli for pepeli. They say a]soprocello,procelli, Plin.

jun. which is the same as porcello, but less used. From thence
however cometh procella, a storm.

RULE L.

The second part of the Verbs in LO.

1. Pello makes pepuli, pulsum ;

52. Velio hath velli or vulsi, vulsum.

3. Sallo hath salli, salsum :

4. Fallo, fefelli, falsum : but refello, has only
refelli.

5. Psallo hath psalli without a supine.
6. Tollo makes sustuM, sublatum : attollohath

neither preterite nor supine.
EXAMPLES.

The verbs in this second part of the rule form their

preterite and supine in a different manner.
1. PELLO, pepuli, pulsum, pellere: to drive away .

Appello, appuli, appulsum, appellere : to drive to, to

bring to land, to the coast or shore, to cast anchor, to

go towards, to arrive, to apply, to devote out's self to,

to appear before one, to split against the rocks.

Compello, compuli, compulsum, compellere : to drive

or bring together ;
to compel or constrain.

Expello, expuli, expulsum, expellere : to drive out, to

thrust out, to banish.

Impello, impuli, impulsum, impellere : to thrust, drive,

or pushforward ;
topush in; to constrain one to do a

thing ;
to strike, to hit against.

Perpello, puli, pulsum, lere : to force or constrain one

to do a thing ;
to persuade, or prevail with.

Propello, li, sum, re : to drive or put away ;
to push

or thrustforward or back ;
to repulse or keep off,

Hepello, repuli, ulsum, ellere : to repel, to oppose ;
to

beat or Ihrust back
;

to turn away.
Q. VELLO, velli, more usual, vulsi, yulsum, vcl-

lere: to pluck.
Avello,
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Avello, avelli, avulsum, avellere : topullor drag away]
to part, or keep asunder.

Divello, elli, ulsum, ellere : to take away byforce-, to

loose, hinder, or undo ; to pull asunder.

Evello, evelli, sum, ere: t'o pluck up or out ; to pull off,

to root out.

Revello, revelli, and ulsi, ulsum, ellere : to pluck or

tear off-, to extirpate.
3. SALLO, salli, salsum, sallere : to salt, to pickle.

SA'LIO, salivi, salitum, salire : ofthefourth conjugation.
4. FALLO, fefelli, falsum, ere : to decei-ce, to be-

guile, to cheat, to disappoint, to miss, to be mistaken,
to escape notice, to be ignorant of.

Refello, refelli, without a supine, refellere : to confute,
to disprove.
5. PSALLO, psalli, psallere : to sing, or play on an

instrument.

6. TOLLO takes sustuli, sublatum, tollere : to take

away, to lift up, to bring up, to educate, to hare

children, to kill or make away with, to abolish, to

destroy, to take along with.

Attollo, hath neither preterite nor supine, attollere : to

lift or raise up, to take up, to extol or set off, to carry
away.

Extollo, cxtuli, elatum, extollere : to lift or hold up,
to raise up, to praise.

Sustollo, sustuli, sublatum, ere: to
lift up, to take awwy

or make away with, to pick up, to educate or bring up.
ANNOTATION.

We find appulserit apud Ju. C. Ulpian in Pandect. Florentin.
which Scipio Gentilis hath attempted to maintain. And thence a
doubt arises whether petlo had not heretofore pulsi.

Vulsi and -culserunt frequently occur in Lucan : revuhi is in Ovid;
but Cicero generally makes use of -till.

TOLLO made heretofore tnH or tetuli according to Charisius.
whence its compounds take also their preterite by dropping the

reduplication : and tetuli is found even in Plautus, Terence, Ca-
tullus and others, but this preterite came more likely from tolo for

tolero. For tollo should make tetidli, asfallo makesfefelli. It seems
also that heretofore they said tolli whence comes totlisse in Ulpian,
according to Scaliger.

Attollo hath neither preterite nor supjne, because attuli and alia-

tarn, which are derived from thence, have been adopted by adfero
and
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and changed their signification. The preterite sustuli, properly
speaking, comes from sustollo : but besides its having been borrow-
ed by tollo, it has also been lent to

siiffero, so that this preterite
serves for three verbs, just as extuli has been also lent to

effero.

RULE LI.

1. Verbs in MO make UI, ITUM.
2. Sumo, cdmo, demo, promo, more ele&antiu

make SI, TUM.
'

Tremo takes iii without a supine.
3. Emo hath emi, emptum.
4. And premo, pressi, pressum.

EXAMPLES.
1. Verbs in MO make iii and ITUM, as

FREMO, fremui, fremitum, fremere : to make a great
noise, to roar, to bluster.

rnfremo, infremui, itum, ere : to made a great noise.

GEMO, gemui, gemitum, gemere : to mourn, to groan.

1'ngemo, ui, itum, ere : to lament, td bewail.

TREMO, tremui, it follows the general rule, in regard
to the preterite, but has no supine, tremere : to trem-

ble, to shake, to quakeforfear.
2. There are four that more elegantly make SI,

TUM, though they have frequently PSI, PTUM.
COMO, comsi, comtum, comere : to comb or deck the

hair
;

to trim, to attire, to make gay, or trick up.

DEMO, demsi, demtum, ere : to take away from a

whole, to abate, to dimmish, to cut off] to except.

PROMO, promsi, promtum, promere : to draw out,

to bringforth, to draw as wine out ofa vessel, to utter
',

to disclose, to lay open.
PROMTUS also signifieth ready,prompt, easy, quick, bold.

Depromo, si, turn, ere : to draw orfetch out.

Expromo, si, turn, ere : to draw out, to showforth, to

produce or bring, to tellplainly.

SUMO, sumsi, sumtum, sumere : to take, to receive;

to pretend, to assume or arrogate ; to layout, to bestow;

to employ ;
to advance a proposition or postulate, to

takefor granted.

Assume, umsi, umtum, umere : to take and draw to

himself-, to take as granted; to take upon him, or as-

sume too much \
to regain or recover.
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Absumo, absumsi, absumtum, absumere : to consume,
to waste.

Consume, sumsi, sumtum, mere : to spend lavishly, to

zcaste, to consume or destroy, to lay out.

Desumo, umsi, umtum, desumere: topick out or choose.

Insumo, umsi, umtum, umere: to employ, to spend.

Praesumo, praesumsi, presumtum, prssumere : to take

Jirst or before ; to presume ; to guess, to presuppose.

Resume, resumsi, resumtum, resumere : to take up
again, to re&ume.

3. EMO, emi, emtum, emere : to buy.
Its compounds change E into I short, and resume

the E in the preterite and supine.

A'dimo, ademi, ademtum, adimere : to take away, to

freefrom, to keepfrom.
Dirimo, diremi, dir&utum, dirimere : to break off, to

separate; to interrupt business; to delay; to determine

or make an end of.

E'ximo, exemi, turn, ere: to take out, to take away ;
to

set aside; tofree, to deliver, to preserve; to gain time;
to waste, to spend ; to acquit ;

to exempt.
Interimo, interemi, interemtum, interimere: to kill.

Perimo, e"mi, emtum, imere : to kill, to destroy, to de~

face, to abolish, to suppress.

Redirno, emi, emtum, imere : to redeem or ransom ; to

buy off; to recompense or make amendsfor ; to take a

farm upon a rent
;

to take a thing in bargain or by the,

great ; to take a lease ; to become the party to whom
the thing is delivered by judgment ; to undertake to

furnish victims, ammunition, provisions, &c.
A N N O T A TM O N.

I have removed the P from the termination of the preterite and
*upine of all these verbs, by the authority of Terentius Scaurus
in his Orthography, of Victorious who was contemporary with Do-
natus, as also of S. Jerome, of Lambinus, of Sanctius, and of Vos-
cius, who tells us plainly that it is repugnant to the analogy of the

language. And indeed the termination psi ought to be kept for
the verbs inpo, just as -n is changed into %/ among the Greeks. I
am not ignorant that Priscian writes sumpsi, compsi, &c. and that
the same writing is remarked in most of the ancient manuscripts.
But, as Sanctius observes, it is a corruption which crept in when the

jpunty of the language was lost ; a corruption so manifest, that on a
VOL. I. S thousand
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thousand other occasions they inserted the p, saying dampnatio for

damnatio and the like.

Hence also it comes that in French there are several who write

domptcr, which is evidently an error, for not only the pronunciation
of the language opposes it, this p not being sounded, but even
those who write demo, dempsi, do not so much as pretend that it

was ever customary to say domo, dompsi, but only domo, domui, as

it is in the 9th rule, p. 183.

4. PREMO, pressi, pressum, premere : to press, to

squeeze, to strain
;

to straiten
;

to oppress ; to

trample upon ;
to crush; topursue; to persecute.

Its compounds change E into I short in the present,
and resume E in the preterite and supine.

Comprimo, compress), compressum, comprimere : to

press together ;
to hold in or keep close

;
toforce, to

shut, to trample upon, to hide
;

to lay up, to keep ;
to

hoard up all sorts of provisions ; to appease, to stop,

stay, or repress ;
to ravish or deflower.

D6primo, essi, essum, imere : to thrust, press, or weigh
down

;
to sink ;

to make one stoop, to humble.

E'xprimo, essi, essum, mere : topress, wring, or strain

out ;
to extort ;

to constrain ; to copy out or imitate ;

to express, to pourtray, to draw out ; to declare and
make apparent.

rmprimo, essi, essum, re : to imprint, to engrave, to

set a mark.

O'pprimo, essi, e*ssum, imere : to oppress, to stifle, to

Jail heavy upon, to enslave, to overpower, to surprize
or take unprovided.

Reprimo, essi, essum, imere : to keep within bounds ;

to contain, to hinder or hold in ; to restrain or repress;

to check ; to appease.

RULE LII.
Of the Verbs in NO.

1. Cano makes cecini, cantum.

2. Its compounds have iii, ENTUM.
3. Pono hath p6siii, positum.
4. Gigno, genlii, g6nitum :

5. TemnoA0^temsi,temtum; the preterite is

seldom used except in the compound cont6nmo.
EXAM-
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E x A M FL E s.

The verbs in NO form their preterite and supine
differently.

1. CANO, cecini, cantum, canere : to sing, to pub-
lish, to celebrate, to sing in concert, to sound, to write

verses, to praise one highly, to sound an alarm ; to

report or proclaim aloud ; toforetell, to prophesy ;

to play upon an instrument ; to speak to his own

advantage, to seek his private interest.

2. Its compounds change A into I short, and form
ui, ENTUM

;
as

Concino, concinui, concentum, concinere : to agree
or accord in one song ; to sing, to sound or play as

instruments do ; to agree or consent.

I'ncino, incinui, mcentum, incinere : to sing, to play
upon instruments.

O'ccino, occinui, and sometimes occanui, occentum,
ere : to chirp, to sing inauspiciously as birds do.

PrEe'cino, prascinui, praecentum, prjscinere : to sing be-

fore, to lead the chorus, to mumble a charm, toprophesy.
Recino, recinui, recentum, recinere : to sound or ring

again, to repeat.
3. PONO, posui, positum, ponere : to put, to place,

to set ; to plant ; to reckon ; to put the case, to sup-

pose; topropose, orpropound; to consider ; to esteem;
to blame

;
to do good ; to attribute

;
to give ;

to trust.

Appono, apposui, appositum, apponere : to put or set

to
;

tojoin, to add
;

to lay upon or nigh to ; to mix or

put in : to suborn or procure.

Compono, ui, itum, onere : to put or lay together ;
to

set or place ;
to set in order

;
tojoin close together ; to

appease, compose or settle
;
to compose or write

;
to ad-

just or take an order about
;
to dispose or.methodize ; to

finish or make an end oj ;
to reconcile ; to regulate ;

to put to bed
; to bury.

Depono, ui, itum, e"re : to lay or put down; to put ojf,
to lay aside

;
to resign, or give up ; to leave of; to

deposit ; to stake down, to wager.
Dispono, ui, itum, e"re : to dispose, to range, to put in

order.
u v->

, ui, Hum, ere : toput out, or set on shore ;
to set

s 2 forth;
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forth ; to lay abroad in view ;
to leave to the wide

world ; to expose or subject ; to teach or expound ; to

shew, declare, or give an account of, to explain, to re-

present.

Impono, ui, Hum, ere : to put in, or upon ; to impose
upon, to deceive ; to impose, to enjoin ;

to subject, to

overpower ;
to set over

;
to embark.

Interpono, ui, itum, ere: to put in, or mix; to put be-

tween, interpose or meddle.

Oppono, ui, itum, ere : to put before or against, to

oppose, to offer against as an argument, to pretendfor
an excuse or defence.

Postpone, postposui, itum, ere: to set behind, to esteem

less, to leave or lay aside.

Praepono, ui, itum, ere: to put before', toprefer, to set

more by ;
to give one the charge or command', to make

one ruler or chief.

jPropono, ui, itum, e"re : to propose, to set before one, to

offer, to resolve.

Repono, reposui, repositum, reponere : to put or set

again ; to reserve, to keep close ;
to reply, to retort

; to

be even with
;
to render likefor like ; to repair or setup.

Sepono, seposui, sep6situm, seponere : to lay apart, to

reserve.

Transp6no, transposui, transpositutn, transponere : to

transpose, to removefrom one place to another.

4. GiGNO, genui, geuitum, gignere : to beget, to

bringforth.

Progigno, progenui, progenitum, progignere : to en-

gender, to beget,
5, TEMNO, temsi, temtum, temnere : to despise.

Its preterite is used only in the compound verb,

Contemno, contemsi, contemtum, contemnere : to

undervalue, to despise, to make no account of.ANNOTATION.
Heretofore the compounds did not change the vowel of the

simple. For which reason they said, occano, occanere, cornua, Tacit.

The preterite afeo followed the nature of the present; hence

they said, canui, concanvi, cornicines occanuerunt, Sal. apud Prise.

&c. They said also consisti for constiti ; premi for pressi,
and m

like manner the rest.

Pono, formerly made posivi, Plaut. deposivi,
Catul.

*
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Gigno, takes its preterite from the the old verb geno, ui, which we
read in Cato, Varro, and others.

Though temtum is not used, yet we find the verbal noun terntor,

in Seneca in Agara.
RULE LIII.

The second part of the Verbs in "NO.

1. Sterno hath stravi, stratum ;

2. -So, sperno hath sprevi, spretum,
3. Cerno, crevi, cretum ;

4. Sino, takes sivi, situm.

5. And\mo,hath]e\'i, litvim; asaho\miandle\\.
EXAMPLES.

All the verbs comprized in this second rule in NO,
form their supine by changing VI into TUM, pur-
suant to the analogy above mentioned, p. 171, as

1. STERNO, stravi, stratum, sternere : to spread
or cover, to strew

;
to lay down ;

to prostrate ;
to

throw or strike down, to Layfiat along ;
topave ;

to

spread or cover the couches, or the table, to harness

or accoutre a horse.

Consterno, constravi, constratum, consternere: to

strew, or cover all over
;

to pave orfloor.

Desterno, destravi, destratum, desternere : to uncover.

Prosterno, prostravi, prostratum, prosternere : to over-

throw or beat down ;
to layflat, to prostrate.

Substerno, substravi, substratum, substernere : to strew,

or put under, to subject, to bring under.

2. SPERNO, sprevi, spretum, spernere: to despise,
to neglect, to reject.

Desperno, desprevi, despre"tum, despernere : to slight,

to despise much.

2. CERNO, crevi, cretum, ce"rnere: tojudge; tosee;

to discern ;
to determine

;
to sift ; to separate, to dis-

tinguish ;
to dispute about an affair ;

to engage with,

toflght ;
to enter upon an estate. From thence comes

cre"tio, the act whereby aperson declares himselfheir

to the deceased within a limited time
;

the clause of
the testator. See thefollowing annotation.

Decerao, decrevi, decretum, decernere: to appoint, to

order, to decree, tojudge; togive sentence, toconclude9
to decide, toflght or combat, to determine a dispute by
the sword, to design or purpose, to charge each other

with crimes. Dis-
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Discerno, discr6vi, discretum, discernere : to discern,

to distinguish, to separate ;
tojudge or determine.

Sec^rno, secrevi, secretum, secernere : to put asunder
t

to separate one from another, to distinguish.

4. SINO, sivi, situm, sinere : to suffer, to permit.

Desino, desivi, or desii, desitum, desinere : to leave or

desist ;
to omitfor a time

;
to give quite over

;
to ter-

minate or end.

5. LINO, linij livi, or levi, litum, linere : to anoint;
to daub or paint ; to besmear.

A'llino, allini, allivi, allevi, allitum, allinere : to anoint,
to rub softly.

Delino, delini, delivi, delevi, delitum, delinere : to

blot, to deface.

I'llino, illini, ivi, evi, itum, ere : to anoint ;
to daub ;

to lay over or colour.

O'blino : the same.

Relino, relini, relivi, relevi, relitum, relinere : to open
that which is stopped, to set abroach, to tap.

ANNOTATION.
CONSTERNO is both of the first and third conjugation ; of the

first when it implies any great trouble and disquietude of mind :

Consternata multitude, Liv. seized with dread and fear : of the

third when it relates to corporal things : Humi constrata corpora.
CERNO has seldom a preterite but when it signifies to determine

or to declare himself heir. For when it signifies simply to see, it

hardly ever has any preterite, as Vossius after Verepeus observeth.

We must own that there is the authority of Titinnius for it in Pris-

cian ; but in regard to the other which he brings from Plautus,
in Cistel. Et mihi amicam esse crevi, we had better abide by Varro's

explication of it, constitui : for in the very same comedy, there is

also the following passage, Satin tibi istud in corde cretum est ? as

Joseph Scaliger reads it. True it is that the others read cerium,
but Vossius attributes this to a comment.
The verbal noun cretio is generally used by the civilians. Libera

cretio, when the heir has no charge upon his estate ; simplex cretiot

the right of accepting of the succession, which right not being
common to all heirs was an advantage. This shews that we ought
not absolutely to reject the supine of the simple in this signification,

though it be certainly less usual than that of the compounds.
Now cerno, according to Sanctius and Joseph Scaliger, come*

from xf/vw, judico, for which reason it is applied to every thing
where judgment and discernment, or distinction and choice, are

requisite. Hence it is not only taken for to sift, and Jo rangejlour,
but likewise for to inherit^ and to share the estate, and also to jight ;

because
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because, heretofore disputes about inheritances were decided by the

sword, as Stobaeus, and even as Ennius in Cicero observeth,

Ferro, non auro, vitam cernamus utrique.
From thence also comes crimen, that is, id de quo cernitur autjudi-
catur ; as likewise crines, the hairs of one's head, quia discernunturt

says Sanctius.

Sixo, makes sometimes sini, retaining the consonant of the pre-

sent, according to what we have said concerning it in the annota-

tion of the preceding rule.

LINO makes litum in the supine. Et paribus lita corpora guttis,

Virg. But its preterite varies ;
we find levi in Colum. lini in

Quint. Mariti tui encore parietem linisti, in Declam. linii, in Varr.

Cum oblinierit vasa. Yet the most usual now is levi, from whence

they derive relevi, in Terence. Relevi ddia otnnia, Heaut. act. 3.

sc. 1. I have broached all my wine. But there is a greater pro-

bability of its coming from releo, em, of the same original as deleo,

ci-i, whose simple we read still in Horace.
Grceca quod ego ipse testa

Conditum levi

that is, signavi ; whence also comes leturn, death, according to

Priscian, quia delet oninia. And this seems so much the more pro-
bable, as the signification of this verb hath a greater relation to
the passage of Terence, than that of lino : and as according to

Diomedes himself, deleor hath delitus and deletus. So that accord-

ing to him, Varro said, delitce litters; ; just as Cicero said, ceris.

deletis. As to linivi or liniit
and linitum, they properly come from

linio, which is of the fourth conjugation.

RULE LIV.
Of the Verbs in PO and QUO.

1. Verbs in PO require PSI, TUM.
2. But rumpo hath rupi, ruptum.
3. Strepo hath strepiii, strepitum.
4. Coquo makes coxi, coctum.
5. Linquo hath liqui without a supine.
6. But its compounds take LICTUM.

EXAMPLES.

^

Verbs terminating in PO, make PSI, PTUM; as

CARPO, carpsi, carptum, carpere : to gather, to take,
to carp orfindfault with.

Its compounds change A into E
; as

Decerpo, erpsi, erptum, ere : to gather, to pullor pluck
off, to lessen.

Discerpo, erpsi, erptum, ere : to pluck or tear in pieces.

Excerpo, erpsi, e>ptum, ere : to pick out or choose.

CLEPO, clepsi, (heretofore clepi,) cleptum, clepere :

Cic. to steal or pilfer. . RE-
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REPO, repsi, reptum, r6pere : to creep, to crawl; to

go softly ; to 'spread abroad as vines do.

Irrepo, irrepsi, irrptum, irrepere : to creep in by
stealth ; to steal into, or get in by little and little.

Obr6po, obrepsi, obreptum, obrepere : to creep in pri-

vately, to steal by degrees, to surprize; to come be-

yond ; to over-reach craftily.

Subrepo, subrepsi, subrptam, subrepere: to creep

along ;
to creepfrom under ;

to steal softly, or by lit-

tle and little.

SERPO, serpsi, serptum, s6rpere: to creep, to slide on

the belly as serpents do; to proceed by little and tittle;

to spread itself'; to augment or increase.

Inserpo, ins^rpsi, inserptum, inserpere : to creep in, to

enter softly.

SCALPO, scalpsi, scalptum, scalpere : to scratch, to

scrape, to claw, to rake ;
to engrave, to carve.

Excalpo, excalpsi, excalptum, excalpere : to pierce or

drill out
;

to scratch out, to erase.

SCULPO, sculpsi, sculptum, ere : to carve in stone ;

to grave in metal.

pxculpo w^insctilpo,psi,ptuTn,igre : to carve, to engrave.
2. RUMPO, rupi, ruptuin, rtimpere : to break, to

burst
; to mar, or spoil.

Abrumpo, abrupi, abruptum, abnimpere : to break or

throw off; to cut asunder ; to break off, or leave'.

Corrumpo, corrupi, corruptum, p(&re : to corrupt, to

spoil.

Dirumpo or Disrumpo, rupi, turn, re : to break, to

break in pieces ; to burst.

Erumpo, erupi, eruptum, erumpere : to break or burst

out
; to issue or sally out, to attack, or set violently

upon ; to vent or discharge.

Irrumpo, irrupi, irruptum, irrumpere: to break in vio-

lently, to enter, or rush byforce ;
to attack or set upon,

3. STREPO,strepui,strepitum,pere: tomakeanoise.

Constrepo, constr^pui, constrpitum, constr^pere : to

make a great noise or din
;

to auarrel.

O'bstrepo, obstr^pui, obstrepitum, obstrepere : to make

a noise against, or before ;
to interrupt by noise ;

to

disturb or interrupt.
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Perstrepo, perstrepui, epitum, ere: to make a great
noise or din.

Examples of Verbs in QUO.
4. COQUO, coxi, coctum, coquere : to boil, to digest.

Concoquo, concoxi, concoctum, concoquere : to boil,

to digest, to ripen.

Decoquo, decoxi, decoctum, decoquere : to boil, or

seethe, to boil away; to consume or waste, to spend all;

to bankrupt or break one.

E'xcoquo, excoxi, excoetum, excoquere : to boil tho-

roughly ; to boil away.
5. LINQUO, liqui, iinquere : to leave, to abandon

;

to discard.

It has never a supine, but its compounds have : as

Delinquo, deliqui, ictum, ere : to omit
;

to Jail in his

duty ;
to offend, to do wrong.

Relinquo, reliqui, relictum, relinquere : to leave; to

forsake -,
to relinquish.

Derelinquo, dereliqui, derelictum, derelinquere : to

leave, toforsake utterly.

RULE LV.
Of the Verbs in RO.

1. Tero hath trivi, tritum.

2. Quaero, quaesivi, quaesitum.
3. Fero takes tuli, latum ;

4. Gero, hath gessi, gestum :

5. Curro, cuctirri, cursum :

6. Verro, verri, versum.

7. Uro, ussi, ustum.
8. But fu.ro hath neither preterite nor supine.

EXA MP LES.
The verbs in RO form their preterite and supine

different ways.
1. TERO, trivi, tritum, terere : to rub or break, to

bruize, to wear, to waste, to use often. Tritus,

worn, thread-bare, frequented.
A'ttero, attrivi, attritura, atte>ere : to rub against or

upon; to wear out; to bruise, to waste; to lessen or

detractfrom*
Contero,
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Contero, contrivi, contritum, conterere : to break or
bruise small; to waste ; to spend ; to wear out with

using.

Detero, detrivi, detritum, deterere : to bruise or beat

out ; to rub one against another ; to diminish; to wear
out ; to make worse.

E'xtero, ivi, tritum, ere : to wear out ; to beat out, to

grind; to thresh ; to rub out.

I'ntero, intrivi, intritum, interere : to crumb, or grate
bread or the like into a thing.

O'btero, obtrivi, ob tritum, obterere : to crush, to bruise,

to trample upon, to over-run, to destroy.

Protero, protrivi, protritum, proterere . to trample, to

crush to pieces.

ANNOTATION.
Tero heretofore made terui (just as sero, seriii, in the next rule) ;

hence according to Priscian we should read priusquam teruerunt in

Plautus, Pseud, act. 3. sc. 2. as we find it in the old editions ; as

well as in those of Tibullus and Tacitus, supported by excellent

manuscripts, where this preterite is to be found. Lipsius also ob-

serves that the Tacitus of the Vatican library hath Mox atteritis

opibus, lib. 1. hist. But this is now become obsolete.

2. QUJERO, qusesivi, quaesitum, quse'rere : to seekf

to acquire or get, to purchase ; to ask, to inquire ;

to make inquisition, to rack', to dispute, to go about,
to assay or endeavour.

Its compounds change JE into I long ;
as

Acquiro, sivi, situm, ere: to acquire, to get, topurchase,
to obtain

; to add.

Anquiro, sivi, itum, ere : to inquire or make diligent
search

;
to acquire orjoin to ;

to make inquisition ; to

sit upon examination and trial of offenders.

Conquiro, conquisivi, itum, re : to search for dili-

gently ;
to get together.

Disquiro, sivi, situm, disquirere : to search diligently,

or on every side.

Exquiro, sivi, itum, ere : to inquire diligently, to exa-

mine, or search out
;

to prayfor or ask.

Inquiro, inquisivi, inquisitum, inquirere : to inquire,

to ask, to examine or search
;

to take an information
in order to a prosecution at law.

Perquiro, sivi, itum, e"re : to make diligent or narrow

search into-, to ask or demand. Re-
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Require, requisivi, requisitum, requirere: toseekagain,

to lookfor ;
to inquire ;

to ask
;

to seek in vain
; to

stand in need of.

3. FERO, tuli, latum, ferre: to carry; to bear-,

to suffer, to bring ;
to get ;

to have
;

to propose ; to

bring in a bill in order to be made a law
; to set it

dwvn as laid out or received; to give his vote; to

have anotherpersons vote
;

tojudge ; to makea law
;

to proffer or give, to carry off the booty, to plunder.

A'ffero, or adfero, attuli, allatum, afferre : to bring ;

to report, or bring word ;
to allege, to plead, or bring

for excuse.

Aufero, abstuli, ablatum, auferre : to take away, to

carry away ;
to take ; to get, to obtain

; to hinder or

deprive ;
to carry off, to plunder or rob.

Differo, distuli, dilatum, differre: to scatter abroad;
to carry up and down : to tear in pieces ;

to transport,
to put off or delay ;

to differ, to be unlike
; to vary or

not agree ;
to distract, or tease.

E'ffero, e"xtuli, datum, efferre : to carry forth or out;
to transport ;

to carry off; to divulge ;
to bringforth;

to carry forth to burial; to convey; topraise, magnify,
or set off; to honour

;
to carry himself beyond bounds;

to be vain-glorious ;
to utter or pronounce.

O'tfero, obtuli, oblatum, offerre : to bring to or before,
to offer, to present, to expose to.

Suflfero, sustuli, sublatum, sufferre : to carry away, to

take away, to demolish.

But when itsignifieth to bear or suffer, it has neither

preterite nor supine : because as it borrows these only
from tollo or rather from sustollo, they constantly pre-
serve their first signification.
The other compounds of this verb make no change

in the preposition of which they are compounded, ex-

cept it be in the supine, as

Confero, contuli, collatum, conferre : to bring or put
together ;

to give, to contribute
;

to confer, discourse,
or talk together ;

to join, to put ;
to apply ;

to com-

pare ;
to defer or put off; to advantage or avail ;

to

impute, attribute, or cast upon ;
to lay out, to employ\

or give his time and care to a thing ; tojight,-to engage
in battle; to go, to betake himself to.
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Defero, lull, latum, ferre : to carry or bring, to bring
or carry word', to offer, to present ;

to implead one,
or complain of him ;

to refer to another s decision.

I'nfero, intuli, illatum, fi6rre : to bring in or into ; to bu-

ry ; to lay to, to apply ; to bring upon, to be the cause ;

to set afoot in, to come in
; to wage war against ; to

attack, to use violence; to introduce a discourse ;
to con-

cludefrom premises, to infer, to compute an expense;
to set it to his account.

Perfero, tuii, latum, fe"rre : to carry, bear, or convey

through, or unto the designedperson or place ;
to bear

patiently, to endure ;
to obtain what one asks.

Postfero, tuli, latum, ferre : to put after or behind
;

to

set less by, to esteem less
;

to place or set behind, to

antedate.

Pras'fero, tuli, latum, ferre : to bear or carry before ;
to

prefer, to esteem more
;

to choose rather ; to make a
show of, to pretend; to anticipate, to be beforehand in

an undertaking, to antedate.

Profero, tuli, latum, ferre : lo setforward, to thrust, or

hold out
; to produce or bring in

;
to shew or manifest ;

to tell, publish, or make known
;

to defer, or prolong ;

to allege ;
to advance ;

to utter or pronounce ;
to put

a later date
;

to enlarge or extend.

Refero, tuli, latum, ferre : to bring or carry back ; to

ask ones opinion, to refer to one's consideration, to move
as in council, senate, &c. to report, or relate; to

propose or move
;

to give an account of; to reckon ; to

set to his account
;

to transfer to another, to impute ;

to requite or be even with ; to be like, to resemble ; to

recall
;
to draw back

;
to attribute.

4. GERO, gessi, gestuni, gerere : to bear or carry;
to wear

;
to have or shew

;
to manage, conduct,

carry on, to do, execute or atchieve
;

to actfor ano-

ther, to represent him.

A'ggero, aggessi, aggestum, aggerere : to heap, to

lay on heaps ;
to exaggerate.

Congero, congessi, conge"stum, congerere : to heap or

pile up ; to amass
;

to build nests.

Digero, digessi, digestum, digerere : to divide or dis-

tribute', to dispose or set in order ; to digest or concoct ;
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to dissolve, discuss, or dissipate ; to loosen, enfeeble, or

waste ; to accomplish or execute ; to obey punctually.

E'gero, egessi, eg6stum, egerere ;
to empty, to carry out.

I'ngero, essi, estum, erere : to throw, pour, cast in, or

upon ;
to heap upon ;

to meddle with an affair.

Regero, regessi, regestum, regerere : to cast up again ;

tofling back ;
to retort

;
to set down, or put in writing

that which one hath read, or heard.

Suggero, suggessi, suggestum, suggerere : to allow or

afford; to suggest, to put in mind.

5. CURRO, cucurri, cursum, currere : to ran.

Its compounds lose the reduplication, five excepted.
Accurso, accurri, and accucurri, accursum, accurrere :

x to run to.

Circumcurro, curri, sum, ere : to run about.

Concurro, concucurri, seldom used, and concurri, ursum,
urrere : to run with others, to run together ;

to gather,
or flow together ;

to run against one another, to fall

foul on one another as ships do ; to grapple or strive

with, to come to blows
;

to
g'vce. the shock or charge ;

to concur, to meet orjoin together.

Decurro, decucurri and decurri, decursum, decurrere :

to run dou-n or along ;
to run hastily ;

to run a-tilt ;

to run ore?' or go through with
;

to pass over.

Discurro, discurri, disciirsum, discurrere : torunhithei*

afid thither.

Excurro, excucurri and excurri, excursum, excurrere :

to make a littlejourney or excursion
;
to rush hastily ;

to

shoot out in length or breadth ;
to run out into other

matters; to exceed', to sally out ;
to make an inroad.

Incurro, ri, sum, ere : to run in, upon, or against ; to in-

cur
;

to make an inclusion
;

to light on
;

tofall into.

Occurro, occurri, occursum, occurrere : to run to ; to

come together ; to hasten to ; to meet ; to appear before ;

topre-cent, to anticipate-, to occur, or come readily into

one's mind
;

to answer by way ofprevention ;
to meet

with an objectionforeseen.
Percurro, peicun]jandsometimespeicucu.nl, percursum,

percurrere : to run in great haste
;

to run it-ith speed

over, or through ; to make its way oi'er, or through.

prsecucurri, pracursum, prascurrere : to run
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before ;
to outrun

;
to forerun or happen before ; to

answer aforeseen objection ;
to excel.

Procurro, procucurri and procurri, procursum, procur-
rere : to runforth or abroad

';
to run or lie out in length.

Ilecurro, recurri, recursum, recurrere : to run back, or
make speed again.

Succurro, ri, sum, ere : to help, to relieve j to come into

ones mind or remembrance.

ANNOTATION.
Here \re see what compounds of curro preserve or drop the re-

duplication, pursuant to what hath been observed in the 2d rule,

p. 175. We meet also with accucurri in Cic. Sed tamen cpinor

propter prcedes suos accucurrisse, ad Attic. But it is likewise observa-

ble ttiat even curro itself sometimes loseth its reduplication. Vedi-

bus stetisti, curristi nummis, Tertull. lib. defuga. Which happeneth
also to some of the rest that are reduplicated.

* 6. VERRO, verri, versum, verrere : to brush, to

scour ; to draw along, to rake.

7. URO, ussi, ustum, ere : to burn, to light up, to

gall', to vex.

Aduro, adiissi, adustum, adurere: to burn, to scorch

to chafe or gall.

Comburo, ussi, ustum, re : to burn or consume with

'

Jire ;
to scorch or dry up.

Exuro, ussi, ustum, urere : to burn out.

Inuro, inussi, inustum, inurere : to mark with a hot

iron ;
to write ; to enamel, to put or print in

;
to

brand orfix upon ;
to set of or adorn.

8. FURO. This verb wants the first person : we

say only
FURIS, furit, furere : to be mad] without preterite

or supine.

A NNOTATION.
VERRO, according to Servius, makes versi, and according to

Charis. verri: quod et usus comprobat, adds Prise, and this is what

we have followed. The supine versum is in Cic. Qiibdfanum deni-

que, quod nan eversum atque exter&um reliqueris,
in Ver. And in Cato,

converse villa : as also Seneca in his Dial, according to Diomedes,
versa templa. Hence in this passage of Virgil,

Et versa pulvis inscribitur hasta.

We ought, according to this author, to take versa rather for drawn

or dragged along, than for turned or inverted. But verro seems

heretofore to have had also verritum, whence Apul. took conver-
'

ritorem, inApol. Varro,
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Tarro, in Prise, insists upon our saying, foro, Juris,Jurit. Ser-

vius makes it have ahojurni ; and in SeduJius we read, Juruerunt

jussa tyranni. In some other writers of more modern date w
meet likewise -withjuruisse ; but none of this is to be imitated*

RULE LVI.

Of Sero and its compound?.

1. Sero, signifying to plant , makes sevi, satum.

2. Its compounds take sevi, situm.

3. But in any other signification they make Uf,

ERTUAI.
EXAMPLES.

1. SERO, sevi. satuui, serere: to sew, to plant.

2. Those compounds which retain the same signifi-

cation as thesimple, retain also its preterite, and change
A into I short in the supine, making SEVI, SITUM.
A'ssero, assevi, assitum, ere : to plant, sow, or set by,

or near to.

Consero, consevi, situm, erere : to sow, set, or plant ;

tojoin or put together. ^^
Dissero, disse"vi, dissitum, erere : to saw or plant here

and there.

I'nsero, insevi, insitum, inserere : to sow in, or among ;

to implant, to ingraft ; to imprint, to engrave.

Intersero, intersevi, intersitum, interserere: to sore,

set. or plant between.

O'bsero, obsevi, 6bsitum,ere: toplantorsow roundabout.
3. Those which have a different signification from

the simple, make iii and ERTUM
;
as

A'ssero, asserui, assertum, asserere : to avouch or assert ;

to claim, challenge, or usurp ; topronouncefree bylaw ;

tofree or rescue : whence cometh assertor, a deliverer,
and assertio, a claim of one's liberty, or a trial at law

for it.

Consero, erui, ertum, erere : tojoin, put, or lay together ;

to interlace, to interweave, to Jig/it hand to hand, to

come to handy strokes, to pretend toJight in order to

keep possession of his estate or property, of which the

plaintiff having been disappointed, he petitioned the

prtetor to put him again ui possession oj it. And this

was called also interdictum de vi(subaud. illata.) The

praters sentence. De-
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Desero, deserui, desertum, deserere : toforsake.
Dissero, disserui, dissertum, disserere : to discourse or

reason, to declare.

E'xero, exeriii, exertuin, exerere : to thrust out or put
forth ; to discover, to shew.

I'nsero, ui, ertum, ere : to put or thrust in ; to insert,

to intermix.

Intersero, interserui, intersertum, interse'rere : to put
. between, to intermingle.

ANNOTATION.
It is very probable, says Vossius, that heretofore there were two

or three scro's ; one derived from
jfyu, necto, ordino ; and the other

from l(Z>, dico ; the third taken from the future ovregu, by drop-

ping the TT, and making it sero, to sow. Hence in the first signi-

fication, which almost includes the second, it made serui, sertum ;

whence also cometh serta, garlands of flowers, chaplets ; series,
an order or concatenation : and in the third it had sevi, satum.

For consevi and insevi, relate to planting or sowing ; and conserui,

inserui, to the order and disposition of things. This distinction

however was confounded, especially upon the decline of the Latin

tongue, when they said scrui instead of sevi, which they extended
also to its compounds. And the reason of this perhaps might be,
because a-vn'^u, fut.

a-<m%Zi,
was taken heretofore also for necto, as

Vossius in his Etym. observeth. Thus one might say, that sero had

always the same original ; since disserere, to discourse, for instance,

signifies nothing more than to form a series, and as it were a con-

catenation of words.

RULE LVIL
Of the Verbs in SO.

1. Verbs in SO make IVI, ITUM.
2. But incesso hath only incessi.

3. Pinso hath SI, SUI, ITUM, as also pinsum
and pisturn.

4. Viso hath \7

isi, but never a supine.
5. And depso hath only depsiii.

EXAMPLES.
1. Verbs in SO make IVI, and ITUM; but their

preterite frequently admits of a syncope.

AllCE'SSO, arcessivi or arcessi, essitum, arcessere : to

go to call, to call ; to sendJor ; tofetch, or trace ;
to

procure ;
to accuse, to impeach.

Lacessojacessivijlacessiiorlacessijlacessitun^lacessere:
to
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io put, or driveforward ; to importune, to disturb, to

provoke, to tease.

Facesso, facessivi, facessii or facessi, facessitum, faces-

sere : to do, to go about to do; to get one gone, to go

away, to sendpacking ;
to leare; to give trouble.

Capesso, capessivi,capessii0rcapessi, situm, capessere :

to take, to go about to take, to take in hand, to take the

charge or government of, to undertake tht management

of slate, affairs.

This syncopated preterite is the only one left in

the following.
2. IXCE'SSO, incessi, without a supine, incessere :

to go or come, to approach or be at hand
;

to assault,

to attack or set upon ;
to provoke, to affront, to an-

ger or vex
;

to seize the mind, and possess it with

some particular movement.

3. PIN SO, pinsi, and pinsui, pinsitum, pinsum and

pistum : to bruise or pound; to knead. The an-

cients said also piso.

4. VISO, visi, visere : to go to see, to come to see
;

to visit.

Inviso, invisij invisum, invisere : to go to see, to visit.

Reviso, revisi, revisum, revisere : to return or coinc

again to see.

5. DEPSO, depsui, (heretofore depsi, Varr.) sere :

to knead or mould, to work dough till it be soft ;
to

tan, or curry leather; to seeth or boil: NOD.

Condepso, condepsui, condepsere : to knead together,
to mingle.

Perdepso, perdepsui, perdepsere, Catul. to knead, to

wet or soften thorough li/.ANNOTATION.
Accerso is frequently used instead of arcesso ; Vossius says it is a

corrupt word, though established now by use, instead of which we

ought to say arcesso. And thus Priscian writes it, let P. Monet

say what he will in his Del. Lot. The reason is because arcesso

comeUi from arcio, taken from o</and civ ; jast o&lacessoftomlacio}

Jacesso fromjacio ; and capesso from capic. See the orthographical
list at 4he end of the treatise of Letters.

These four verbs in so were heretofore of the fourth conjugation,
for which reason we meet with arcessiri, in Livy, laces&'ri in C'olum.
and the like. And perhaps it is owing to this that theif supine

in,

itum has the penultimate long.
VOL. I. T Visit
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Viso makes only visi without a supine ; but visum comes from
video. For -visa alone signifies all in one word eo visum ; though
we read in Terence, voltis-ne eamus visere, Phor. act 1. sc. 2. But
viso is the frequentative formed of this supine visum, just as pulso
comes from the supine pulsum, taken from pello. But no verb can
be formed of a supine derived from itself, since on the contrary
it is the verb that forms the supine.

RULE LVIII.
Of Verbs in TO.

1. Flecto, pecto, necto, plecto, make XI, and
XUM.

52. But the three last make also XUI.
3. Meto hath messui, messum.
4. Mitto hath misi, missum ;

5. And peto, petivi, petitum.
EXAMPLES.

The verbs in TO form their preterite and supine
variously.

1. FLECTO, flexi, flexum, flectere : to bend, to

bow, to crooken, or turn.

Circumfl^cto, circumflexi, circumflexum, circumfl^c-

tere : to bend about
',
tofetch a compass.

Deflecto, deflexi, deflexum, deflctere : to bend or bcnv

down
;

to turn aside ; to digressfrom a purpose.

Inftecto, inflexi, inflexum, inflectere: to bow or bend,

to crooken.

Reflecto, reflexi, refl^xum, reflectere : to turn back, to

bend or bow back; to stay onefrom doing a thing ; to

cause to reflect, or consider.

2. There are three that have a double preterite.

PECTO, pexi, less usual, pexui, pexum, pectere : to

comb, to card.

Depecto, depexi, depexui, depexum, depectere : to

comb down or of.

NECTO, nexi, nexui, nexum, n^ctere : to knit, tie,

join, or fasten together ;
to hang one thing upon

another, to link', to be bound to serve one's creditorfor
default of payment: for which reason those people
were called nexi.

Annecto, annexi, anndxui, annexum, annectere : to

knit, join, or tie unto, to annex.

f Con-
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Connecto, connexi, connexui, connexum, connectere :

to connect, knit, tie, or link together ;
tojoin or add to.

Innecto, xi, xui,xum,innectere : to knit,tie,qr bind about.

PLECTO, plexi, less usual, plexui, plexum, plectere :

to punish, to beat, to strike
;

to twist or twine.

Implecto, xi, xui, xum, implectere : to fold, to biter-

weave, or twine about.

3. METO, messui, niessum, metere : to reap, to

mow ;
to crop or gather.

D6meto, demessui, demssum, ere : to reap or mow ;

to crop ;
to chop or cut off.

4. MiTTO, misi, missum, mittere : tosend; toscnd

an account, to certify, to write
;

to cast or throw ;

to let alone, to supersede, to cease, toforbear ;
to let

out, to bleed; to let go, to dismiss, to send away ;

to disband troops.

Admitto, admisi, admissum, admittere : to admit, to

receive ; to gallop, topush on
;
to let go ; toput the male

to thefemale ;
to commit

;
to approve, tofavour.

Committo, commisi, commissum, committere : to

suffer, to put in
;

to receive, to introduce, to set

people together by the ears; to offend, to commit a.

crime ;
to begin; to be due; to devolve

;
to be mort-

gaged; to deserve
;

to seize upon, to confiscate; to give
cause or occasion

;
tojoin or close together.

Demitto, demisi, demissum, demittere : to set down;
to thrust down

; to letfall; to humble, to submit.

Dimitto, dimisi, dimissum, dimittere : to dismiss, to

disband, to send away ;
to let fall or drop ;

to leave ;

to let go.

Emitto, emisi, emissum, emittere : to sendforth or out ;

to let go or escape ;
to throw orfling ;

to publhh ;
to

utter
;

to set onefree.

Immitto, immisi, immissum, immittere: to place orput
in; to sendforth ; to cast or throw

;
to send with an

evilpurpose ;
to admit or suffer to enter ; to let grow

in length.

Intermitto, intermisi, intermissum, intermittere : to

intermit, to leave or put offfor a time> to discontinuef
to cease.

Manumitto, si, ssum, re : to manumise, or make a

bondman free. T 2 Omitto,
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Omitto, omisi, omissum, ere : to lay aside; to throw

away ; to leave off; to leave out, to neglect ; to pass
by, or not to mention, to omit.

Permitto, permisi, permissum, permittere : to permit,
to give leave, to deliver up, to allow, to suffer.

Praemitto, prasmisi, prcemissum, ittere : to send before.

Promitto, promisi, promissum, promittere : to promise,
to protest, to engage ;

tofling or dart
; to let grow in

length.

Adpromitto, si, ssum, ere : to engage or become surety
for another : whence cometh adpromissor, a pledge or

surety.

Compromitto, si, ssum, ere: to put to arbitration; to

give bond to stand to an award; to consent to a refe-
rence. From thence cometh compromissum, a bondor

engagement wherein two parties oblige themselves to

stand to the arbitration or award of the umpire ;
or a

deposit of money madefor that purpose.

Expromitto, si, ssum, ere : to promise and undertake

for another, to be security.

Repromitto, si, ssum, ere: to bind himself by promise or

covenant, to engage.

Remitto, remisi, remissum, remittere : to send back ;

to throw back; topardon, toforgive; to leave; to leave

off; to let slip ;
to suffer orpermit ;

to make an abate-

ment
;

to slack, to untie
;

to assuage ;
to dissolve or

melt; to be lessforward; to lessen; to dispense with ;

to refund or give back, to pay.
Submitto, isi, issum, ittere : to lower or make less ;

to

put in place of another ;
to send underhand

;
to hum-

ble, to submit
;

to send to one's assistance.

5. PETO, petivi, petitum, petere : to intreat hum-

bly, to request, to ask or crave, to demand or re-

quire ;
to seek after, to court ; to go to a place, or

make to it; to aim at ;
to set upon, to assail; to pelt.

A'ppeto, appetivi, appetitum, app6tere : to desire or

covet earnestly ;
to catch at ; to assault or set upon ;

to aspire to, to attempt ;
to approach or draw near.

Compete, competivi, competitum, competere: to

ask or suefor the same thing that another doth, to stand

for the sameplace; to agree, to beproper or convenient.
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I'mpeto, impetivi, impelitum, impetere : to set upon,
to attack.

O'ppeto, oppetivi, oppetitum, oppetere : to die.

Repeto, repetivi, itum, etere : to ask or demand again ;

to repeat, to rehearse ;
to go over again ;

to return to,

or make towards ;
tofetch back ; to call for, to de-

mand; to seek or recover as by l'a\v.

Suppeto, suppetivi, suppetitum, suppetere: toaskpri-

vily and craftily, Ulpian. Thence also cometii

Suppetit, in the third person : it is ready, it is at hand,
it is sufficient. As also

Suppetere, Cic. to have enough, to have plenty.
ANNOTATION.

PECTO seemeth formerly to have had also pectitum in the supine ;

whence peciitce lance, Colum. wool well combed and carded.

Pectita tellus, Id. Land that has been well ploughed and har-

rowed. And hence perhaps it is that Asper, as we find in Pris-

cian, thought there was also pecfivi, but this preterite is now be-

come obsolete.

Amplector is formed of plector, for which reason we say amplexus
sum from the supine plcxum. It is the same in regard to complector;
and one would imagine that heretofore they said also c'lmplecto,
because wa find complexus in a passive sense in Plautus and Lucre-
tius. But there are other examples of the same kind, to be seen
in the list of the verbs passive, and in that of the participles, among
the remarks which come after the syntax.
There are some who make this distinction between the prete-

rites plexniy and plexi ; that the former signifies to twist or twine,
and the latter to punish : but this difference is not at all observed.

What we ought rather to take notice of, is that plexui is much
more usual than plexi.

RULE LIX.
The second part of the Verbs in TO.

1. Verto makes verti, versum;
2. Sterto hath stertlii without a supine.
3. Sisto, if neuter, borrows stetifrom sto.

4. If active, it makes stiti, statum.
EXAMPLES.

1. VERTO, verti, versum, ve>tere : to turn ;
to turn

upside doram
; to ruin, to destroy ;

to cast dmvn ;

to dig or cast up, to plough ; to happen, fall out,

or prove; to translate ; to quit his country, to go
into voluntary exik ;

to be changed or altered ; to

t depend;
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depend ;
to consist ; to be employed or conver-

sant.

Adverto, adverti, adversum, advertere : to turn to
;

to advert, turn, or apply one's thoughts to any thing,
to observe, to perceive.

AnimadvertOj animadvert!, animadversum, animad-
vertere : to mind or observe, to perceive ; to regard;
to consider or animadvert

;
to punish.

Averto, avert!, aversum, avertere : to turn away ; to

turn or drive away, to beat back or put toflight; to

pervert or misemploy ;
to convert to another use ; to

keep at a distance
;
topreservefrom some evilor mischief.

Conve'rto, convert!, conversum, convertere : to turn
about or whirl

; to turn towards
;

to transform ; to

translate
;
to change ; to apply one's mind to a thing.

Everto, evert!, sum, ere : to turn topsyturvy ; to over-

throw, to destroy, to beat down; to subvert.

Inverto, invert!, inversum, invertere : Jo turn in
;
to

turn upside down ;
to turn the inside out

;
to invert,

to change.

Obverto, obverti, obversum, obvertere : to turn to-

wards or against.

Perverto, pervert!, perversum, pervertere : to turn up-
side down ;

to pervert, to bring over to a party or opi-

nion ; to ruin, to spoil or corrupt ;
to batter or throw

down.

Praeverto, prseverti, sum, ere : to get before or overrun;
to be beforehand with

;
to prepossess or preoccupy ;

to prevent ;
to prefer or set before.

Reverto, unusual in the present, reverti, reversum, Cic.

to turn back as it were against his will, whether he is

called back upon the road, or forced and driven back.

On the contrary redire signifies to come back or return

merely of ones self.

Subverto, subvert!, subversum, subvertere : to turn

upside down
;

to undo, to subvert.

2. ST,RTO, stertui, steVtere, to snore, to sleep.

Desterto, destertui, destrtere : to awake.

3. SISTO, a verb neuter : to be, to stand Ml, bor-

rows its preterite of sto, steti.

Its compounds also follow those of sto.
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Assisto, astiti, assistere : to be near; to stand up; to

stand still
;

to assist.

Absisto, abstiti, absistere : to departfrom any place or

thing ;
to cease.

Consisto, titi, titum, ere : to stand upright ;
to be settled ;

to abide in oneplace ;
to make an halt ; to be at a stay;

to consist or depend on.

Desisto, destiti, destitum, re: to desist, to cease, to stop.

Existo, extiti, ex titum, existere : to 7*ise, spring, orcome

off; to appear, to be seen
;

to be ; to exist.

Insisto, institi, itum, ere : to stand upon ;
to urge, to in-

sist upon or be instant in ;
tofix upon ;

to rest or lean

upon ;
to proceed and hold on.

Obsisto, iti, itum, ere : to stand or post ones selfin the

way ;
to stop ;

to resist, to contradict.

Persisto, perstiti, perstitum, persistere : to persist, to

continue to the end, to persevere.

Resisto, restiti, restitum, resistere : to stand up ; to stand

still, to halt
;

to stop ;
to withstand, to resist, to hold

against one.

Subsisto, substiti, s(ibstitum, subsistere : to stand still;

to stay ;
to stop ;

to resist.

4. SISTO, a verb active, makes stiti, statum, sistere :

to place, to set up; to have oneforth coming ; to

appear to his recognizance.
ANNOTATION.

From VERTO comes diverto and divertor, which have only one
and the same preterite, namely diverti ; as perverto and peroertor
have only perverti. But reverto is not usual, though revertor bor-

rows from thence the preterite revcrti, which Cicero makes use

of, and of the other tenses depending thereon. Si tile non rever-

tis&et* &c. Offic. 3. If he had not returned. Reverti Formias,
ad Attic. Lcgati Ameriam reverterunt, pro Rose. Amer. And all

the ancients express themselves in the same manner. Though
later authors chuse rather to make use of reversus sum.

STERTO, according to some, makes also sterti, retaining the con-

sonant of the verb, according to what we have already observed

concerning the other verbs.

SISTO, in the active voice, makes stiti in the preterite : but

jisto neuter borrows steti of sto : for example in the active sense I'll

say, Antea ilium istic stiti, nunc htceumsisto: I summoned him thi-

ther the time before, and now I summon him hither. But taking
it in the neuter and absolute sense, I must say, Antea illlc stetit,

nunc hie sistit ; he had appeared to his recognizance there before,
and
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and now he appears here. The supine statum is used by civilians ;

Si statum non esset, Ulpian. If they had not appeared to their re-

cognizance. And thence comes stati dies, stata sacrifida ; for status,

says Vossius, is taken there for r/laf//.^-, ordered, fixed. From
the supine statum proceeds also stator, he who stoppcth ; Jupiter
stator, who, at the prayers of Romulus, stopped the Romans, that

were ignominiously fleeing from before the Sabines. But the

supines of the compounds of sisto are perhaps unusual, though we
meet with some participles formed from thence, as exstiturus in

Ulpian.

llULE LX.
Of the Verbs in VO.

1. From vivo, comes vixi, victum ;

2. From solvo, solvi, soltitum ;

3. Volvo makes volvi, voltitum ;

4. Calvo hath calvi, without a supine.
EXAMPLES.

The verbs in VO form their preterite and supine

variously.
1. VIVO, vixi, victum, vivere: to live; to live

merrily and pleasantly.

Convivo, convixi, convictum, convivere : to live to-

gether ;
to eat and drink together.

Revive, revixi, revictum, revivere : to recover life, to

revive again.
2. SOLVO, solvi, solutum, solvere : to loose or un-

loose, to untie ;
to release, to discharge, to set at li-

berty; topay either inperson or by deputy, eitherfor
one's self orfor another ; to open ;

to weigh anchor,
to put to sea ; to resolve, explain, or answer ;

to

dispense with the laws.

Absolvo, absolvi, absolutum, absolvere: to absolve ;
to

justify ;
tofinish, to complete, to put the last hand to ;

to pay, to satisfy a person's demand.

Dissolve, dissolvi, dissolutum, dissolvere : to loose and
dissolve

;
to unbind, to disengage ;

to disannul; topay
debts ; to break or melt.

Persolvo, persolvi, persolutum, persolvere : to pay tho-

roughly, to satisfy, to make good his promise, tofinish,

to accomplish.

Resolvo, resolvi, resolutum, resolvere : to unloose, to

untie; to open or undo ;
to reduce, to resolve; to se-

parate ;
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parate ;
to pay back ; to dissolve or mdt

;
to make

void ;
to discover ; to abolish.

3. VOLVO, volvi, volutum, volvere ;
to roll ; to

hurl j
to toss

;
to consider or weigh, to ru ^mate.

Advolvo, advolvi, advoliitum, advolvere : to roll to,

or before.

Convolve, convolvi, convolutum, convolvere : to

wrap or wind about
;

to tumble or roll together ; to

envelop, to encompass.

Devolvo, vi, turn, ere : to tumble or roll down ; to wind

of; to pour out hastily ;
to reduce.

Evolvo, evolvi, evolutum, evolvere : to roll away, or

over; topull out; to unfold, to expound ;
to turn over

a book.

Involve, involvi, involutum, involvere : to wrap or

fold in; to cover or hide; to tumble or roll upon ; to

entangle, to envelop.

Obvolvo, obvolvi, obvolutum, obvolvere : to muffle ;

to disguise, to conceal.

Provolvo, provolvi, utum, ere: to roll or tumble before
one's self.

Revolvo, revolvi, revolutum, revolvere : to roll or

tumble over, to turn over
; to go over again ;

to peruse

again ;
to revolve, to reflect upon, to tell, to reveal.

4. CALVO, calvi, calvere : to cheat, to deceive.

ANNOTATION.
Calvo makes calm, without a supine according to Priscian. But

cahor is preferable. Sopor manus calvitur, Plaut. i. e. decipit. And
even in this passive signification, Ille calm ratus, Sal. thinking he
was deceived.

RULE LXI.
Of the Verbs in XO.

1. Nexo makes n^xiii, nexum,
2. And texo, texiii, texum.

EXAMPLES.
There are only two verbs in XO, nexo and texo.

1. NEXO, nexis, nexui, nexum, n^xere: or

Nexo, as thefrequentative of necto : to tie, to link, to

fasten together, to connect.

2. TEXO, texui, textum, texere : to weave, to

knit
; to make, to build

;
to write or compose.

Attexo,
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Attexo, attxui, attextum, attexere : to knit or weave

unto, or "with ; to add, orjoin unto.

Contexo, contexui, contextum, ere : to weave or join
to ;

to tie together; tojoin or twist together; toJorge
or devise.

Detexo, detexui, detextum, detexere : Cic. Virg. to

weave or plait ; to work it off.
J. * \JU

Intexo, iutexui, intextum, int^xere : to weave, knit, or

embroider, to wind or wrap in
;

to interlace, or mingle.

Praet^xo, praetexui, prsetextum, prsetexere : to border,

edge, orfringe ;
to colour, to cloke, or excuse

;
to cover,

to encompass, to hide
;

to set in order, or compose.

Retexo, xui, xtum, xere : to unweave or untwist ; to

do or begin a thing over again ; to bring to mind again ;

to break off an affair, to do and undo.

THE FOURTH CONJUGATION.
RULE LXII.

General for the Verbs of the Fourth Conjugation.

The fourth conjugation makes the preterite in

IVI, and the supine in ITU M, as audivi,
auditum.

EXAMPLES.
The verbs of the fourth conjugation form the pre-

terite in IVI, and the supine in 1TUM. As

AUDIO, audivi, auditum, audire : to hear, to hearken
;

to mind
;

to attend; to hear say ;
to agree to, to give

credit to, to be one's auditor or scholar. It is often

rendered by the passive verb ;
to be spoken of, to be

praised or censured.

Exaudio, exaudivi, exauditum, ire: to hear perfectly ;

to hear ; to regard ; to grant what is asked.

Inaudio, inaudivi, inauditum, inaudire : to hear by re-

port, to overhear.

Ll'NIO, linivi, linitum, linire : to anoint or besmear ;

to rub softly ;
to chafe gently.

Illinio, illinivi, illinitum, illinire : the same.

Sublinio, ivi, itum, ire : to anoint or besmear a little, to

grease ; to lay a ground colour, And metaphorically,
to
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to deceive and mock one, taken from a kind of play
in which they daubed the faces of those that were

asleep with soot.

MU'XIO, ivi, itum, ire : tofortify, to strengthen or

secure ;
to provide with necessaries

;
to make goodand

strong, to repair and pare an highway or passage ; to

make or prepare a passage.

Pnemunio, ivi, itum, ire : tofortify a place beforehand;
to make sure of, to secure.

FI'NIO, ivi, itum, ire : tofinish or end-, to define; to

determine, appoint, prescribe, assign or limit.

Prsefinio, ivi, itum, ire : to determine, set, or pitch upon

beforehand ;
to prescribe or limit.

SCIO, scivi, scitum, scire : to know, to understand, to

comprehend ;
to be skilful in ;

to see, to be certain of] to

give his vote and opinion ;
to ordain, decree, or appoint.

Conscio, conscivi, conscitum, conscire : to know, to be

privy to.

Kescio, nescivi, nescitum, nescire: not to knew, to be

ignorant.

Rscio, rescivi, rescitum,rescire: to hearandunderstand

of a matter, to come to the knowledge of.

CO'NDIO, condivi, conditum, condire : to season-, to

pickle, to preserve ;
to embalm

;
to sweeten, to relish.

SE'RVIO, ivi. itum, ire : to be a slave, to serve, to do

service, to obey ;
to be subservient to, to attend upon; to

apply himselfto; to be held in base tenure, not asfreehold.

Deservio, deservivi, deservitum, deservire : to serve,
to do service to

;
to wait upon.

EO, ivi, itum, ire : to go, to walk, to come tmvards one,

to come back
;

to put to the vote, to give ones vote, to

subscribe to one's opinion, to be of a contrary opinion ;

to pass by one without speaking ;
to pay double, to go

double
;

to take such a turn or change.
It forms the future in IBO, as well as its compounds.

A'beo, abivi, abitum, abire : to depart, to go away ;
to

go or come
;

to retire
;

to cease to be, to be lost, to dis-

appear, to vanish
;
tofinish his office ;

to remove to some
distance

;
to be changed into

; to go off, or escape.
A'deo, adivi, aditum, adire : to go to, to come to, to go

tofind; to address ; to visit ; to appear in court ;
to
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go upon or undertake, to apply ; to succeed to and take

possession of an estate.

A'mbio, ambivi, ambitum, ambire : to go about, to en-

compass ;
to seekforpreferment, to standfor, or make

an interestfor any thing, or place.

Coeo, ivi, itum, ire : to come together, to assemble, to

meet, to convene
;
to swarm together ; to close or shut it-

selfup close again-, to shrink, to wax thick, to cur'die
;

to couple together in generation ; tojoin battle
; tojoin

one's self as in alliances, confederacies, conspiracies,

plots, &c.

E'xeo, ivi, i turn, ire : togo out, or come out ;
to be gone-, to

guit hispost; to be discovered, to be divulged; toputforth
orpublish; to exceed; to be out of

*

himself, or transport-
ed beyond measure-, tofall or run as rivers do, to end.

1'neo, ivi, itum, ire : to go or enter into
;

to enter upon
an employment or office, to commence ; to consult, to

deliberate, to consider, to think of ways and means; to

concert, toform a design or plan ; to gain or obtain

favour ; to enter into society. Hence cometh iniens en-

teririgin, beginning ;
as iniens mensis, iniens annus.

O'beo, ivi, itum, ire: to go up and down, or to and

fro ;
to go round, to encompass ; to go through or all

over
;

to go to, to come by ;
to look over or view

;
to

undertake the discharge orperformance ;
to go through

with, to discharge; to bepresent in order toperform a

thing ;
to die ; tojinish ; to inherit, to take possession

of an inheritance.

Pereo, ivi, itum, ire : toperish, to be lost and spoilt, to die.

Prre'eo, ivi, itum, ire: to go before, to lead the way; to

precede ;
to excel

;
to speak, or read before ; to pre-

scribe theform of words at public ceremonies.

Praetereo, ivi, itum, ire: to go or pass by, or over; to

go beyond ;
to neglect ;

to let pass, to pass over, to

make no mention of, to leave out.

Prodeo, ivi, itum, ire : to go or comeforth, to go out oj

doors, to come abroad; togo before, to appear in public,

to marchforth, ta appear extravagant in his expense.

Re'deo, ivi/ itum, ire: to return, to begin again, to

grow or spring up again.
Subeo. ivi, itum. ire : to go under

t
or into ; to tyring
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or grow up ;
to come in place of, to succeed', to under-

go; to endure, to undertake; to mount or climb; to

act a part.

Transeo, ivi, i turn, ire: to pass oi-er or beyond; to pass
orer to the other side

;
to put to the rote : to give his

vote
;

to go orer to the party whose opinion ice em-

brace; to pierce, or run through one.

RULE LXIII.
Of those Verbs that have no supine.

Gestio, ineptio, and csectitio, make IVI with-

out a supine.
EXAMPLES.

The following verbs conform to the general rule in

regard to the preterite; but they have no supine.

GE'STIO, gestivi, gestire : to shew joy or desire by

gesture of body, to leap or skipforjoy; to long; te

delight in a thing.

INE'PTIO, ineptivi, ire : to trifle, to talk,or actfoolishly.

CVECUTIO, csecutivi, ire : to be blind.

ANNOTATION.
Obedio, which some grammarians have doubted of, makes olc-

drci, obeditum. Utrinque obeditum diclaturi est, Lir. Ramo olea

quam maxime obedituro, Plin.

P-unio makes purtiri and punitus sum. Cujus tu inimici-ssintum mult
crudelius punitus es, Cic. See the remarks after the Syntax.

^RULE LXIV.
Of shigidtio, scpclio, "tneo and remo.

1 . Singdltio and sepelio makelVI, ULTUM.
2. From veneo comes venii without a supine.
3. But from venio comes veni, ventum.

EXAMPLES.
The two first verbs conform also to the general rule

in regard to the preterite, and form the supine in

ULTUM.
1. SIXGU'LTIO, singultivi, singultum, singultire:

to sob, to hiccough. Whence cometh singultus.

EFE'LIO, sepelivi, sepultum, sepelire : to bury.
The following make their preterite and supine in

a different manner.
2. VE'XEO, venii, u-ithout a supine, venire : to be

sold. 3. YE'-
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3. VE'NIO, veni, ventum, ire : to come, to arrive ;

to go.

Advenio, adveni, adventum, adve'nire : to arrive
; to

come to*

Circumvenio, circumve'ni, circumventum, circumve-
nire : to come about or besiege ;

to surround or encom-

pass ;
to deceive, to overreach, to circumvent.

Conve'nio, ve"ni, ventum, ire : to come together, to con-

vene or meet
;

to come or go to a place ; to agree or ac-

., cord together, to be of the same opinion-, to suit, toJit;
to beJit, to beseem

;
not to be contrary or repugnant ;

to meet with, to come and talk with one
;

to sue one in

law, and to convene him before ajudge ; to come into

the husband's power by mutual agreement.
Devenio, deveni, deventum, devenire : to come or go
down to, to go, to come

;
to happen.

Evenio, eve"ni, eventum, evenire : to chance, to happen.
Invenio, inveni, inventum, invenire : tofind; to in-

vent, to devise ;
to get, to obtain

;
to discover.

Pervenio, perveni, perventum, pervenire : to come to,

to arrive at.

Praevenio, prasveni, prasventum, prsevenire : to come

before ; to prevent.

Provenio, proveni, proventum, provenire : to come

forth, to increase; to proceed; to come into the world;
to grow, to happen or chance.

Revenio, reveni, reveiitum, revenire : to come again,
to return.

ANNOTATION.
It is a question among the grammarians, whether from singul-

tivi the supine ought to be singultum or- singultitiim. Whence it ap-

pears how little either of them is used. We have preferred singul-

tum, because from thence comes singultus. Yet singultum is only a

syncope for singultitum : as sepultum is for sepelitum, which was

heretofore current according to Priscian.

VENEO comes from venum and EO. It has neither participle,

gerund, nor supine ; and it is an error to think that venum may
be its supine, since on the contrary it is composed of venum ; a

likewise venundo ; just as from pessum comes pessundo ; and from

satis, satisdo. Now the supines are derived from the verbs, and

not the verbs from the supines. For which reason when we say,

venum ire, pessum ire, orpessundare, venundare, it implies, ad venum

ad pessum, &c. which are real nouns: hence Tacitus says
in

the
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the datire, Posita veito irritamenta gula: ; and in the ablative, nisi

in iis qiuB ueno exercerent, &c. We find likewise in Apul. Me venui

subjiciunt, they expose me to sale.

In regard to pessum, it is plain that it is a noun. For as from

pando comes passus for pansus, so from pendv comes pessus forpetisus,
that is ponderosus. Utraque conditio est pensior, virginem an vidiuun

habere ? Plaut. So that pessum ire, is properly, to descend andgo to

the bottom, as heavy things do ; hence in Plaut. we find pessum pre-
mere ; and in Cic. -cerbis aliquem pessum dare, that is, to revile, dis-

parage, and to use ill, according to Quintilian.

RULE LXV.
Of sancio, vincio, and am'icio.

1. Sancio hath sanxi (heretofore, sancivi) sanc-

tum, and sancitum.

2. Vincio hath vinxi, vinctum :

3. Amicio makes amiciii, anJamixi, amictum.
EXAMPLES.

1. SA'XCIO, sanxi, sanctum, and sancitum ; here-

tofore sancivi, or sancii, sancire : to order, to esta-

blish ; to enact ; to confirm by penalty, to punish ; to

regulate; toforbid by ordinance or law, to resoke,
to condemn. From whence comes sanctio, onis, a

confirmation, a decree, a penal statute.

2. VTNCIO, vinxi, vinctum, vincire : to bind or

tie up ; to hoop, to connect.

Devincio, devinxi, devinctum, devincire: to bindfast;
to tie up, to oblige, to engage, to endear.

Revincio, revinxi, revinctum, revincire : to tie or bind,
to gird, to tie behind.

3. AMI'CIO, amiciii, and amixi, seldom used (here-

tofore also amicivi) amictum, amicire : to put on a

garment ; to cover ; to wrap up ; to -ceil.

RULE LXVI.
Of the Verbs which make SI, SUM ; and of those which make SI,

TUM.
1. Sentio and raucio take SI, SUM :

2. JB^ftilciojsarcio, and&?cio?nakeSI,TU'M.
EXAMPLES.

1 . There are two verbs that make the preterite in

SI, and the supine in SUM.
SE'NTIO, sensi, sensum, sentire : to discern by the

senses, to be sensible of, to perceive, to doubt, to un-

derstand,
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derstand, tofind out ; to think, to be of an opinion.

Assentio, assensi, assensum, assenlire; and assentior,
assensus sum, assentiri : to assent or agree to

;
to be

of one's mind or opinion.

Consentio, consensi, consensum,consentire: to consent,
to agree, to be of the same opinion ; to be agreeable to.

Dissentio, dissensi, sum, ire : to dissent, to be of a dif-

ferent opinion.

Praes6ntio, prcese"nsi,pra2sensurn,pra3sentire: to perceive
or understand beforehand, toforesee, to preconceive.

RAU'CIO, rausi, rausum, raucire : to be hoarse.

Irraucio, irrausi, irrausum, irraucire : the same.

2. There are three which have SI, TUM.
FU'LCIO, fulsi, fultum, fulcire : toprop, to support.
Suffulcio, si, turn, ire : to hold or bear up, to under-

prop ; to strengthen.

SA'RCIO, sarsi, sarlum, sarcire : to botch, to mend, to

patch ; to repair, to make good ; to make amends, to

recompense.

Resarcio, resarsi, resartum, resarcire: to patch, to mend;
to recompense or make amendsfor.

FA'RCIO, farsi, fartum, farcire : to stuff, tofarce, to

frank, orfeed, tofat, to cram.
Its compounds sometimes change A into E, as

Confercio, confers!, confertum, ire: to stuff orJill, to

ram or cram in ; to drive thick and close.

DifTercio, differs!, diffe'rtum, ire : to stuff.

Refercio, refers!, turn, ire : to
fill, to stuff, to cram.

Infarcio retains the A, infarsi, turn, ire : to stuffor cram.

A NNOTATION.
1. We say also rauceo, es, Hi, from whence comes raucesco, to grow

hoarse. Even Cicero, according to the most approved editions,

says, Sipaullum irraucuerit, de Orat. taking it perhaps from rauceo,

though Priscian reads irrauserit. But irrausit is from Lucilius,
as well as rausurus, taken from the supine rausum.

2. These supines in turn are only syncopated from those in itum ;

asjartum forjarcitum : and from the latter are still remainingyar-
cimen and the participle Jarcitus, which we read in Cicero, Pul-

vinus, Mclitensi rosafarcitus, in Verr. where we see that they re-

tained the consonant of the present, namely the C.

RULE LXVII.
Of haurio, sSpio, and salio.

1. Hatirio makes hausi, haustum.
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2. Sepio, sepivi, or sepsi, septum :

3. Salio hath salii or saliii, saltum.

4. But its compoundsform the supine in ULTUM.
EXAMPLES.

1. HAU'RIO, hausi, haustum, haurire : to draw,
to fetch up ; to drink or swallow up.

Exhaurio, exhausi, exhaustum, exhaurire: to draw

out, to empty, to exhaust, to consume or waste.

2. SE'PIO, sepivi, less usual, sepsi, septum, sepire :

to inclose, to hedge in, to fence.

Cons-epio, consepsi, conseptum, consepire : to hedge

in, to inclose.

Circumtepio, circumsepsi, circumseptum, circumse-

pire : to inclose or hedge in.

Dissepio, dissepsi, disseptum, ire : to break down an

hedge or inclosure, to dispark.
SA'LIO or SA'LLIO, to season with salt, follows the

general rule
; salivi, salitum : but

3. SA'LIO, salii, or salui, saltum, salire: to leap; to

dance; to skip-, to rebound; to spring cr shoot out.

4. The compounds of this verb follow its preterite,
but make ULTUM in the supine; as

Assilio, assilui, assultum, assilire : to leap at, upon, or

against ; to assail.

Desilio, desilui or desilii, desultum, desilire : to leap

down, to alight, to vault.

Exilio, exiltii or exilii, exultum, exilire : to leap out,
to go out hastily ; to skip ;

to leap for joy.
Insilio, insilui or insilii, insultum, insilire : to leap in

or upon.

Resilio, resilui or resilii, resultum, resilire : to leap or

start back
;

to rebound
;

to recoil ;
to shrink in

;
to

unsay ;
to go from his bargain.ANNOTATION.

HAURIO heretofore made haurii, Varr. apud Prise. Hence it

is that Apul. frequently uses hauntum instead of haustum ; hence
also cometh hauritnrus, in Juvenal. Virgil has hausurus, Jn. 4.
as coming from the supine hausum. And indeed the reason of its

having taken the t, according to Priscian, was no other than to

distinguish it from ausum, or ausus sum, formed of audeo. Which
shews that they did not prefix the aspiration h to it in his time, be-
cause that would have been a sufficient distinction. But the ancient

VOL. I. U usage
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usage in regard to this aspiration seems to have varied in many
ther words ; concerning which we refer the reader to our treatise

of Letters at the end of this work.

SE'PIO, heretofore made sepivi, whence cometh sepivissent in

Livy,
and sepivit in S. Jerome; which agrees with the general

analogy above observed, p. 171.

SA'LIO, makes saliii or salii, which were formed from the re-

gular, though now unusual, preterite salivi. Hence there were

formerly some who read saluere per utres, in Virg. 2 Georg. and
others saliere, as may be seen in Diomedes and in Prise. Thus

they said exilii or exilui, desilii or desilui. Exifai gaudio, Cic.

Desilui de rheda, Id.

Priscian, after Charisius, gives us also cambio, campsi, which he
derives from xa/xirlw, 4/w, Exa^c,^*- This verb signified also to fight,
to begin, to turn ; from whence cometh campso, as, in Ennius, to

bend his course towards a place. It was also taken for to change, to

sell, to recompense ; to put money out at interest, according to Cujas.
But it is now become obsolete.

RULE LXVIII.
Of the Compounds of PA'RIO.

1. The compounds q/*pano, make iii, ERTUM.
2. But comperio and rep6rio make ERI*
ERTUM.

EXAMPLES.
PA'RIO is of the third conjugation : parere : to bring

forth young, to be brought to bed.

Its compounds change the a into e, and are of the

fourth conjugation, making ui, and ERTUM; as

Aperio, aperui, apertum, aperire : to open ; to declare ;

to explain ;
to discover, to disclose, to manifest, to shczc.

Adaperio, adaperui, adapertum, adaperire : to lay open ;

to disclose ;
to uncover.

Operio, operui, opertum, operire : to cover ;
to shut

up or close ; to hide.

In like manner opperior, oppe>tus sum : to wait ;

seems to take its preterite from hence. See the 7oth

rule.

2. These two make ERI and ERTUM.
Comperio, comperi, comp^rtum, comperire : to find

out a thing, to know for certain and by trial.

Reperio, reperi, repertum, reperire : to Jind ;
to find

out or discover*
ANNO-
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ANNOTATION.
We say also coraperior, a deponent ; but it has no other preterite

than comperi. For compertus is passive ; as in Livy, Cumpertm

slupri; in Tacit. Coinpertus Jlagitii, convicted. But instead of

comperi, they said also, Comptrtum est mihi, Catul. Compertun
fiako, Cic. / knwfar certain.

RULE LXIX.
Of the Verbs of desire, called DESIDERATIVES.

When a verb signifies a longing or desire, it

has no preterite, (the same may be said of
ferio and aio.)

E.icept parturio, esdrio, and nuptdrio.
EXAMPLES.

Verbs signifying a desire of action, are called DE-

SIDERATIVES, and are formed from the supine of their

primitive. These verbs have neither preterite nor

supine ;
as

CGENATU'RIO from coenatum, ccenaturire : to

desire to sup.

Dormiturio, dormiturire : to desire to steep.

Emturio, emturire : to desire to buy.

Micturio, micturire : to desire to make water.

Some of them have a preterite but never a supine, as

Parturio, parturivi, ire : to be in labour, to be brought
to bed, to bring forth as any female.

Esurio, esurivi, esurire : to be hungry, to have a desire

to eat : yet u~e Jind esuriturus in Ter.

Nupturio, nupturivi, nupturire : to have a desire to

marry.
These t\vo are also without a preterite, though

they are not desideratives.

FE'RIO, feris, ferire : to strike, to hit; to push; to

conclude an agreement or alliance, to ratify ;
to affront

with words.

Aio, ais : I say. A defective verb.
ANNOTATION.

FERIO, according to Diomedes and Priscian, hath no preterite ;

nor will Varro let it have any other than percussi ; and this is also

the opinion of Charisius, where he speaks of verbs that change in

their preterite. Yet in the title de defecti-cis, where he conju-

gates this verb at length, he gives it ferii, ferieram, feriissem, &c.

u 2
*

For
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For which reason many learned moderns, as Mantuanus, Turnebus,
Aurelius, have not scrupled to make use of these tenses ; but this

does not often happen.
The supine feritum, is still less usual, though Charisius puts in

the infinitive, feritum ire : but in the passive he gives it only ictus

sum, taken from ico. Hence Petrarch is censured for having said

8. Africce,
Pax populis ducibusque placet fcedusque feritum.

We meet nevertheless with jeriturum in Servius in 7. and upon the

decline of the Latin tongue they went so far as to sayjerita, cet

for plaga, Paul. Diac. from whence the Italians have still retained

unajerita, a bloiv.

Aio hath no preterite in the first person, according to Priscian ;

but in the second we say ai&ti, in the plural aistist and even aierunt,

in Tertull. See the remarks after the Syntax.
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OF THE VERBS DEPONENTS.
RULE LXX.

What a Verb Deponent is.

A i'erb deponent is that which hath always an

active signification and a passive conjugation.

EXAMPLES.
Verbs deponent are such as have the passive ter-

mination in OR, but with an active signification ;
as

POLLl'CEOR : Ipromise.
VE'REOR: I fear.
LA'RGIOR: I bestow.

BLA'NDIOR: Iflatter.

RULE LXXI.
General for the Preterite of the Deponents.

The preterite of the deponent is formed from a

feigned active : For as amatus comes from
amo, so lastatus comes from laeto.

EXAMPLES.
As the preterite of the passive is formed from the

supine of the active, so to find the preterite of the

deponent we must feign or suppose an active by
dropping the R, and see what preterite and supine
this active would have according to the general rules

above given, and from thence form the preterite of
the deponent. Hence,

1. In the first conjugation all these verbs have the

preterite in ATUS.
UETOR, leetatus sum, Isetari : to rejoice. Just as if
we used an active teto, avi, atum : And the rest in

the same manner.

AUCTIO'NOR, atus sum, ari : to make an open sale;
to make an outcry of goods, slaws. c.

ANNO-
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ANNOTATION.
This verb is derived from atigeo, xi, ctum, whence cometh audio,

a setting things open to sale : auctor, an owner, or seller of a

thing upon warranty. Secundus auctor, he was surety to the pur-
chaser, in case he was evicted, and obliged to resign what he had

purchased to another ; auctoritas, surety, warranty : auctionarius

as auctionaricc tabellce, inventories wherein goods to be sold were
written ; bills of sale : auctoratus, hired or lent out for money ; a
slave or gladiator that had been sold by auction, &c. See aucto-

ratus above, p. 180.

AU'CUPOR, atus sum, ari : to go afowling, hawking,
or bird-catching ;

to seek or get by cunning ;
to watch,

to lie at catch for; to hunt after, to strive to obtain.

CAUSOR, atus sum, ari : to pretend or plead in way
of excuse, to allege as an excuse. Whence cometh

causarius, a military term, signifying a soldier who
has a right to demand his discharge for some cause

or other, as being sick or maimed.

CONTE'STOR, atus sum, ari : to call to witness, to

make protestation ofa thing, to declare openly : to put
in the plaintiff's declaration, and the defendant's an-

swer. Whence cometh contestata lis, contestatum

judicium, a rule given by ajudge upon a cause before
final sentence.

DEBA'CCOR, atus sum, ari : to rage, or roar like a

drunken man ; to give abusive language.

DETRECOR, atus, sum, ari : to beseech, desire, or

pray earnestly ; to beg, or petition ;
to beg pardon ;

to pray or wish against a thing ;
to avert, or turn

away.
DO'MINOR, atus sum, ari : to be lord and master;

to domineer.

GRATULOR, atus sum, ari : to congratulate, to re-

joice or be glad; to bid welcome, to wish one joy.

INSE'CTOR, (unusual in thejirst person of the present

tense) atus sum, ari : to pursue, to run after ; to in-

veigh against, to speak ill of, to rail at one.

INTE'RFOR, atus sum, ari : to speak while another is

speaking, to interrupt him.

ME'DITOR, atus sum, ari : to meditate, muse, or think

upon ; to exercise or practise, to study ;
to plot or de-

sign ; to apply one's self with great care and diligence.

MODE-
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7\IO'DEROR, atus sum, ari : to moderate, to refrain ;

to govern, to manage, to guide.

MOROR, atus sum, <iri : to stay, to delay; to make
one wait ;

to wait ; to dwtll; to stop at something.

MUTUOR, atus sum, ari : to burrow.

OBTE'STOR, atus sum, ari : to conjure or beseech ;

to implore or call upon onefor succour
;

to protest ; to

call to witness.

OTEROR, atus sum, ari : to operate or work, to be

employed ;
to sacrifice, to be taken up with sacrificing,

or performing any holy rites.

PERl'CLITOR, atus sum, ari : to be in danger; to

endanger, to expose ;
to try or prove, to make experi-

ment.

PE'RVAGOR, atus sum, ari : to wander or travel

over, to go and come over, to rove about ; to spread
abroad, to become public or commonly known.

ST1TULOR, atus sum, ari : to stipulate, to make a

bargain ;
to ask and demand such and such termsfor

a thing to be given, or done by the ordinary words of
the law ;

to be required or asked by another to make
a contract with him. For it is active and passive
as we shall show in the remarks.

Restipulor, atus sum, ari : to take counter-security; to

make ansrcer in the law, to lay in a pledge, to answer
to an action.

STO'MACHOR, atus sum, ari : io be angry, vexed,
or displeased ; to be in a bad humour, to be in a great

fume, to fret, vex, or chafe.

VADOR, atus sum, ari : to put in sureties for appear-
ance, to give bail

;
to oblige one to put in sureties

-

3 to

stand or to defend a suit.

2. In the second conjugation they have the prete-
rite in ITUS.

VE'REOR, veritus sum, vereri : to fear. As if it

came from Vereo, ui, itum.

POLLl'CEOR, pollicitus sum, polliceri : to promise.
As if it came from polliceo.
3. In the third it is formed variously according to

the supine of the active, which you are to suppose,
following the rules of the termination ; as
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AMPLE'CTOR, amplexus sum, amplecti : (as if it

camefrom arnplecto) to surround or encircle ; to em-

brace, to fold in one's arms', to comprehend', to make
much of, or to address ; to lay hold of, or possess one's

self'of';
to love, to befond of, tofavour, to espouse, to

receive.

Complector, complexus sum, complecti : to embrace;
to comprise or contain

;
to love, to be fond of, to che-

rish, to protect, to support.
FUNGOR, functus sum, fungi : to discharge an office

or duty ;
to execute, to be in an

office ; to pay taxes ;

to enjoy ;
to use.

Defungor, functus sum, defungi : to be rid of a busi-

ness, to go through with it
;

to discharge or perform
his duty.

Perfungor, functus sum, perfungi 7 to discharge com-

pletely ;
to be delivered from by having undergone ;

to be free from.
IRA'SCOR, iratus sum, irasci : to be angry, to be

sorry for-.

NASCOR, natus sum, nasci : to be born, to be framed
by nature ;

to spring or grow ;
to begin, to rise as stars.

4. In the fourth the preterite is formed in ITUS.
BLA'NDIOR, blanditus sum, blandiri : to flatter, to

wheedle, to speak fair, to complimenf.

EME'NTIOR, ementitus sum, ementiri : to lie down-

right, to counterfeit, to feign, to disguise, to forge or

pretend, to take upon him.

SO'RTIOR, sortitus sum, sortiri : to cast or draw
lots-^

to have any thing given by lots
;

to chance to get or

obtain.

EXCEPTIONS.
There are several verbs to be excepted, which we

shall comprise in the five following rules.

RULE LXXII.
Of the Verbs in EOR.

1. Reor makes ratus ; and misereor, mis6rtus.

2. Eateor hath fassus ; but its compounds
FESSUS. EXAM-
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EXAMPLES.
1. REOR, ratus sum, reri : to suppose, to judge,

deem or think.

MISE'REOR, misertus sum, misereri : to take pity

of one, to have mercy on him, to be sorryfor him,

to assist him in his misery.
2. FA'TEOR, fassus sum, fateri : to confess, to own,

to grant ;
to discover.

Its compounds change A into I, and assume an E
in the preterite according to the d rule, as

Confiteor, confessus sum, confiteri : to confess.

Diffiteor, diffiteri : to deny ;
it has never a preterite.

Profiteer, professus sum, profited : to declare openly, to

own ;
to profess, to show openly ;

to profess, to be a

professor, to give public lectures; to give in an account

of lands or goods, so as to have them recorded or

registered. Whence cometh professio.ANNOTATION.
Misereor had also miseritus, according to Robert Stephen. But

we say likewise miseror, aris, which has the same sense, though it

takes another regimen, as we shall observe in the Syntax. The
ancients used also misereo, and misero.

Tueor regularly makes tuitus, as moneor, monitus ; but tutus comes
from tuor, as argutus from arguor. We find it likewise in Plautus,
as well as its compounds, contuor, intuor, obtuor. So that there is no
need of a particular rule for these verbs. We have only to observe
that tueor is far more usual than tuor. And yet from tutus is also

formed tutari, which is pretty common.

RULE LXXIII.
Of the Verbs in OR.

Loquor, and sequor take UTUS ;

And queror, questus.
Nitor hath nisus, nixus ;

Fruor,' frtiitus, and fructus.

Labor makes lapsus, and utor, usus.

EXAMPLES.
LOQUOR, locutus sum, loqui : to speak, to tell.

A'lloquor, allocutus sum, alloqui : to speak to one ; to

^
address himself to one

; to speak in public.

Colloquor, collocutus sum, colloqui : to speak together,
to parley, to talk with one, to discourse, to confer.

E'ioquor,
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E'loquor, elocutussum, eloqui: to speak eloquently ; to

speak out, or plainly ;
to declare.

Proloquor, prolocutus sum, proloqui : to speakfreely
what one thinketh

; to speak out or at length ; to pre-
face that which one is about to say.

SEQUOR, seqimtus sum, sequi : tofollow; togo after,
to seekfor.

A'ssequor, assequutus sum, assequi : to overtake
; to

reach, equal, or match
; to understand, orfind out; to

get, or obtain.

Consequor, consequutus sum, consequi : tofollow ; to

follow close
;

to overtake ; to get or obtain his wish.

E'xequor, utus sum, equi : to do, to execute; to punish;
to prosecute; to persist; to accomplish; to obtain his

wish.

rnsequor, insequutus sum, insequi : tofollow after, to

pursue ;
to persecute, to rail at one.

O'bsequor, obsequutus sum, obsequi : to humour or

comply with
;
to humour or please; toflatter or cringe

to
; to submit to, to obey.

Persequor, utus sum, qui : to pursue, to trace, tofol-
low on, to go through with; to sue for in a court of
justice, and the process is called persecutio.

Prosequor, utus sum, equi : to follow after, to pursue,
to prosecute ; to accompany, to wait upon, to attend ;

to love one, to do him a kindness
;

to rate or chide ;
to

describe, treat, or discourse of.

Subsequor, subsequutus sum, subsequi : tofollowforth-

with, or hard by, to come after.

QUEROR, questus sum, queri : to complain, to la-

ment ;
tofindfault with.

Conqueror, conquestus sum, eri : to complain of; to

complain together.

NITOR, nisus or nixus sum, niti : to endeavour, la-

bour, or strive
;
to tend towards vigorously ;

to lean or

rest upon ;
to depend, to confide in.

Adnitor, adnisus or adnixus sum, adniti : to endeavour;

to shove or push ;
to lean upon.

Enitor, enisus or enixus sum, eniti : to climb up with

pain; to strain hard, to endeavour
;

to tug or pull;
to travail with child

;
to bringforth young.
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Innitor, innisus or innixus sum, inniti : to lean or stay

upon ;
to depend upon.

FRUOR, fruitus or fructus sum, frui : to enjoy ; to

take the profit of, to make use of-,
to take delight in,

and reap thefruits of.

Perfruor, perfruitus sum, perfrui : to enjoyfully.

UTOR, usus sum, uti : to use, to have the.use or benefit

of; to have, to enjoy.

Abutor, abusus sum, abuti : to use contrary to the na-

ture orfirst intention of a thing; to apply to a wrong
end, to abuse, to spoil ;

or even to usefreely.

LABOR, lapsus sum, labi : to slide or glide; to slip or

foil ;
to fall to decay ;

to trip, or mistake.

Delabor, delapsus sum, delabi : to descend as in speaking
or writing ;

to slip orfall down ; to fall to decay ;
to

withdraw by degrees ;
to vanish or disappear.

Dilabor, dilapsus sum, dilabi : to slip aside, to steal

away ;
to waste or come to nothing.

Elabor, elapsus sum, elabi : toslide or slip away, to escape.
Illabor, illapsus sum, illabi : to slide or glide in

;
tofall

down, or upon ;
to enter.

Sublabor, sublapsus sum, sublabi: to slip away primly,
tofall or slide under

;
to decay by little and little.

ANNOTATION.
Connitor, obnitor, pernitor, renitor, subnitor, form rather nixus

than nisus, whence cometh connixus, obnixus, and thence obnixe :

just as from pernixus cometh pernix, patient of labour, swift, nim-
ble, quick. Diomedes thinks that enixa is more properly said ot

a woman who has been brought to bed ; and enisa of any other

struggle or endeavour. And this difference is common enough ;

yet he owns himself that it is not always observed ; and we find

that Tacitus has put one for the other.

FRUOR more frequently makesjruitus than fructus, \vhich we
find notwithstanding in Lucretius and other writers. From thence
comes the noun^rc/s, and the participle perfructus, in the same

author, and in Cic. in Hort. from thence Priscian quoteth Sum-
ma amcenitate perfructus est. We meet also withfructurus in Apu-
leius. Perot will have it that this verb makes likewise fretus and

frutus, from whence, he says, cometh defrutum, a mixture made of
new wine, whereof the one half, or third part is boiled a'wa)'.
Fructus is not a Latin word, and defructum is put for defruitum,
because they drew all the fruit out of it, that is, all the best part of
the wine. For as Festus says, Defrui dicebant antiqui, ut deamare,
deperire; significances omnemfruchtmpercipere. As lofretus, relying
upon, and confiding in, every body roust plainly see even by the

signification
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signification itself, that it is very wide fromjruort and is rather ft
' noun than a participle.

RULE LXXIV.
Of the Verbs in SCOR.

Apiscor takes aptus ; ulciscor, ultus.

Nanciscor hath nactus, and paciscor, pactus,
Proficiscor requires profectus ;

As expergiscor, experrectus.
ObliviscoYforms oblitus ;

And comminiscor, commentus.
EXAMPLES.

APrSCOR, aptus sum, apisci, Tacit, to find out, t&
obtain. Its compound is more usual.

Adipiscor, adeptus sum, adipisci, to acquire, to obtain^
to get to, to arrive at.

Indipiscor, indeptus sum, indipisci : to get, to obtain.

ULCI'SCOR, ultus sum, ulcisci : to take revenge on;
to take revengefor.

NANCl'SCOH, nactus sum, nancisci : to light upon,
tofind, to attain

; to get.

PACrSCOR, pactus sum, pacisci : to covenant, or

bargain, to agree, to come to terms.

PROFICrSCOR, profectus sum, proficisci : to go, to

be gone, to come.

EXPERGI'SCOR, experrectus sum, expergisci : to

awake
; or to be awakened.

OBLIVTSCOR, oblitus sum, oblivisci : toforget ; to

omit.

COMMINTSCOR, commentus sum, comminisci : to

invent, to devise, or imagine*, tofeign orforge ;
to re-

collect or call to mind, to think, to dispute, to composet

to treat or discourse of a thing.
ANNOTATION.

Adipiscor cometh from apiscor, which we read in Tacitus, Lu-
cretius and Nonius, and which makes aptus ; from thence also is

derived indipiscor, indeptus.
Comminiscor, comes also from miniscor, or meniscor, which made

mentus, from whence is formed mentio. And this verb menrisco

seems to be derived from the same root as memini, and as maneo
for memo ; namely from /'>*, from whence cometh mens ; just

as

from
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from yn* is formed gens, and from /*'>-, mors. Expergiscor makes

likewise expergitus,
which we find in Lucilius and Apuleius. But

Diomedes insists that expergitus implietn one that awakes of him-

self; and experrectus one that is "awakened by somebody else. De-

Jetiscor hath no preterite ; for defessus is a nounj as well asjessiis

and lassus. See above, p. 188.

RULE LXXV.
Of the Verbs in IOR.

1. Gradior makes gressus ; and patior, passus ;

experior hath expertus, as opperior,

oppertus. O'rclior taketh orsus, and me-
tior, mensus.

2. Morior makes mortuus, and orior, ortus ;

but thence also come the participles, mori-

ttirus, orittirus ; as from nascor comes

nascitdrus.

EXAMPLES.
1. GRA'DIOR, gressus sum, gradi: to go or walk,

to march along.

Aggredior, aggr^ssus sum, aggredi : to go unto ; to ac-

cost
;

to set upon, to encounter, or assault a person ;
to

enterprise, attempt, or begin.

Congredior,congressussum,c6ngredi : to meet orgo toge-

ther; to accostone; tojoin battle, to rencounter; to engage
in dispute ;

to go and talk with one
;

to converse with.

Digredior, digr^ssus sum, cligredi : to go, or turn aside ;

to depart, digress, to gofrom the purpose.

Egredior, egressus sum, egredi : to go out.

Jngredior, ingressus sum, ingredi : to enter into, to walk
or go.

Progredior, progressus sum, progredi : to come or go
forth ; to advance, to proceed.

Regredior, regressus sum, r6gredi : to return, to go back.

Transgredior, transgr^ssus sum, transgredi : to pass or

go over
;

to transgress a law
;

to go by sea
;

to pass,

surmount, or exceed.

PATIOR, passus sum, pati : to endure, to 'suffer, to let*

Perpetior, perpessus sum, perpeti : the same.

EXPE'RIOR, expertus sum, experiri : to attempt or

try; to essay, or prove ; to jind\ to try his right by
law, war, &c. OPPE'RiOR,
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OPPE'RIOR, oppertus sum, opperiri : to wait.

O'RDIOR, orsus sum, ordiri : to begin, properly to spin
or weave-, to begin, or enter upon ;

to write or speak of.

Exordior, exorsus sum, cxordiri : to begin.

METIOR, mensus sum, metiri : to measure-, to pass
or go over

;
to bound or limit.

Dimetior, dimensus sum, dimetiri : to measure
;

to

account.

Remetior, remensus sum, remetiri : to measure over

again ;
to go over again.

2. MO'RIOR, mortuus sum, mori : to die. It has

the participle in rus, moriturus, Virg. about to die,

as if it had the supine moritum.

Commorior, commortuus sum, commori : to die together.

Emorior, emortuus sum, mori : to die.

Immorior, immortuus sum, irnmori: to die in, or upon;
to be continually upon a thi)ig.

O'RIOR, oreris, of the third conjugation', or orior, oii-

ris, of thefourth, ortus sum, oriri : to rise or get up;
to rise as the sun; to rise, or spring; to rise, or begin;
to appear; to be born. It has the participle in rus,

oriturus, Hor. about to rise ; as if it had the supine
oritum.

Aborior, abortus sum, iri : to miscarry ;
to be born

before the time.

Adorior, adortus sum, iri : to assault.

Exorior, exortus sum, exoriri : to rise as the stars ;
to

spring up ; to be born.

Oborior, obortus sum, oboriri : to arise, to spring up,

to draw on ; to shineforth.

Suborior, subortus sum, suboriri : to rise or grow up.

NASCOR, natus sum, follows the rule of the verbs in

SCO. But it has the participle in rus, nasciturus,

about to come to life, as if it came from nascitum in

the supine. ANNOTATION.
We meet with opperitus in Plautus for oppertus. Id sum opperitusj

in Mostel. Orditus, is in Diomedes, as if it came from ordior, in

the preface to his book: Lectio probabiliter ordita ; though he him-

self mentions no other participle belonging to this verb than orsiis.

But in Isaiah, chap. 25, we find Et telam quam orditus est. Baptista

Mantuanus and Julius Scaliger have also made use of it
;
but in

this they arc not to be imitated.
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Several learned men have wrote metitus, for tnensus ; and among
the rest Julius Scaliger, and Xylander : but Vossius affirms that

the passages which they quote from Cic. in defence of their opi-

nion, Atque dimetita signa sunt ; dimetiti cursus (2. de Nat. Deor.)
are corrupted ; and that the best editions, and even the most an-

cient of all, have demetata, and dimctati. And thus we find that

Lambinus, Gruterus, Elzevir, and Robert Stephen read it. The
other passage which they bring from Q. Curtius, lib. 3. Stipendium
metitum est, cannot be found in this author, no more than stipendiun*
metiri, which R. Stephen quotes out of him in his Thesaurus, as

likewise in his dictionary.
There are some who insist upon its being good Latin to say, al-

orsus, and adorsus, for abortus, and adortus, taken from orior ; as

nullum majus adorsa nefa?. Ovid. Adorsierant tyrannum, Gell. But
we should read adorta and adorti ; for orsus comes only from ordior

and not from orior.

True it is that they produce from Paul the civilian the expres-
sion, aborsus -center, a belly that has discharged its burden by abortion;
but we ought to read abortus. And as to the distinction given by
Nonius, between abortus, a substantive, and aborsus ; namely that

the former is said of an infant just conceived, and the latter of one
that has been conceived some time ago ; it is destitute of founda-
tion.

RULE LXXVI.
Of Deponents that liave no Preterite.

Vescor, liquor, medeor, reminiscor, divertor.

praevertor, ringor, diffiteor, have no preterite.
EXAMPLES.

These have no preterite.

Vescor, vesci : to live upon ;
to eat.

Liquor, liqui, Virg. to be dissolved, or melted
;

to rwi
or glide along as rivers

;
to drop.

Mtdeor, mederi : to heal, cure, or remedy; to attend a

patient; to dress a wound; to administer comfort to a

person in trouble.

Reminiscor, reminisci : to remember; to call to mind or
remembrance.

Divertor, diverti : to lodge, to inn ; to turn out of the
road.

Praevertor, prseverti : to outrun or outstrip; to do a

thing before another
;

to anticipate.

Ringor, ringi : to grin or show the teeth, as a dog doth ;

to wry the mouth
;

tofret or chafe ; to makefaces.
Diffiteor, diffiteri : to deny, to say to the contrary.* A N N a-
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ANNOTATION.
These verbs borrow the preterite from somewhere else, when

there happens to be any necessity of expressing the time past.
Thus vescor takes it from edo, edi. Liquor from liguefacio, or rather

from liquefio, liquefactus. Medeor takes it from medicor, medicatus.

Reminiscor, from recorder, recordattts. Reminiscor is derived from
the same root as comminiscor, of which we have already taken
notice in the 74th rule.

Divertor and prcevertor borrow it of diverto and praverto, rule

59. Ringor borrows indignatus ofindignor; diffiteor, vificiatus, of

irrficior.

RULE LXXVII.
Of the Verbs called Neuter-passive.

1. S61eo hathfor its preterite solitus sum ; fio

hath factussum ; fido, fisus sum ; moe'reo,

moestus sum ; audeo, ausus sum ; and

gaudeo, ga.visus sum.

2. Several have a double preterite, as juro,

confido, and odi.

EXAMPLES.
1. The verbs called neuter- passives, are those which

have a termination in O like the active, and the pre-
terite in US, like the passive.

SO'LEO, solitus sum, (heretofore soliii,) solere : to be

accustomed.

FIO, factus sum, fieri : to be made, to consist
;

to be

done
;

to become.

FIDO, fisus sum, fidere : to confide in.

Diffido, diffisus sum, ere : to distrust.

AU'DEO, ausus sum, audere : to dare
;
not to be afraid.

M(E'REO, moestus sum, moerere: to grieve, to mourn,
to be concerned.

GAU'DEO, gavisus sum, gaudere : to rejoice, to be

glad, to be pleased with.

ANNOTATION.
You are therefore to observe that these verbs are conjugated

like the passive in the tenses formed of the preterite ;
and like the

active in the tenses that depend upon the present.

2. A great many of them have a double preterite ; as

JURO, juravi and juratus sum, jurare: to swear, to

make oath,

Con-
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Confido, confidi andconfisus sum, (it comesfromfido
above mentioned) conf idere: to trust, to confide, to rely

or depend upon ;
to be confident, or well assured', to

expect or hope.

Odi and osus sum, (it has never a present) odisse : to

hate.
A N N O T A T I O X.

We find solid in Sal. Neque sitbsidiis utl sjluerat compositis, lib. 2.

kist. Varro in the Sth de L. L. quotes it likewise from Ennius and

Cato, and thinks it is wrong to follow the example of those who
said soliius sum. Yet the contrary custom has prevailed, and it

would be wrong now in any body to say otherwise. Charisius ob-

serves that this verb hath no future, because custom or habit never

regards the time to come.

In like manner Robert Stephen gives mcenti to mcereo, but with-

out any authority. Priscian says it hath never a preterite ; for,

according to him, nicestus is properly no more than a noun. And
it is an error which grammarians are often guilty of, thus to take

the nouns for participles, as we have already shown in regard to

O$sus,fessus,jretus, aud others.

We meet with juratus in Cic. in Plautus, and other writers.

Ron sum jurata, Turpil. apud Diom. Confidi is in Livy. Osus is

in Gellius, 1. 4. c. 8. In Plautus, Inimicos osa sum semper obtuerier.

Amphitr. act. 3. sc. Durare. From thence comes the participle
osurus, Cic. More examples of this sort may be seen in the lists

annexed to the remarks on the verbs, at the end of the syutax.

RULE LXXVIII.
Of neuters which seem to have a passive signification.

Liiceo, vapuloj fio, and veneo, are rendered by a
'verb passive.
EXAMPLES. N

These verbs are conjugated like the active, and yet
are usually rendered by the verb passive.
LrCEO, licui : // borrows its supine of the rerb imper-

sonal, licet, licitum est, licere: to be priced or valued;
to be set at a pricefor uhat it is to be sold. On the

contrary,

Ll'OEOR, licitus sum, is rendered by the active; liceri;
to cheapen a thing, to offer tht price.

VATULO, avi, atum, are : to be btaten, or u-hipped ;
to cry bitterly.

TIG, factus sum, fieri : to be made, to consist, to be

done, to become.

VE'NEO, venii, venire : to be sold.

VOL. I. X ANNO-
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ANNOTATION.
EXULO and. NUBO, which are generally ranked in this class,

have rather an active signification. For EXULO, as Sanctius ob-

serveth, is the sanie as extra solum eo. Now eo, seems to be active
when we say ire viam, and the like; for which reason it has also
its passive iri.

NUBO is the same as obnubo. Midler nubit. says Caper, quiapal-
lio obnubit caput suum gendsque, lib. de orthogiaph.
. In regard to the rest we may observe also, that

LICEO, properly signifies, I permit : and it may be derived from
A/W law, permitto, in Hesychius. Hence we say of things exposed
to sale, licent ; subaud. se ; they expose and resign themselves to

every body; and we say likewise, per me licet, subnud. hoc or illud^
it is in your power, I permit you to do it : for licet the conjunc-
tion is properly no more than the third person of this verb, as we
ehail show in the remarks. And liceor, in the passive originally

implies, I am permitted. Thus liceri, to expose to sale, is the same
as, to be admitted and suffered to expose to sale.

VA'PULO, comes from a9ToAA for.aoroXXva;, or awo'xx^a/, pereo
or peribo. For the ^Eolians added their digamma, and said Fa-wo'Aw,
whence the Latins, says Sanctius, have taken vapulo ; so that this

verb, properly speaking, significth, male ploro or doleo. Thus in

comic writers vapvla or peri, are taken for the same thing. Thus
in Terence and Plautus we find that slaves when called by their

masters, make answer vaputa, by way of contempt, as much as to

say, call as long as you please, or go and hang yourself. Whence also

cometh the proverb vapula Papyria, which according to Festus,
was said against those whose threats were despised ; because Pa-

pyria a Roman Lady, having enfranchised a she-slave of her's, this

slave, instead of expressing her gratitude to her benefactress, re-

turned her this answer. For which reason, according to the same

Festus, Elius says, that vapula is put there for dole, and Varro
for peri. And he is for taking in this very sense the passage of

Terence's Phormio, which Sanctius and the old editions read thus,

ANT. Non tu manes? GE. Vapula. ANT. Idtibiquidemjamjiett

act. 5. sc. 6. And this of Plautus : Reddin', an non mulierem,prius-

fuam
te huic "niece niachccrce objicio, mastigia ? S. Vapulare ego te ve-

ementcrjubco, ne me territes, &c. Whereto we may add that the

Greeks use their oipufyiv, plorare, cjutare, in the same sense, as

tyu //.EV oi^utfiv Atyw <roi : Arist. Imprecor tibi ut vapules : al^ul-tlaf

ytxp 7To TUV aAAwv, Lucian. Nam primus omnium vapidabit. In

which signification they likewise use xA/, ploro ; xX/< Kiyu <roiy

Aristoph. Lachrymas tibi demmcio, I'll give thee a good drubbing ;

3>tvp
f'A0' I'vae. xbdiys, come hither that I may trim thee ; S/ tl $%

-Hhaiva-otAxi ; why should you- beat me ? Idem. And Sanctius con-

cludes that since this verb has not a passive signification, it is false

Latin to say, as the grammarians direct us, Vapidant pueri d pro;-

ceptore. But this phrase shall be examined in the syntax, when
we come to the rule of passive verbs.

Fio is neither active nor passive in its proper signification, for

it is a substantive verb the same as sum, aud comes from $vu, of

which;
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,'
as Scaliger observeth, 5. de Cans. cap. 3. they first made

fao, and afterwardsjio ; from whence are still left the preterite

J"uit
and the infinitive fore. This verb had heretofore its passive

also according to Priscian, as Grteco ritu Jiebantur Saturnalia,

whence likewise comes the infinitive Jieri. The preterite foetus
sum, is abo passive, and properly comes fromfactor, which was in

use among the ancients, and whence we have still remaining af-

jicior and perficior. But Jio senex in the present, is the same thing,

according to Sanctius, as sum senex.

VE'NEO, as hath been already observed, p. 286, comes from

venum and eo ; and consequently is no more a passive than eo,

which we have above demonstrated to be really a verb active.

RULE LXXIX.
Of Impersonals.

1. Miseret takes misertum est ; but heretofore
it had miseriturn est.

2. Tasdet makes tse'duit, pertce'sum.
3. Placet, libet, piget, licet, pudet, have UIT,

and ITUM est.

4. But Liquet has no preterite.
EXAMPLES.

We have elsewhere taken notice that they give the

name of verbs impersonal to those which are conju-

gated only in the third person ;
as oportet, decef, &c.

And therefore their preterite is also formed by the third

person of their conjugation : oportuit, dtcuit, &c. Ne-
vertheless we are to except a few, namely

1. Ml'SERET, misertum est; it pitieth me. And
heretofore, miseritum, Plaut.

2. TJEDET, tae'duit, tassum est ;
or rather per-

tas'sutn estfrom pertae'det : it irketh, if wearieth.

3. The following n.-ake UIT, and ITUM EST.

PLACET, placuit and placitimi est, Cic. it secmeth

good, or is the mind or opinion of.
LIBET or LUBET, libuit and libitum est : it liketh,

or contenteth.

PIGET, piguit and pigitum est, Cell, it irketh,

grieceth, or repentcth.

LICET, licuit and \ic\tum est : it is lauful, it is free,
or possible.

PUDET, puduit and puditum est, Cic. to be ashamed.

x 2 4. LIQUET,
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4. LIQUET, Cic. it appeareth, it is clear and ma-

nifest. Without a preterite.
ANNOTATION.

The impersonate have no imperatives ; but instead of these they
make use of the present of the subjunctive, pceniteat, pugnetur, & c.

It frequently happens that they have neither supine nor gerun d

yet we read in Cic. pcenitendi causa ; pcenitendi vis. Niliilo magis
liciturum esse plebeio, quam Patriciis esset licitiim. Nonpudendo, sed

nonfociendo quod non decet, nomen impudentice effugere debemus. In
Sal. Non est pcenitendum ; and even pceniturus, which is now grown
obsolete.

RULE LXXX.
Of the imperatives of dico, duco,facio and^/ero,

Dico makes die ; duco, due ;

Facio, fac ; and fero, fer.

EXAMPLES.
These imperatives should naturally terminate in E,

like lege ; but they have dropped their final E, for

which reason we say
Die, instead of dice : say thou.

Due, instead of duce : lead thou.

Fac, instead of face : do thou.

Fer, instead of fere : bear thou.

ANNOTATION.
The compounds ofjacio with a preposition form their imperative

in E, as usual : thus

Perficio, imperat. perfice ; Jinith thou. Sufficio, imperat. suffice ;

furnish thou.

Heretofore they said also face ; orandijam Jinemjacc, Ter. In

the same manner dice, and the rest.
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OBSERVATIONS
ON THEDIFFERENT CONJUGATIONS,

and on the derivative and compounded Verbs.

I.

A great many Perls of one termination only, are of dif-

ferent conjugations, under different significations.

Appello, as ; to call. Appello, is to bring to land.

Fundo, as ; tofound. Fundo, to shed,

to cat.

to sow.

to stretch.

IS

Mando, as ; to bid. Mando, is

Obsero, as ; to shut. Obsero, is

Pando, as ; to bend in. Pando, is

Consternor, aris ; to be astonished. Consternor, eris ; to be sireived,
or covered all over. See Priscian.

Some of them differ in quantity.
Colo, as

; to strain. Colo, is \ to till.

Dico, as ; to dedicate. Dico, is ; to say.
In like manner their compounds, abdlco, and abdico :

indico : prcedico, and prcedico, &c.

Lego, as ; to delegate. Legp, is ; to read.

The same in regard to their compounds, allego, and allcgo : relegq,
and relitgo, &c.

Several are also of different conjugations, though in the

same signification.

and

*
Cieo,
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ANNOTATION.
Where we have put the asterisks, it is to show that these verbs

are more usual than those of the corresponding conjugation in the
same line. But where we have made no mark at all, it is to be
understood that they are both used alike.

ORIOR and POTIOR are more usual in the infihitive of the
fourth conjugation ; but in the indicative orior is only of the third :

ard-potior is used in both by the poets, though they more com-

monly make potitur short, that is, of the third conjugation.

Polydonmi obtruncat, fy auro
Vi potitur, Virg.

Sometimes the same preterite comesfrom different 'verbs.

As the preterite of the compounds of sto and sisto.

Constiti from Consto or from Consisto ; to stop.
E'xtiti from Exsto or Exfsto ; to be.

I'nstiti from Jnsto or Insisto; to pursue.

As also thefollowing, which change their signification.

A'cui
Crevi

Frixi

Luxi
Mulsi
Pavi

Fulsi

from A'ceo,

from Cresco,

from Frigeo,

from Luceo,

from Mulceo,

from Pave.o,

from Fulgeo,

or A'cuo,
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The verbs of imitation terminate either in mo or in or, as Pa-
trisso, Atticisso, Grcecor, Vulpinor. But the termination isso partakes
a good deal of the Greek language, in which these verbs are ter-

minated in fcu. For which reason the Latins prefer the termina-

tion in or ; so that we say rather Gratcor, than Grtccisso, Voss.

The denominatives are generally all verbs derived from a noun,
as lignor from lignum ; frumentor from J] amentum ; rustlc^r from
rus. or from rusticus ; and the like.

Of those which are derivedfrom other verbs,

There are four sorts derived from other verbs. These are in-

ceptives, frequentatives, desideratives, and diminutives.

1. IXCEPTIVES end in scy. and generally signify that a thing is

begun ; as ardesco, I begin to burn : maturesco, I begin to ripen :

vesperascit, it draweth towards evening.

They likewise*imply now and then the continuation or increase

of the action ; as expleri rnentem
neyuit ardescitque tuendo, Virg. and

her flame increases by looking at him. Exuperat magis, <zgrescitgue
medendo, Virg. increases and grows worse by medicine. See L.

Valla, book 1.

Hereby we see that inceptives are verbs neuter, and therefore

that those of an active signification do not belong to this class,

notwithstanding they may have the termination ; as disco, to learn ;

pasco, to feed.

The inceptives are formed of the second person of the present,
as from labo, as ; laiia&co > from caleo, es ; calesco : though from

puled, 6s, we say putisco, changing the e into i : But of tremo, is, we
regularly form tremisco ; of dormio, is, dormisco.

It is the same in regard to the deponents, which are formed by
feigning the active of the primitive. For fruiscor comes as it

were from Jruo> is. The impersonals also follow this analogy :

miserescit, from misereo, es, &c.

Sometimes there is a syncope in the formation, as hisco for hi-

asco, from the old verb hio, as.

Some of them are even supposed to come from nouns, as cegresco
from ceger ; repuerasco from puer : though they may be said to

come from the verbs cegreo, repuero, and the like, which are no
longer in use: just as cakesco, which they generally derive from
calms ; and scnesco fromsenex, come from cakeo, which we find in

Pliny, and from seneo, in Catullus.

These verbs have neither preterite nor supine, but they borrow
them of their primitives, as incalesco, incalui, from caleo. See the
35th rule. Though it is better to say they have none at all, be-
cause this preterite never implies an inceptive signification.

These verbs are always of the third conjugation.
2. The FREQUENTATIVES generally end in to, so, xot or co ; as

slamito, pulso, nexo, fodico.

Ihey are so called because they generally signify frequency of
action, quid clamitas, what do you bawl so often for ? But this is

not general : for viso simply implies to go to see ; albico and car\-

dico, signify no more than a whiteness just beginning or coming
ou,
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on, and therefore are rather diminutives ; in the same manner
dormito, to be sleepy, to begin to fall asleep.

They are formed of the second supine, by changing u into o, or
into ito; into O, as from tractum, tractu, tracto : from versu, vers&z
from natu, nato : but some change the a into i, clamatu, clamito.

Those in or are formed in the same manner, as from amplexu^
amplexor. In ITO, as from actum, actito ; from hce^um, h&sito.

Some are formed two ways, as from dictu comes ciicto, and dicttio ;

from jactii, jacto, and jactito.
Some are formed from the second person, as from ago, agis,

agito ; fromfugis,fugito ; from quceris, qucenio.
The frequentatives are of the first conjugation, except visa,,

which is of the third.

3. The DESIDERATIVES or verbs of desire generally end in

rio, as esurio, I am hungry or have a desire to eat; parturio, to

be in travail with, to be ready 19 bring forth young.
They are formed from the last supine by adding rio ; as from

csu is formed esurio ; from ccenatu, ccenaturio ; and are of the

fourth conjugation.
In imitation of these there have been some formed even from

nouns, as syllaturio, in Cic.

But every verb in rio is not a desiderative, witness ligurio, sca-

turio, which form no supine, and have u long, contrary to the

analogy of the rest. Neither is every desiderative terminated in

rioy witness capto ; capture benevolentiam alicujus*
4. The DIMINUTIVES end in llo, as cantillo t sorbillo, and are of

the first conjugation.

ANNOTATION.
But here we are to observe that the derivatives are frequently

taken in the same signification as the primitives, hisco for hio : con-

ticesco for conticeo ; icntito for venio ; and the like.

HI.

ON COMPOUND VERBS.
Compound verbs are formed either of nouns, as belligero, from

lelium and gero : or of verbs, as cale/acio, of' caleo andjacio : or of

adverbs, as benefacio : or of prepositions, as advenio.*

Sometimes the compounds change either the species, or conju-

gation of the simple : the_ species, as sacro, execror ; sentio, assen-

tior : the conjugation, as dare, reddere : cubare, incumbere.

Sometimes they change both ; as spcrnere, aspernari j and the

like.

But very frequently the simple is not used, when the compound
is ;

as Leo, whence cometh deleo, according to Priscian : pedio,
whence impcdio, expedio, prapedio, ccmpedto : l/viscor, whence oblif-

viscor, according to Cesellius in Ca^s. Unless we choose to derive

it from ublino, heretofore obtivi, whence we have also oblivio and

oMiviuirn and even the adjective oblivius. For the ancients used

in the same sense Leo and lino; so that it is not at all surprising
that

we
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we should say cbleri, as coming from teo ; just as they said obliri

from lino. Hereto \ve may also referJendo, specio, pleo, tacio,jtigor

and others, of which we have made mention in their proper place in

the rules.

Some have even a simple used only in Greek, as &v&, whence

induo, exuo : K.&XU, whence antecello, and the rest :
rfc/fxu, whence

comperior, experior, &c.

It often happens that the preterite of the simple is not usual,
when that of the compound is ; thus we say rather, Mercurius con-

tudit Sosiam, than tutudit, which is not perhaps to be found in any
Latin author, though Charisius and Priscian give it to tundo. Thus
we meet in Latin authors with

appudttt, era-sit, detrusit, emunxity

delicuit, though we do not easily find plicuit, vasit
t -trusit, tnunxit,

nor licuit from liqueo. Thus we find the supine retentum, con-

tenturn, enecttts, internectus, though we cannot find tentum, nor the

simple nectus.

On the contrary the simple is sometimes used, when the com-

pound is not. For we meet with sidi from sido ; with taciturn and,

taciturus from taceo ; but it is not so easy to find coasidi from con-

sido ; nor do we find reticiturn, or reticiturus from rettceo.

Hence we see that in all these matters custom is the chief thing
to be regarded ;

so that we should use ourselves betimes to the

reading of the purest authors, and never to employ any word
whatsoever without good authority.
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METHOD
OF FINDING OUT THE PRESENT

BY THE PRETERITE.

AS it has been the opinion of some, that it would be of ser-

vice to those who enter late upon the study of the Latin,

tongue, to have a method of ascending to the present of the verb

by means of the preterite, in such a manner that whenever they

meet with a preterite, they may be able to tellfrom lohat verb it

comes, without being obliged to. learn the rules, I have therefore

thought proper to delineate here the following scheme, to the

end they may not be disappointed of the benefit they expectfrom
it. At least there will be this other advantage arising from
this essay, that it will contribute to show the analogy of the

Latin tongue in its preterites, as I have already shown it in the

difference of its genitives in regard to the declensions. Besides,

these reflections may be considered, ifyou will, as a specimen of
the utility derivable from the treatise of letters which we intend

to give towards the close of this work.

Art. I.

The most natural analogy offorming the preterite,

I.

All preterites are in i, and conjugated by isti, it : imus, istis,

erunt or ere.

The most natural analogy of forming them, is, as we already
have observed, p. 171, to take them from the second person pre-

sent, changing s into vi ;

From whence is formed avi, in the first conjugation : evi, in the

second, and ivi in the third and fourth. Thus

TER-
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TERMINATIONS. EXAMPLES.
/

avi o, as. 1. Amavi Amo, as.

evi eo, es. 2. Flevi Fleo, es.

(o,
is. I CPetivi Peto, \.. . f \j >i>. \ r^ ' r^ ' r IS.

ivi < (is. ) (Cupivi Cupio, j

(jo, (Is. 4- Audivi Audio, Is.

2uiivi comes from quero, by changing r into s, to soften the sound : or rather

because heretofore they said qutuo for qn&ro, as Festus hath observed
; whence

we have still left qu<esv, iu the sense of praying, which coaies very near to that oS

asking.

II.

These preterites, and the tenses that depend en them, oftentimes

admit of a syncope either of the u only, or of the v and the vowel
that follows it.

Those in rm and evi, do not admit of this syncope either in the
first or third person singular, or in the first person plural ; but they
suffer a syncope of an intire syllable in the other persons aud tenses

depending on the preterite, as

Amasti for anm-cisti.

Amarunt for ama-cerunt. Flerunt for Jleverunt.
Amassem for awav'issem.

Those in ivi will admit of it throughout, but the v is never cut

off, when it is not followed by is ;

Petii for
peti-ci.

Petierunt for petiverunt.
Petieram for petiveram.

But if the v be followed by is, then we use which syncope we
please.

Petiisti, petisti, for
petivitti.

Peiiissem, petissem, for petivissem.

Art. II.

Four general irregularities, and threeparticular changes
in some verbs.

But though this analogy be the most natural, yet it is not the
most received, except in the first and fourth conjugation ; for a

great many irregularities have crept into the second and third, as
well as into some verbs of the other two conjugations.

These irregularities may be conveniently reduced to four general,
of which the first two preserve rf or Hi with some syncope, and the
other two take other terminations.
The first is of the preterites which preserve vi with a syncope

of the syllable, which according to the natural analogy ought to

precede it, as novi from wo-sco, cis, instead of noscii'i.

The
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The 2d is of such as have ui by a syncope, which only by drop-
ping the vowel that ought to have preceded vi, changes the u
consonant into u vowel, as monui from moneo, es, instead' of monevi.
The 3d is of those which terminate in si, or ssi, or xz, taking an

s, and sometimes two, whether it be instead of the last consonant
of the present, as jussi from jubeo : tersi from tergo (which is evi-

dently instead of terxi ; for this being too rough because of the ry

they struck the c out of the double letter x) or after this conso-
nant ; as carpsi from carpo ; dixi from dico ; unxi from ungo ; the
X being equivalent to CS, or to GS.
The fourth is of those which end inbi, d, di, &c. according to

the last consonant of the present ; as bibi from bibo : legi from

lego : which may be owing to the syncope of the usual termination
of the preterite, legi for

legivi.
But beside these four general irregularities, there are other

changes incident to some verbs, of which the three most usual are :

1. The change of the A (and of the i in compounds) into E,
as Jed from Jado : perfect from perfido, and sometimes into I,

especially in such preterites as have a reduplication ; as cecini from
cano,

2. The syncope of the n (and sometimes of the m) which pre-
cedes the last consonant of the present, as scidi from scindo : accu-

bui from accumbo : rupi from rumpo.
3. The reduplication of the first consonant of the present, either

with an E, after the example of the Greeks, as cecidi from cado :

Or even with the vowel of the present ; as momordi from mordeo :

pupugi from pungo.
These three sorts of changes seldom happen but in the two last

irregularities; and especially the last, namely the reduplication,
occurs only in the fourth irregularity.. But they may sometimes

happen to meet all together ; as tetigi from tango, where we see

the a changed into 2, the n taken away, and the reduplication
added.

Article III.

Of the 1st general irregularity.
Preterites in vi with a syncope that cuts off the syllable,

which according to the natural analogy ought to have

preceded it.

These preterites are derived from two sorts of verbs.

1. From those which end in vo and veo ; as jwoi from juvo, for

juvavi : movi from moveo, for movevi : and these are very easy
to find

; because you have only to change the i into o or eo.

2. From others which have different terminations, and are more

difficult. t

We shall give a separate view of the one and the other. And
when there happens to be any difficulty worth remarking, we shall

take* care to mention it after the following lists, by means of small

notes to which the asterisks shall refer.

II. List
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List of preterites that come from verbs in vo, or ra>.

Verbs in veo.
* Cavi from Caveo, es, ere : to beware of; to take care of.

Connivi Conniveo, es, ere :

* Favi Faveo, es, ere

Fovi Foveo, es, ere :

Langui Langueo, es, ere :

Movi Moveo, es, ere :

* Pavi Paveo, es, ere ;

Moveo,
Paveo,

Verbs in vo.

Calvifrom Calvo, is, ere:

Juvi Juvo, as, are :

Solvi Solvo, is, ere:

Volvi Volvo is. ere :

to ivink, to dissemble.

tofavour.
to cherish.

to languish.
to move.

to be afraid.

to deceive.

to help.
to loose, to deliver.

to roll.

* In order to distinguish these preterites in aci, and some others 'which are

marked lower down with an asterisk, from those of the first conjugation ;
we are

to observe that the first conjugation has never a dissyllable preterite in avi.

III.

Ofpreterites which come from verbs of other termina-

tions, and are more irregular.

And in the first place,

Of those in SCO, which generally take this termination

in the preterite ; as,

Agnovifrom Agnosco, is, ere
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Article IV.

Of the 2d general irregularity.

Preterites in iii, the vowel which naturally ought to have

preceded it, being cut of.

I.

When the syncope is not of an entire syllable, as in the pre-
ceding irregularity, but only of a letter, as of the a in avi ; of
the e in evi ; and of the i in iri : then the v consonant is changed
into u vowel, to soften the pronunciation. For if from cubavi,
which according to the most natural analogy ought to be the pre-
terite of cubo, a-9, you take away the a, there remains cubvi,

which being too harsh, they made it cubiii ; in the same manner of

monevi, they first made monvi, and afterwards moniii.

This irregularity is so common in the second conjugation, that

it is become the general rule thereof: so that when a preterite is

in iii, we must first of all see whether it be not derived from a

verb in eo.

iii, eo, es
;
as flortii, floreo, es.

II.

We have therefore no necessity of remarking in particular any
other preterites in iii, than those of the other three conjugations,
which we shall do according to their alphabetical order.

1. Accubui
)4/rora Accumbo, is, ere. To sit down at meat.
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6. Geniii, Gigno,
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II.

List of the preterites in si or xi, by the addition of an

s, after the characteristic of the present ; where we
are to observe, that the x is equivalent to cs or gs.

Allexi from Allicio
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Whence also they have nexi from necto ; jlexi fromjlecto, because

zi, as we have already observed, is equivalent to csi, so that only
the t is changed into s.

But this change into s cometh also from other consonants : and

therefore it will be proper to set them all down with examples,
before we give the list,

5. Farsi Farcio,

12. Arsi 1. Ardeo,
10. Alsi 2. Algeo,
1. Vulsi Velio,

coming (a 1. Temsi Tecnno, is, ere. to despise.

from, qu 1. Torsi S. Torqueo,es, ere. to twist.

Haesi 4; Hsereo, es, ere. to stick.

is, Ire. to stiff, tojiil.

es, ere. to burn.

es, ere. to be -eery cold,

to pull.is, ere.

Ssi

coming
from \ r

Flexi Flecto,
JNIisi 5. Mitto,
Jussi Jubeo,
Cessi Cedo,
Pressi Premo,

C Gessi Gero,

(_
Ussi Uro,

is, ere. to bend.

is, ere. to send.

es, ere. to command.

is, ere. to give place.

is, ere. to press'

is, ere. to carry.
is, ere. to burn.

1. Quassi 6. Quatio, is, ere. to shake.

1. Ardeo, as if it were ardo, o pure for o impure.
2. Algeo, as if it were a/go, and alti for alxi, by taking away the c out of the

double letter, the same as in orsi.

3. Tarqueo, as if it were tarqv.0, or iorco, the q being equivalent to c ; and
torsi for tarxi.

4. H&reo, fuca, as if hteri, the t passing for r.

5. Mitto. misi, as if mitsi, wheuce also comes missum, by changing the two it

of milto into two it ; but it losetb an s in the preterite.
6. Quatic, quassi for jvaji, from qualo, by changing t into t. But it doubles

the ts to distinguish it from quasi an adverb.

IV.

List of the Preterites in si, or ssi.

By a change of the Characteristic into one or two s.

SI.

Alsi from
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Nexi from
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Article VI.

Of the fourth general Irregularity.

I.

Of Verbs that retain in the Preterite the Characteristic

of the Present.

All preterites that do not end in -si, Hi, si, or xi, take the ter-

mination bi, ci, di, &c. from the characteristic of their present.
Wherefore having got the preterite, to find the present you have

only to change i into o, or eo, or io, as bibi, bibo : vidi, video : jbdi,

Jbdio, &c.

There are even some preterites ending in Hi and si, which derive

this termination from their present, as lui from luo ; risi from visa.

And this seems to be entirely owing to a syncope, the last syllable
of these preterites having been cut off: bibi for bibivi, c.

But if in this respect it is easier to find the present of these pre-
terites, on the other hand there are particular difficulties, because
it is chiefly in these preterites that one or more of those three

changes happen of which we made mention in the 2d art. namely
the change of the a (and in a compound verb of the i) into e: the

syncope of the m or n : and the reduplication of the first syllable.
For which reason we shall first of all give here a list of the dif-

ferent terminations of these preterites and of the presents, from
whence they come, and the number of the verbs, with an example;
and in the list we shall insert only such preterites as are most dif-

ficult ; those which undergo some changes.

II.

Terminations.



Si so

Ti to

Ui iio almost all. argui
Vi vo 3. solvi
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1. \\s\from Viso, is, ere. to go to see,

2. verti Verto, is, ere. to turn.

Argiio, is, ere. to reprove.
Solvo, is, ere. to pay.

III.

List of the Preterites which retain the Characteristic of
the Present.

1. Argui/row
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Spopondi Spondeo, es, ere. to engage, to promise.
Stiti Sisto, is, ere. to stop, to set up.

Stridi Strideo, es, ere. to crack.

Totondi Tondeo, es, ere. to clip.

Tuli Fero, ers,rre. to carry.

Extuli Extollo, is, ere. to lift up.

Sustuli Sustollo, is, ere. to take away.
Yerri Verro, is, ere. to sweep.
Verti Vorto, i?, ere. to turn.

Vidi Video, es, ere. to see.

Visi Viso, is, ere. to go to see.

Volvi Volvo, is, ere. to roll.

1. All verbs in Ha.

2. All verbs in do, except the 9 which, make si, comprised above, ia the fifth

article, n. 4.

ADVERTISEMENT
CONCERNING

The Method of finding out the Present by means of

the Supine;

And the chief advantage that may he derived from
the above Lists of Preterites.

OOME perhaps may xish &e had drawn up proper tables

for ascending from the supine to the present, as tre hate

done in regard to the preterite. But upon examination these

tables hare been judged unnecessary. For the analogy of

ascendingfrom the supine to the preterite is to natural, that the

three orfour lines zchich zee have given at ow/- entering upon the

Conjugations, p. 171, may suffice. And indeed n~e hardly ever

Jind any difficulty in ascending to the preterite, zrhen ut meet

ZL'ith its supine. Aozr as soon as u'e have found the preterite,

;nay ascend to the present by the ruksjust nou~ given, zchich

are not so difficult as one may be apt atfust sight to imagine ;

because they are allfounded in analogy and reason : to make a

proper use of them, it is almost suljicient that they be thoroughly
understood. A little practice added to these rejections li'ili

render things as easy as they are natural; and every body nill

be
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be capable ofjudging by themselves of the utility that may be

derived from them.

I shall only observe that these lists are extremely properfor

exercising the capacities of children, to make themfind outfrom
what verb a preterite is derived, by running them over, each in

its alphabetical order, and obliging them to tell the verb as soon

as they hear the preterite mentioned. Adult persons, who study

without a master, may likewise enter into the same sort of

exercise, leaving the preterites of these lists uncovered, and hiding

the remainder with a bit ofpaper, in order to try their memories ,

and to see whether they are thorough masters of these preterites :

this they will compass in a very short time, provided they have

some idea only of their analogy, which will almost instantly

lead them to the knowledge of the present. And herein lies

almost the whole use of the Latin grammar, to qualify us as

quick as possible for the reading of authors. For it is to be

observed, as we have already mentioned in the Preface and in

the Advertisement to the Reader, that this is the point we ought

always to have in view, because it is only by practice and the

use of authors that we are enabled to make any real progress in

a language, and to be acquainted with its full purity. This

we hope we shall prove more at large by the NEW DIC-

TIONARY, which some time or other we purpose to lay before

the public, and which may perhaps be of service to those who

have made a progress, as well as to those who have but just en-

tered upon the language, and mayfacilitate the understanding

of ecclesiastic and profane authors.







ON THE FIGURE OF METAPLASM.

As far as it relates to Etymology or Analogy.

HAVING
finished whatever relates to the analogy of nouns

and verbs, we must now, before we proceed to Syntax, touch

lightly upon the changes incident to words, which grammarians

distinguish by the common and general name of META'IIAASMOS,
that is, transmutation, transformation.

This METAPLASM or transmutation is made by adding, taking

away, or changing, either a letter or a syllable.

I.

By adding.

This addition is of four sorts, which are,

1. PROSTHESIS or addition, when something is put to the begin-

ning of a word ; as gnavus for navtts.

2. EPEKTHESIS, or interposition, when something is inserted

in the middle, either a vowel, as in Virgil, trahecs for trahce, a

kind of cart ;
or a consonant, relligio for religio : repperit, rettidit,

instead of reperit, retulit, &c.

3. PARAGOGE, or lengthening, when something is put at the end
ef the word ; as dicier for did.

4. DIAERESIS, when a vowel is divided into two; aidal trissyL-

lable, for aulai dissyllable, aulce. \

II.

By taking aixay.

The taking away or cutting off happens four ways, according to

which it hath four different denominations.

1. APHJERESIS, when something is taken away or cut off from
the beginning of a word ; as conla instead of ciconia, Plautus.

2. SYNCOPE, when something is taken away from the middle ;

as caldum for calidum : dijcti for dixisti, which is common : puertia
for pueritia, which is more poetic. And the like.

3. APOCOPE, when something is cut off from the end ; as tun

for tune : inger mi calices amariores, for ingere mihi, Catul. &c.

4. CRASIS or Synaeresis, when two syllables are joined in one,
as Thesei

t dissyllable, for These'i, trissyllable ; vemens, for vehemens,
&c.

III.

By changing.
1 two wa

. HESIS, or ranspositi

place of another, as pistris instead

2. ANTITHESIS,

By changing.
The changing is effected two ways, which are called

1. METATHESIS, or transposition, when one letter is put in the

lace of another, as pistris instead ofpriitis.
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2. ANTITHESIS, or opposition, when one letter is
entire!)'

changed for another, as put for ilii.

So much may suffice for a general idea of these figures ; for it

is oftentimes both tiresome and useless, to masters as well as scho-
lars, to overload the memory with a multitude of words and
figures, which are generally more difficult to retain than the things
themselves.

There are still some more figures to observe, both as to syntax
and to versification ; but of these we shall take proper notice when
we come to treat'of Quantity.

END OF THE FIR&*
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